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Abstract 
This study is the first to document the condensation heat transfer performance of small 
diameter, microchannel tubes in crossflow heat exchange, and this study provides the fIrSt 
systematic evaluation of the effect of port ~hape on microchannel tube performance. Furthermore, 
this study is the flI'St to suggest methods for improving microchannel heat exchanger designs. 
We collected experimental data for flat, multiport tubes with hydraulic diameters in the 
range 0.6 mm S Db S 1.5 mm. The port shapes considered were circles, squares, triangles, 
enhanced squares, and small squares. We found that established relationships describe single-
phase circular-tube heat transfer and pressure drop behavior in microchannel tubes. Circular-tube 
correlations are appropriate for noncircular tubes if dimensionless numbers are formed with 
appropriate length scales. The wavy flow correlation of Dobson [1994] was found to predict 
accurately condensing heat transfer in flows predicted to wavy. A slightly modified form of the 
Dob~n [1994] annular flow correlation was found to predict accurately condensing heat transfer in 
flows predicted to be annular. 
An analytical study·of methods to improve microchannel condenser design was performed. 
We found that volume minimization is a comprehensive and reasonable objective for. the 
suboptimization analysis. As condenser volume is reduced, system charge, condenser mass, and 
material costs all decrease • 
. ' . Refrigerant-side circuiting flexibility is the key that unlocks the potential of the 
microchannel technology. With unconstrained refrigerant circuiting, smaller port diameters always 
lead to reduced condenser volume. However, the pressure-drop effect drives optimal condenser 
designs toward many tubes of short length, and the crossflow-heat-exchanger effect drives optimal 
condenser designs toward many tubes of short length and few ports. 
We found that port shape significantly impacts condenser design. To achieve reduced 
internal volume, the order of preference for port shapes is circle, square, and triangle. To achieve 
minimized external volume, the order of preference for port shapes is triangle, square, and circle. 
v 
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a = constant in single-phase friction factor equation [-] 
axial component of acceleration [m/S2] 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview of Microchannel Heat Exchanger Technology 
Microchanne~ heat exchanger technology is a relatively new technology. made possible by 
recent advances in aluminum extrusion and brazing processes. A commercial example of 
microchannel heat exchanger technology is the Modine ~ Condenserl shown schematically in 
Figure 1.1 below. 
Louvered 
Fins 
Baffle 
-----. 
AIrows indicate refrigerant flow 
Figure 1.1 Example of a microchannel heat exchanger. 
As is readily observed from this example, typical microchannel heat exchangers are 
comprised of tubes, fins, and headers. The air-side fins are louvered aluminum plate-fin surfaces 
1 Parallel flow (PptD, PFctD, 8IId PFEe) heat exchanger' teclmology is the subject of United States 8IId foreign patents 
applied for 8IId issued to Modine Manufacturing Company, Racine. Wisc:onsin, USA. Current United States patents 
include 4,615,385, 4,688,311 and 4,998 . .580. 
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that providC enhanced air-side heat transfer. The headers are round aluminum tubes, slightly larger 
in diameter than the refrigerant tube width. The headers serve three purposes: (a) they provide 
rigidity for the heat exchanger, (b) in conjunction with the baffles, they distribute refrigerant 
among the parallel tubes and pons within the tubes, and (c) they provide refrigerant circuiting 
options. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of "a typical microchannel heat exchanger is the flat, 
extruded, multiport refrigerant tubes sandwiched between the air-side fins. Figure 1.2 shows 
some popular cross-sections. 
o 
•••••••••••• 
Circular pons 
Ott= 1.49 mm 
Triangular pons 
1\= 0.94 mm 
D 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Square pons n.. = 1.21 mm and 0.62 mm 
D 
HHHHHHHHHHHHH 
Enhanced Square, "H" pons 
" 1\= l.09mm 
Figure 1.2 Examples of microchannel port shapes. 
The hydraulic diameters listed in Figure 1.2 are the tube sizes analyzed in the present study. The 
diameters are typical of microchannel tubes produced in the industry, and the ports are 5 to 20 
times smaller than tubes currently used in many round-tubelplate-fin heat exchanger applications. 
A wide variety of port shapes are available, and the complexity of port designs is limited only by 
the manufacturability of extrusion tooling. 
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Another notable feature of microchannel heat exchangers is the low-cost flexibility of 
refrigerant circuiting afforded by the headers, baffles, and refrigerant tubes. In the design stage, 
. all refrigerant circuiting options are roughly the same in terms of cost. However, after extrusion 
and brazing equipment is purchased, it may be costly to vary refrigerant circuiting. 
The rigid and compact microchannel heat exchangers are brazed in a process that is 
amenable to continuous operation and mass production. Thus, the Iirlcrochannel heat exchanger . 
technology is attractive for high-volume, cost-driven markets, such as mobile and stationary air 
conditioning heat exchangers. 
For a number of reasons, the initial market for microchannel heat exchangers has been 
condensers for mobile air-conditioning systems. Compared to traditional round-tubelplate-fm 
condensers, microchannel condensers are smaller in size for a given heat transfer capacity and 
pressure drop. Microchannel condensers exhibit smaller face areas and contribute to reduced 
system charge. Smaller face areas are desirable as automobile manufacturers continue to shrink 
engine compartments, but they lead to diminished air flow rates. Reduced refrigerant charge is 
desirable for both environmental and cost reasons. The relatively short design cycles in the 
automotive industry have allowed fast implementation of the new microchannel technology. 
Currently, designers of stationary air-c,?nditioning systems are considering the microchannel 
technology because of system miniaturization and charge reduction possibilities. 
the microchannel technology is relatively new, and thus, not yet optimized. One thing that 
can be readily demonstrated is that smaller refrigerant passages are desirable. One can show that 
for turbulent flow in tubes, the heat transfer coefficienth scales inversely with diameter D: 
h - 1/00.2. Thus, from a heat transfer point of view, the small diameter ports of the microchannel 
tubes justify a closer look at the technology. For design purposes, it is important to evaluate the 
tradeoffs that governmicrochannel heat exchanger performance and find the keys to improving the 
technology. The present project is primarily concerned with this task. 
The section below summarizes the state of the art regarding microchannel heat exchangers 
prior to the present project. 
1.2 State of the Art Before This Project 
In terms of manufacturing and production, the extrusion and brazing processes were well-
established. In fact, they were prerequisites for developing the microchannel technology. The 
louvered fms used in microchannel heat exchangers are relatively well understood, but there are 
many important issues regarding their design and manufacture that can be studied. 
The physics of heat transfer and pressure drop in small channels was not thoroughly 
understood. There were questions regarding single-phase turbulence in tubes with diameter less 
than 2 mm, and there existed no systematic study of the physics of condensation heat transfer in 
microchannel tubes. Furthermore, no systematic study of the effect of port shape in condensation 
had been conducted. Finally, there existed no experimental data on microchannel condensation in 
tubes with diameters less than 2.6 mni. 
In terms of microchannel condenser design, th~e were no widely available studies of the 
impact of refrigerant circuiting flexibility on design optimization, and build-and-try methods were 
routinely employed in condenser design. A flexible and powerful design optimization tool was 
necessary to (a) reduce design time and (b) bring designs closer to optimum. 
1.3 Goal of this Project 
The goal of the present project is to explore methods of improving microchannel condenser 
design. We focus, in particular, on the microchannel tubes and refrigerant-side performance, 
because the truly innovative aspects of the microchannel technology are found there. The 
remainder of this document is dedicated to presenting and summarizing the results of our inquiry. 
We performed the following tasks in pursuit of our goal to improve microchannel 
condenser design. 
(a) We reviewed existing literature on subjects pertaining to the performance and design of 
microchannelcondensers. Our review includes previous studies of single-phase heat 
transfer and pressure drop, two-phase flow regimes, condensation heat transfer and 
pressure drop, heat exchanger design and optimization, and heat transfer and pressure drop 
in noncircular ducts. 
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(b) . We designed and built experimental facilities to study the perfonnance of microchannel 
tubes under both single-phase and condensation conditions. We designed a nitrogen flow 
faciIity for metrology experiments and a refrigerant test facility for Rl34a experiments. 
(c) We collected, analyzed, and correlated experimental data from the test faciIities. 
(d) We constructed a numerical model of condenser performance based upon the experimental 
data we collected. We performed a systematic evaluation of effects that impact condenser 
design and optimization, and we conducted a condenser suboptimization analysis. 
The following chapters follow the outline suggested by·the f'o~POints above.· We begin . 
with Chapter 2, a review of existing literature on topics related to microchannel condensers and 
microchannel condenser design. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
This chapter reviews many references that impact the work presented herein. We begin 
with an overview of importaIit results in single-phase pressure drop and heat tralisfer. Then, 
information on two-phase flow patterns (flow regimes) and two-phase pressure drop and heat 
transfer are reviewed. Fmally, other microchannel tube heat transfer and pressure-drop studies are 
discussed. 
2.1 Single-phase Pressure Drop 
Typically, a relatively SIDa:ll but not insignificant portion of total condenser heat- ttansfer 
occurs in tubes flowing single-phase refrigerant. Under normal operating conditions, both 
superheated and subcooled sections exist near the refrigerant inlet and exit locations, respectively. 
The correlations for in-tube single-phase frictional pressure drop and heat transfer are summarized 
in this section. 
It is interesting to note that duct shape and thermal boundary conditions are easier to 
analyze in turbulent single-phase flows than in laminar single-phase flows. In Chapters 3 and 4, 
we shall see that a simple treatment of duct shape collapses both circular and noncircular turbulent 
data into one correlation. For laminar flows, however, no equally simple treatment is successful. 
Also, turbulent flow.heat transfer is nearly independent of. thermal boundary conditions for 
Pr> 0.7 [Bhatti and Shah, 1987]. Because these effects are important, we bring attention to the 
effects of duct shape and thermal boundary conditions on flow behavior. 
Although much of the literature dealing with frictional pressure drop and heat transfer is 
concerned with tube diameters greater than approximately 20 mm, this study considers tubes with 
diameters on the order of 1 mm. Historically, the focus on larger tubes results from questions 
arising from liquid supply and distribution systems (in single-phase flow) and from questions 
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arising from the steam power industry (in two-phase flows). Bhatti and Shah [1987] issue a 
warning to those who study "small" diameter tubes. 
A word of caution is in order in applying [the single-phase pressure drop and heat transfer 
cmelations] to extremely small rubes with hydraulic diameters smaller than about 2 1DDl. In such 
tubes, the turbulent eddy mechanism for fluid flow and heat transfer is suppressed by the physical 
siie of the tube cross section resulting in lower friction factors and heat transfer coefficients. 
Unfortunately, definitive information on turbulent flow friction factors and heat transfer 
coefficients in small diameter tubes is not available •... 
This topic has produced much debate. As noted in Chapter 1, the microchannel heat exchangers 
are desirable because of their superior thermal performance. However, Bhatti and Shah's warning 
would indicate suppression of mechanisms that lead to turbulent behavior and higher heat transfer 
coefficients. Thus, a short discussion of the CUJTent literature available on these effects is included 
in this review. Also, recommendations for treatment of rough tube effects are presented herein. 
The single-phase frictional pressure gradient -dP/dz and heat transfer coefficient h can be 
recovered from each correlation with the following expressions. Note that different authors 
assume different length scales for nonciIcular ducts. 
For circular ducts, one should use 
and 
For noncircular ducts, one should use 
and 
. or 
dP _ iF 2 G2 v 
-dz- D' 
h _ Nuk 
- D· 
h _ NUeffk 
- Detr ' 
h _NUh k 
- Db . 
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(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
1 
The equations presented in this chapter have been adapted from the sources, if necessary, to 
conform to the above conventions. 
2.1.1 Circular duct, fully developed laminar flow pressure drop 
The friction factor in single-phase laminar flow in a circular duct is inversely proportional 
to the Reynolds number. Solution of the 8X;ial momentum equation for laminar fully developed 
flow l yields the velocity profile from which wall shear stress and frictional pressure drop can be 
calculated. Relating these terms to the defmition of friction factor yields the classic equation 
reported by Incropera and DeWitt [1990], 
Kf=4fFRe=64. (2.6) 
However, friction factor relations for laminar flow in noncircular ducts are not as simple to 
obtain. Figme 2.1 and Figure 22 define the geometry of rectangular and trianguIar2 ducts. 
l 
,---I 2b 
J.-2a~--r 
Figure 2.1 Rectangular duct geometry. 
Figure2.2 Triangular duct geometry. 
In this case. solution of the axial momentum equation is simplified because the radial component of velocity, the 
circumferential component of velocity, and the gradient of the axial Velocity are all ZCIO. 
2 Unless otherwise explicidy stated, the idjective "triangular" will be used to indicate in isosceles Iriangular geometry. 
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We begin by examining rectangular ducts. 
2.1.2 Rectangular duct, fully developed laminar now pressure drop 
Shah and London [1978] present the following correlation for the laminar friction factor for 
flow in a rectangular duct 
fFRett = 24 (1- 1.3553a* + 1.9467a*2 - 1.7012a*3 + 0.9S64a*4 -0.2537a*S) (2.7) 
'The quantity a* is defmed from Figure 2.1 as 
* 2b a =2a. (2.8) 
Equation 2.7 is derived from an approximation to an infinite series solution for the fully 
developed velocity profile in a rectangular duct. For square ducts (a* = 1) we get 
fFReh = 14.22708. 
2.1.3 Triangular duct,3 fully developed laminar now pressure drop 
Shah and London [1978] provide the following correlation for the laminar friction factor in 
triangular ducts with geometry as defmed in Figure 2.2. 
~R _ 12 (B + 2) (1 - tan2~) 
Jt' ett- [ ] • (B - 2) tan~ + (1 + tan2~)l/2 2 (2.9) 
where 
[ 5 1 ,,112 
, B = 4 + 2 (~ -:- 1)J . (2.10) 
For equilateral triangular ducts (~= 3QO) one obtains fpReh = 13.33. 
2.1.4 Fully developed turbulent now pressure drop 
Although unique laminar friction factor correlations must be used for each tube geometry. 
Bhatti and Shah [1987] indicate rm.t turbulent friction factors for noncircular ducts may be scaled to 
match the circular duct results by using an effective diameter as the length scale for the Reynolds 
3 Recall that we are assuming that. unless otberwise noted. the adjective "triangular" refers to isosceles triangular ducts. 
number. Below, we review the important results for turbulent, circular-duct. single-phase friction 
factors followed by a discussion of the effective diameter concept. 
2.1.4.1 Fully developedjlow friction/actor correlations 
The prediction of friction factors for turbulent single-phase flow is a great deal more 
difficult that for laminar single-phase flows. No known analytical solution is sufficient to describe 
turbulent behavior for any duct shape, and experimental data must be used to develop appropriate 
models. Unlike laminar flows in which the friction factor depends on Reynolds number only, 
turbulent flow friction factors may depend on both the Reynolds number and tube surface 
roughness. Surface roughness is a potentially important parameter in turbulent flows because 
turbulent boundary layers are much thinner than laminar boundary layers. In turbulent flow, wall 
roughness elements may extend deep into the turbulent boundary layer and possibly into the 
turbulent core itself. 
Many friction factor correlations have been developed for turbulent-flow pressure drop in 
circular pipes. Gerhart and Gross [1985] present a short history of the development of friction 
factor correlations. In 1935, Prandtl developed the following formula for turbulent flow in smooth 
pipes. 
1 . 
,,4fp = 2.0 log(R~4fp) - 0.8 (2.11) 
Here, the adjective "smooth" indicates that the wall roughness elements are so small that their 
inflJ.lence does not extend beyond the laminar sublayer. 
Around the same time von Karman presented the following relation for turbulent flow in 
fully rough circular pipe flow. 
1 (EA)) 
,,4fF = - 2.0 log 3.7 (2.12) 
"Fully rough" turbulent flow occurs when the roughness elements extend through the turbulent 
boundary layer into the turbulent core of the flow. In this case, as Reynolds number increases, the 
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boundary layer becomes thinner. Because the boundary layer is fully disrupted by the roughness 
elements, increased Reynolds number does not affect the friction factor. 
In 1939, Colebrook developed a formula that accounted for the smooth and fully rough 
regions as well as the transition mne between. 
_1_=_2.01oJrID + 2.51 ) 
~4fF . °p.7 R~4fF. (2.13) 
Although they are extremely accurate, the above correlations are implicit in fF, making 
numerical calculations difficult. However, less-accurate, explicit forms of the friction factor. 
equations exist. Incropera and DeWitt [1990] report two relations for turbulent flow in smooth 
tubes. For 2300 < Re S 2x 1 ()4 they give 
4fF = 0.316 Re-1I4 • (2.14) 
For Re > 2xl()4 they report 
4fF = 0.184 Re-1I5 • (2.15) 
Churchill [1977a] developed an explicit asymptotic representation for turbulent friction 
factor for both laminar and turbulent regions (including both smooth and fully rough pipes): 
[( 8 )12 1 ]1112 fe = Reo + (A + B )3/2 ' (2.16) 
where 
. A =[2.457 In(' 1 ]16 
. (7/Re)O.9 + 0.27£/0 
(2.17) 
and 
B = r7fe30J6. (2.18) 
Note that the Churchill friction factor fe is related to the Fanning fF and Darcy fD friction 
factors by 
fe = fF/2 = f0l8 • (2.19) 
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2.1.4.2 Moodychart 
To (a) circumvent calculation difficulties posed by the implicit nature of many friction factor 
correlations and (b) facilitate engineering calculations, Moody [1944] developed the classic 
presentation of circular duct frictional pressure drop data. In the abstract to the 1944 paper, Moody 
said 
The author [Moody] dOes not claim to offer anything particularly new or origiruil, his aim merely 
being to embody the now accepted conclusioos in caovenient form for engineering use. 
Moody's iD vs. Re chart, now known by his name, is widely accepted as the definitive 
presentation of laminar and turbulent single-phase pressure drop for both smooth and rough 
circular pipes. 
2.1.4.3 Noncircular ducts 
Under laminar flow conditions, iF must be evaluated independently for each duct shape. . 
However, Obot [1988] reports .that turbulent flows in noncircular ducts may be analyzed with 
circular tube friction factor correlations by employing appropriate scaling. Obot argues that 
complete dynamic similarity between circular ducts and noncircular ducts is obtained if both the 
Reynolds number and friction factor are appropriately scaled. Appropriate scaling produces 
similarity in the critical values4 of both Reynolds number and friction factor. Obot notes that use 
of the hydraulic diameter as the length scale when reducing experimental pressure drop data is 
advantageous as it brings the value of the critical friction factor for any duct geometry in agreement 
with that for a circular tube (fp ~ 0.(08).5 The only task remaining is that of fmding a Reynolds 
. . 
number length scale that equates the critical value of Reynolds number for all geometries with the 
4 
5 
Obot [1988] defmes the critical values for both Reynolds number and friction factor from the minUnum print on the 
laminar line of the familiar / vs. Re ploL 
Although Dbot [1988] does not mention this explicitly, it is perhaps not surprising that the hydraulic diameter IlJa 
successfully collapses the critical values of friction factor for all geometries to a (nearly) constant value. First, we 
note that both / and IlJa appear explicitly in the one-dimensional momentum conservation equation for duct flow, 
-dP/dx = /D P V2/(2IlJa). Next, we note that the mechanism for maintenance of turbulent flow is intimately related to 
momentum transfer (or, more accurately, vorticity transfer) between the boundary layer and the fluid core. It seems 
obvious (in hindsight) that the appiopdate length scale for describing the critical conditions would be the length 
scale that appears in the momentum conservation equation itself. the hydraulic diameter. . 
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critical Reynolds number for circular ducts. In this work, we define the effective diameter Deff to 
be the Reynolds number length scale that achieves this goal. 
In pursuit of the appropriate Reynolds number length scale, we fll'St note the work of Mikic 
et al. [1994], who developed a model of turbulent flow in wall-bounded channels. From their 
model, they find conditions that must be satisfied to maintain turbulent flow: 
A U't RC<t= -- ~ B 
v 
(2.20) 
where A is the length scale of the system, ll't is the friction velocity, and v is the kinematic 
viscosity. The constant B is about 50 for all geometries. Substituting ll't =...J 4fFPy2/ (8p) 
yields 
(2.21) 
Noting that A Y Iv is the Reynolds number for the system (in this context A is equivalent to our 
effective diameter Deff) we can write 
(2.22) 
as the condition required for maintaining turbulence. At the critical conditions, we have 
..J4fF,crit Reeff,crit =...J8 B . (2.23) 
Recalling the assertion of Obot [1988] that fF,crit is .independent of geometry, we see that 
Equation 2.23 provides a means to evaluate Deff from experimental data. 
Long before the analysis of Mikic et al. [1994] other researchers provided estimates ofDeff. 
To a fll'St approximation, the duct hydraulic diameter Db may be used as the appropriate Reynolds 
number length scale. To improve accuracy, Jones [1976] suggests an effective diameter (known 
as the laminar equivalent diameter Die) given by Equation 2.24. 
DIe=~Db Kf,ncd . (2.24) 
Obot [1988] concurs with Jones, demonstrating that Jones' method successfully provides 
the critical Reynolds number for all geometries. Obot also notes that the method of Jones [1976] 
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is, to date, the only physically-based method for estimating Deff. For rectangular ducts of aspect 
ratio a* (see Equation 2.8), Jones recommends the following correlation developed from his data: 
~ = 2/3 + 11/24 a* (2 - a*) (2.25) 
Bhatti and Shah [1987] present other, purponedly more accurate, expressions for Deff. 
These are formed by taking the average oftw.o.diameters from the following sources·: (a) a circle 
completely circumscribing the duct cross-section, and (b) a circle completely inscribing the duct 
cross-section. Each expression is appropriate for a given duct geometry. We denote the diameter 
thus obtained by Die, where the subscript "ic" represents "inscribed-circumscribed." For squares 
(a* = 1) with sides oflength 2a, Bhatti and Shah [1987] recommend the following expression due 
to Ahmed and Brundrett [1971]: 
Equation 2.26 can also be represented as 
~_1+{2 
Ott - 2 
For equilateral triangles with sides of length 2a, Ahmed and Brundrett [1971] recommend 
Die=-{3a. 
Equation 2.28 can be presented as 
~ Ott = 1.5 • 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
. (2.29) 
Bhatti and Shah. [1987] indicate that the effective diameter concept can be used to predict 
turbulent flow heat transfer in noncircular ducts. They recommend that effective diameter be used 
in both the Reynolds number Reeff and the Nusselt number NUeff. We shall see in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4 that none of the above methods collapses data for all shapes of microchannel tubes to 
circular tube correlations. 
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2.1.4.4 S~l~s 
Surprisingly little information is available in the open literature regarding small-tube 
effects. 6 Olsson [1994] studied the ~ffects of diameter on the single-phase pressure drop 
characteristics of small tubes. The study included circular tubes (D = 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 
10 mm) and rectangular tubes (aspect ratio 6:1, Db = 1.5,2,2.5, 3,4.5, and 6 mm). Olsson 
found that the small~st ciIcular tube (2 mm) exhibited deillyed and extended transitional behavior. 
The transition range for the 2-mm. tube was 3000 < Re < 10,000, whereas all other tubes exhibited 
transitional behavior in the range 1000 < Re < 3500. Olsson notes that these differences are 
outside the range of experimental error. This behavior was not observed in the rectangular ducts. 
Olsson speculates on the factors causing the ciIcular tube behavior. 
When the flow is fully developed, there is no influence of the inlet conditions. Still. it seems 
like the friction factor is affected by the size of the tubes. In this investigation only the smallest 
circular bJbes show a different friction factor tban what is predicted by the Blasius relation. and it is 
possible that this is due to an unknown enor in the experiments. However. if there really is a 
change in the friction factor due to the size of the tube, what is the explanation to this? 
From conventional dimensional analysis it is found that the flow is determined by the 
Reynolds number alone. One question that can be raised in this context is bow the turbulence 
scales. In the time averaged momentum equations. the Reynolds stresses appear as additional 
terms, but it is not evident how they sbould be scaled. . 
To examine the turbulence issues, Olsson attempted "hot-wire measurements" of 
streamwise turbulence intensity. After acknowledging that the instruments employed were too 
bulky to obtain reliable meaSurements,7 Olsson states that the streamwise turbulence intensity 
decreased with the hydraulic diameter suggesting that the turbulence does not scale with the mean 
velocity. Although the measurements are questionable~ Olsson's physical explanation is consistent 
with the thoughts of Bhatti and Shah [1987]. 
The implications of Olssonis work are clear: we must be careful when applying large-tube 
correlations to tubes with length scales smaller than 2 mm. 
6 In fact. Bhatti [1994] knows of no publications on small tube effects since his 1987 publication. 
7 Olsson states ". hot-wire is • too large device to give reliable data when it is used in small tubes." . 
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2.2 Single Phase Heat Transfer 
Many correlations exist for heat transfer of single-phase laminar flow in pipes. . The 
following sections review the lamjnar flow correlations appropriate for this work. The correlations 
presented herein are considered by Bhatti and Shah [1987] to be the most accurate available in the 
literature. 
2.2.1 Circular duct, beat transfer in fully· developed laminar now 
Typically. for fully developed laminar flow. the Nusselt number is presented independent 
of Re and Pr. which is correct to a first order approximation. When including axial conduction in 
the fluid. Shah and London [1987] show that the Nusselt number is a function of the P6clet 
number Pe defined as 
Pe=RePr. (2.30) 
A correlation for Nu as a function of Pe obtained by the method of orthogonal collocation for the 
constant wall temperature boundary condition is given below. For Pe > 5. 
( 1.227 ) Nu = 3.6568 1 + pel + ... • (2.31) 
and for Pe < 1.5. 
Nu = 4.1807 (1- 0.0439Pe + ... ) . (2.32) 
Shah and London [1978] present a table for Nu as a function ofPe in the regic;m not covered by the 
above relations. 
2.2.2 Rectangular duct, beat transfer in fully developed laminar now 
The Nusselt number for fully developed, laminar flow in rectangular ducts is a function of 
the aspect ratio u* for the duct. For constant wall temperature boundary conditions. NUb is given 
by Shah and London [1978] as 
NUb = 7.541 (1- 2.610a* + 4.970a*2 - 5.119u*3 + 2.702u*4 - 0.548u*S) . (2.33) 
Equation 2.33 is an approximation to numerical results. The solution for laminar flow in square 
ducts with constant temperature boundary condition is NUb = 2.9786. 
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2.2.3 Triangular duct, heat transfer in fully developed laminar flow8 
Shah and London [1978] provide the following table for laminar flow heat transfer in 
triangular ducts with a constant wall temperature boundary condition. 
Table 2.1 Laminar Nusselt numbers for flow through triangular ducts. 
2b 2cP 9· "NUDb 2a 
-
0.00 1.000 0.943 
8.000 7.15 0.960 1.46 
5.715 10.00 0.944 1.61 
4.000 14.25 0.921 1.81 
2.836 20.00 0.889. 2.00 
2.000 28.07 0.844 2.22 
1.866 30.00 0.833 2.26 
1.500 36.87 0.795 2.36 
1.374 39.99 0.778 2.39 
1.072 50.01 0.722 2.45 
1.000 53.13 0.705 2.46 
0.866 60.00 0.667 2.47 
0.750 67.38 0.626 2.45 
0.714 70.01 0.611 2.45 
0.596 79.99 0.556 2.40 
0.500 90.00 0.500 2.34 
0.289 119.94 0.334 2.00 
0.250 126.87 0.295 1.90 
0.134 149.99 0.167 1.50 
0.125 151.93 0.156 1.47 
0.000 180.00 0.000 0.943 
Correlation of the data for use in a computer program is facilitated by the parameter 9·, 
dermed from Figure 2.2 as 
8 
9• =.!.. -~ (2.34) 
Recall that we are assuming that, unless otherwise noted, the adjective "triangular" refers to isosceles triangular ducts. 
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A curve fit to the data by the present author provides the following correlation for Nu as a function 
of 9* for the triangular ports. 
NUh = 0.943 (1 + 2.414389* + 12.744899*2 - 45.707909*3 + 58.632549*4-
28.083919*5) (2.35) 
2.2.4 Heat transfer in fully developed turbulent .flow 
Incropera and DeWitt [1990] present an overview of widely accepted equations for fully 
developed turbulent flow in circular tubes. Beginning with the Chilton-Colburn analogy between 
heat transfer and pressure drop,9 
4fFl8 = St Pr213 = R~~r Pr2l3, (2.36) 
one may substitute a suitable friction factor correlation for smooth tubes and Reo > 10,000 . 
4fF = 0.184 Re-l/5 (2.37) 
to obtain the familiar Colburn equation, 
NUD = 0.023 Re4/5 Prl/3 . (2.38) 
The Dittus-Boelter equation is a slightly-preferred version of the Colbmn equation 
NUD = 0.023 Re4/5 PrO , (2.39) 
where n = 0.4 for fluid heating (wall hotter than fluid), and n = 0.3 for fluid cooling (wall colder 
than fluid). 
Before developing an improved correlation, Gnielinski [1976] traces other efforts at 
improving the Colburn and Dittus-Boelter equations. Gnielinski notes that Hausen presents a 
widely accepted correlation: 
Nu = 0.037 (ReO·75 - 180) PrO·42 [1 + (DIL)2/3] (Wllw)O.14 (2.40) 
that accounts for entrance region effects and propeny variations between the wall and free-stream. 
Gnielinski observed that, compared with experimental data, Hausen's equation tends to 
underpredict Nu at high Re, particularly for high Pr fluids (liquids). Furthermore, Gnielinski 
9 Here, we note that heat transfer is directly proportional to the gradient Of pressure in single-phase flow. 
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notes that in the laminar-to-turbulent transition region (2300 < Re < 1()4) Hausen's correlation is 
acceptable for high Pr fluids but underpredicts Nu for low Pr fluids. 
Gnielinski reports that Petukhov corrected the problem of the Hausen equation for high Pr 
fluids. The resulting correlation is given as 
N _ (4fp/8) Re Pr 
u - 900063 r-=-:-=-" 
1.07 + Re + 1+ioPr + 12.7...J4fp/8 (Pr2i3-:-l) 
(2.41) 
Gnielinski [1976] used the Petukhov correlation as the basis for an improved correlation 
that correctly accounts for the decrease in Nu at small Re. Utilizing a comprehensive set of 
experimental data from a variety of studies, Gnielinski developed the following correlation. 
Nu = (4fp/8) (Re-1000) Pr [1+(DIL)2I3] (Pr )0.11 
1 + 12.7...J4fp/8 (Pr'lL1) Prw (2.42) 
The . Gnielinski correlation was developed using data from circular tubes. The Gnielinski 
correlation requires 
4fp= [1.82ln(Re) -·1.64]-2 (2.43) 
for Re > 1()4, and 
4fp = 0.3164 Re-1/4 (2.44) 
for 2300 < Re S 1()4. 
Bhatti and Shah [1987] recommend the Gnielinski correlation for Pr > 0.5 (this covers all 
cases of interest for the present study) because it is "in overall best accord [± 20 %] with the 
experimental data." They judge that "the level of agreement will improve to ± 10 % if the 
comparison is restricted to the most reliable experimental data. II 
Although Gnielinski's correlation, Equation 2.42, is purported to be accurate for 
Re ~ 2300, close examination of Gnielinski's paper [1976] reveals that the final correlation/data 
comparison graph does-not include data with Re < S()()(). Furthermore, data from only two studies 
include the range Nu < SO, Pr = 3.5. 
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Churchill [1977b] developed another asymptotic equation (similar to his expression for 
friction factor) to represent single-phase heat transfer data for all values of Re and Pr. The 
Churchill equation is given as 
NuIO = NuIO + {e(2200-Re)l36S + [NUO + 0.079 V 4fF/8 Re prr2}-S 
I . NU; (1 + pr4IS)SI6 (2.45) 
with NUl = 3.657 and NUo = 4.8 for the constant temperature boundary condition, and 
NUl = 4.364 and NUo = 6.3 for the constant heat flux boundary condition. Churchill recommends 
IF from Equation 2.16. Although Bhatti and Shah [1987] recommend the Churchill expression for 
single-phase heat transfer in the transitional Reynolds number range (2000 < Re < 10,000), 
experimental data supporting this contention is limited. 
2.2.5 Effect of surface roughness on heat transfer 
Norris [1970] recommends a method for accounting for rough tube effects in turbulent 
single-phase flows. Surface roughness affects heat transfer in two ways. First, roughness 
increases the true surface area of the wall. Second, wall roughness promotes enhanced heat 
transfer as roughness elements protrude through the laminar sublayer into the turbulent core. This 
mechanism results in a Prandtl number dependence for the roughness enhancement. For high Pr 
fluids, the thermal boundary layer is confined to a region close to the wall within the hydrodynamic 
boundary layer. In this case, disruption of the laminar sublayer greatly enhances the heat.transfer 
performance. For low Pr fluids where· the thermal boundary layer extends beyond the laminar 
sublayer, disrupting the hydrodynamic boundary layer has relatively little effect on heat transfer. 
The Norris equation for roughness heat transfer enhancement reflects these effects. 
K = Nu =[ I lD 
rough NUsmooth I smootld ' (2.46) 
where 
n = 0.68 PrO·2IS . (2.47) 
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Equations 2.46 and 2.47 are applicable for Illsmooth S 4 and 1 < Pr < 6. For Pr > 6, n = 1 
should be used. Also, the experimental data show no additional enhancement beyond 
Illsmooth > 4. Under these conditions, Norris recommends using Illsmooth = 4. 
Of course, roughness enhancement comes at the expense of additional pressure drop, and 
there are diminishing returns. 
2.3 Horizontal Two-phase Flow Regimes 
After reviewing the important results in single-phase pipe flows, we now turn to two-phase 
flow patterns and condensation heat transfer. 
As a fluid moves through a condenser, vapor condenses into liquid, and both phases are 
present in the tube. Empirical observations of liquid-vapor orientation are classified into groups 
known as "flow regimes." Figure 2.3 shows typical flow regime classifications. 
2.3.1 Flow regime mechanisms 
Many factors interact to determine which flow regime develops under given conditions: 
gravitational, buoyancy, surface tension, and viscous forces; wave formation processes; liquid 
inventory; and droplet formation. Table 22 summarizes the effect of various mechanisms on two-
phase flow regimes. 
Surface tension 
(energy) forces 
rocesses 
Table 2.2 Summary of two-phase flow forces . 
. Effect 
Promote annular flow 
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Figure 2.3 Horizontal condensation flow regimes. 
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The various. forces are related through the dimensionless numbers Fr, We, Bo, and Ga, as 
shown in Figure 2.4. 
Fr= 
Gravitational 
Inertial 
Gravitational 
Bo=------
Surface Tension 
Galileo, Ga . 
Inertial 
We= 
. Surface Tension 
Ga= 
GraVitational 
Viscous 
Figure 2.4 Force relationships in two-phase flow. 
Historically, two-phase flow research is characterized by a vmety of competing approaches 
regarding the analysis of the two-phase flow mechanisms. Butterworth [1972] summarizes the 
mechanisms thought responsible for maintaining annular flow. The mechanisms include 
"secondary-flow," "wave-spreading," '.'entrainment-deposition," and "surface tension." After 
analyzing annular film thickness and entrainment-dep6sition rate measurements, Butterworth found 
the "secondary-flow" and "wave-spreading" mechanisms to be compatible with observations 
whereas "entrainment-deposition" and "surface tension" mechanisms were incompatible with 
experimental observations. 
Butterworth rejects the "entrainment-deposition" model for annulus formation because the 
droplet deposition rates measured by previous investigators are one-tenth of the rate required to 
explain annular film thicknesses observed by Butterworth. 
Butterworth proposes a surface-tension effect in which annular flow is promoted by 
pressure gradients due to variation of the liquid-vapor interface curvature around the annulus. 
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From experimental interface curvature observations, Butterworth provides the following criteria for 
significant surface-tension effects: 
Bo = g(pti>v)02 < 2 . (2.48) 
(J 7t 
Butterworth rejects the smface-tension effect because the tubes used by Butterworth are judged too 
large (D ~ 31.8 mm) to see "these effects. 
Butterworth accepted "wave spreading" as a ~echanism for promoting annular flow in 
horizontal tubes. Wave spreading coefficients calculated from the horizontal flow data matched 
those found from vertical flow experiments where wave spreading was unquestionably important 
for annular flow formation. 
Also, "secondary flows" established by the variation of liquid-vapor interface roughness 
with 9 were found to be a potential explaining mechanism for annular flow. The circumferential 
shear forces were found to be of sufficient magnitude relative to gravitational forces and axial shear 
forces to promote annulus formation. 
Although Butterworth's study analyzed only annular flow and the factors tending to 
promote it, others have examined the mechanisms leading to stratified flow and the transitions from 
stratified flow to other flow regimes. Taitel and Dukler [1976] take fully stratified flow to be the 
flow pattern from which all others "develop". Conceptually, then, they show that increased liquid-
vapor shear promotes wavy-stratified flow. Finally, additional shear causes either annular or 
intermittent (slug or plug) flow to "develop". On the other hand, Soliman [1982] begins with 
annular flow and examines the forces that promote transition away from an annulus to either 
stratified or intermittent flow.10 
Because this study isconcemed with tubes small enough to exhibit smface-tension effects, 
it is appropriate to consider, briefly, the various smface",tension effects postulated in the open 
1 0 The conceptual differences between the Taitel-DuJder [1976] approach and the Soliman [1982] approach raise the 
issue of flow regime transition hysteresis. The question is: does the stratified-to-armular transition occur at the same 
conditions as the armular-to-stratified transition? The present author knows of no studies in the open literature which 
address this issue. 
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literature. At least.tbree surface tension (or more accurately, surface energy) mechanisms have 
been proposed in the literature for adiabatic flow in small, circular tubes. First, high liquid-vapor 
interfacial surface energy (flv may stabilize the liquid-vapor interface, promoting stratified flow. 
Second, wall wetting effects may promote liquid wetting of the walls. Annular flow may develop 
. under conditions normally associated with stratified flows. Finally, surface tension forces may 
.. . 
stabilize vapor bubbles. This allows bubbles to maintain their identity, promoting interQlittent flow. 
when conditions would otherwise produce stratified flow. As shown below, a unifying theory 
regarding the effect of surface tension on two-phase flow in small diameter tubes is needed. 
We note briefly that, to date, the effect of surface tension on noncircular ducts has not been 
studied. It has been proposed that liquid may be drawn into the corners of noncircular ducts, 
thereby thinning the liquid layer over a majority of the circumference of the tube. This may lead to 
reduced thermal resistance in diabatic flows. 
2.3.2 Impact of now regimes on beat transfer 
The rate at which heat transfer occurs in two-phase flow is determined, in pan, by the flow 
pattern that develops. In other words, the two-phase flow heat transfer problem is highly coupled 
with the flow regime problem. It is appropriate, therefore, to use different heat transfer and 
pressure drop correlations for·each flow regime. To this end, many investigators develop flow 
regime ~ps that correlate flow conditions with the flow regimes shown in Figure 2.3. Both 
empirical observations and mechanistic models have been used for drls purpose. Many superb 
reviews of die literature regarding flow regimes and flow regime transitions exist.11 For the 
present study, it is sufficient to present a historical and analytical review of the most widely used 
examples of empirical and mechanistic approaches to flow regime determination. 
2.4 Empirical. Horizontal Two-phase Flow Regime Studies 
Many investigators, particularly in the early years of two-phase flow study, approached the 
flow regime problem qualitatively rather than mechanistically. Usually, the qualitative approach 
11 See. for example. MandhaDe, eI 01. [1974], ~witt [1976], DamilJlides [1988], and Dobson [1994] •. 
involves reCording visual flow pattern observations, choosing a coordinate system, and graphically 
delimiting regions representing valid flow conditions for each flow pattern. A review of the most 
widely cited empirical studies follows. 
2.4.1 Baker's [1954] now regime map 
Baker [1954] developed the frrst widely used flow regime map in his report on 
. . 
simultaneous oil and gas flows. Relying on data from previous investigators, Baker fonnulated 
his flow map with the liquid mass flow rate L and the ratio of mass flow rates OIL as coordinates. 
Because the available experimental data were from air-water studies, Baker proposed 
thermophysical property correction factors for the axes.· Baker plotted LA. 'II 10 and Of)., on the 
horizontal and vertical axes respectively. The correction factors A. and 'II are 
Pv PI 
0.075 623 ' (2.49) 
and 
(2.50) 
where PI and Pv are in Ib/ft3, (J is in dynes/em, J.i.1 is in cpo Baker's map is shown in Figure 2.5. 
Wallis and Dobson [1973] point out that the Baker map has certain disadvantages. First, 
the ordinate is dimensional and therefore not universally applicable. Second, all flow regime 
boundaries are described by the same parameters. Twq-phase flow phenomena are more 
interacting and complex, requiring different parameters for each transition boundary. Limitations 
notwithstanding, Baker's pioneering work was recognized for years as the defInitive treatment of 
the subject. Indeed, his work invited the flood of subsequent corrections and improvements that 
followed. 
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Figure 2.5 Flow regime map developed by Baker [1954]. 
2.4.2 Soliman's [1971] condensation now regime study 
Soliman [1971] recognized that, although many investigators had studied flow regimes for 
adiabatic flows and evaporating flows, few had studied flow regimes for condensing flows. 
Soliman developed flow regime maps for condensing R12 in a 12.7-mm ID copper tube. The flow 
regime maps developed from the observations were plotted on four coordinate systems: (a) Fr vs. 
Qv/Qtot, (b) Baker's [1954] coordinates, (c) Vis vs. Vvs, and (d) G vs. x. Figure 2.6 shows the 
Soliman map. 
Of particular interest, histOrically, is the choice of Fr and Qv/Cltot as coordinates for a flow 
map. The Froude number is significant because it represents the ratio of inertial effects to gravity 
'QI'Ces in the flow. These forces dominate the stratified to annular transition in larger diameter 
es. The ratio of Qv/<&,t is interesting in that it can be correlated to the liquid inventory in the 
Thus, Soliman was the first to use the Froude number and liquid inventory as. axes for a 
'sing flow regime map. This may be the first glimpse of a mechanistic approac~ toward 
me determination. Later, Taitel and Dolder [1976] use these ideas to predict the transition 
led to annular or intermittent flow. 
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R, Gas vOlumetriCratio,~ 
Figure 2.6 Flow map of Soliman [1971] 
2.4.3 Mandhane's [1974] now regime map 
Mandhane et ale [1974] used a data bank containing nearly 6,()()() flow regime observations 
to develop their flow map based on superficial gas and liquid velocities. The Mandhane map was 
compared to subsets of the Mandhane data which were used to develop previous flow regime 
maps: Not surprisingly, then, the Mandhane map represents an "average" of the previous 
predictive efforts. The smallest pipe diameter used in Mandhane's study was 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). 
The Mandhane map is shown in Figure 2.7. 
Mandhane et ale present summaries of the number of correcdy predicted observations for 
each flow regime map. For air-water systems (most previous maps were developed using air-
water data) overall success is in the range of 70 %. On the other hand, considering data from non-
air-water systems the predictive ability of the maps is about 55 %. These results show that flow 
regime prediction is an inexact process. By applying fluid property corrections to the transition 
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Figure 2.7 Flow regime map from Mandhane [1974] 
boundaries, Mandhane raises the air-water predictive success to 81.8 %. The overall predictive 
success increases to about 70 %. 
All maps considered by Mandhane show impressive success in predicting annular-mist 
flow regimes (>90. % for air-water systems, about 75 % for all fluids). The Mandhane map has a 
reported success of 92 % with air-water systems and 85 % with all fluids. This success with 
annular flow may be due to the unambiguous nature of the annular flow pattern. The predictive 
methods are less successful with other flow regimes. Mandhane successfully predicts stratified 
flow and wavy flow for 73 % and 55 % of the data points, respectively. 
Property correction factors for flow map predictions have been debated for years in the 
literature. The essential problem is how to use a flow map developed for a particular vapor/liquid 
system to predict the behavior of a dissimilar vapor/liquid system. From Baker [1954] to 
Mandhane [1974], investigators had applied correction factors to the axes of flow regime maps. 
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Mandhane . attempted this method of accounting for fluid property variations but realized little 
success. However, Mandhane et al. indicated an improvement in predictive ability when correcting 
each boundary individually. This is perhaps the ftrst indication in the literature that each flow 
regime transition was governed by different physical mechanisms. Mandhane's procedure 
achieved little success, however. On this issue, Mandhane et aI. [1974] note: 
It is somewhat surprising to note the relatively Small effect of the physical property [correction] 
parameters [for each boundary]. In most circumstances one is obviously justified in ignoring them 
altogether. . .. [I]t is doubtful if any criteria can be determined which will show a significantly 
greater success level, yet still retain the desirable simplicity of a single two-dimensional map. 
Later work by Soliman [1982] showed that physical properties are, in fact, crucial to 
understanding the mechanisms that influence flow regime transitions. Mandhane's statement about 
predictive simplicity has been shown to be true, however. Subsequent predictive methods have 
required different predictive parameters for each flow regime transition in the multi-dimensional 
transition-mechanism space. 
2.4.4 Soliman and Azer's [1974] condensing flow study 
Soliman and Azer [1974] studied condensing flow regime transitions in horizontal tubes. 
They found that Baker's map was insufftcient for predicting the flow regimes of condensing R12 
and R113. Better correlation was obtained with liquid velocity and (1-«)/0. as coordinates on a 
flow regime map. Data are shown to fall in well-defmed bands on the proposed map. Soliman 
and Aur note that 
[a]l1 attempts to correlate the data by constructing flow maps using as coordinates, Froude number 
versus vapor volumetric ratio, superficial liquid velocity versus superficial vapor velocity, total 
mass velocity. versus vapor quality, and vapor mass velocity versus liquid mass velocity, failed. 
There were tube diameter and fluid properties effects on these correlations. 
Later, Soliman [1982] would advocate using a Froude number criterion for the transition between 
annular and stratifted flow. 
Soliman and Azer [1974] also developed the following criteria for the transition from 
annular flow to spray flow based on the Weber number, 
We = 163 ReO•275 , (2.51) 
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where 
and 
We 
(VIs + Vvs)2 Pave D 12 
(J 
1 
Pave = . 
xlPv + (l-x)/PI 
2.4.5 Soliman's [1982] Fr criterion 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
Soliman [1982] studied the accuracy of four flow regime prediction methods in the 
literature (fraviss and Rohsenow [1973], Mandhane et al. [1974], Taitel and Dukler [1976], and 
Weisman et al. [1979]). Soliman evaluated their success at predicting the transition from annular 
flow to wavy flow. Significantly, Soliman's data set consisted exclusively of condensing diabatic 
flows, although the correlations evaluated were developed for both diabatic (Traviss and 
Rohsenow) and adiabatic flows (Mandhane, Taitel and Dukler, and Weisman et al.). Condensing 
fluids included R12, RI13, and steam. 
After evaluating the existing correlations Soliman proposed a new correlation, based on the 
Froude number Fr, the ratio of inertial effects to gravitational forces. Using the correlation for 
annular film thickness developed by Kosky [1971] and the pressure drop predictions of Lockhart 
and Martinelli [1949], Soliman developed the transition criteria between annular and wavy flow to 
be 
Fr > 7.0 => annular flow, 
Fr < 7.0 => wavy flow. 
. (2.54) 
(2.55) 
Figure 2.8 compares the Soliman Fr criterion with criteria proposed by previous 
investigators. 
12 Equation 2.52 corrects a typographical error in the original pUblication. The erroneous original equation reads 
(VIs + V1v)2 Pav D We 
(J 
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Figure 2.8 The Soliman Froude number criterion. 
2.4.6 Tandon, Varma, and Gupta's [1982] condensing flow map 
Later in 1982, Tandon et al. published a study of existing data from condensing flows. 
Fluids included in the study were R12 and RI13. The tubes in which the data were collected were 
circular, ranging in diameter from 4.8 mm to 15.9 mm. Mter examining other available choices, 
they chose to correlate the flow regime regions on a single map with Wallis' dimensionless gas 
* velocity .io and (1-a)/a for the axes of their flow map. 
The dimensionless gas velocity is defined by 
(2.56) 
where 
Ug=Qg/Ag, (2.57) 
and H is the height of the flow duct. 
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* The coordinates chosen by Tandon et al. are significant because jG represents a ratio 
between inertial effects and gravitational forces (similar to Fr), and (l-a)/a is a measure of the 
liquid inventory in the tube. Typically, for flows in large tubes, inertial effects, gravitational 
forces, and liquid inventory determine the distribution of liquid and vapor in the tube. Indeed, for 
the larger tubes in the study, Tandon et al. correctly predict flow regimes for a large percentage of 
the data. 
Interestingly, their predictions fail in two important cases for the smallest tube 
(D = 4.8 mm) in the study. A significant portion of observed wavy flows are predicted as 
annular flow, and the observed slug flows are predicted as wavy flow. Concerning this 
deficiency, they echo the words of Breber et al. [1980] who state 
For Soliman's data [1974] with very small tube diameter (4.8 mm), agreement was not good. 
Wavy and slug flows were predicted as annular. The reason for this deviation is not presently 
understood and may be due to surface-tension effects which are not accounted for. However, much 
of the discrepancy may just be due to the fact that it is extremely diffIcult to tell the difference 
between wavy and semiannular flow for such a small tube. In any case, tubes of such small 
diameter are rarely used, at least in the process industries, so the anomaly is not serious with regard 
to practical condenser design. 
Later investigators developed surface-tension related explanations for the phenomena 
observed by Soliman and Azer [1974], Breber et al. [1980], and Tandon et al. [1982]. Current 
theory states that surface tension affects the wavy-annular transition by delaying the transition to 
higher rates of vapor-liquid interfacial shear. Furthermore, surface-tension effects lead to 
intermittent (slug) flows in smaJI diameter tubes when wavy flow is expected. These effects 
appear in data dating back to 1974, but a comprehensive method for analyzing these effects was 
not available until later. 
Figure 2.9 shows the flow regime map developed by Tandon et al. [1982]. The regions 
where the map failed for small tubes are noted 
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Figure 2.9 The Tandon et al. [1982] flow regime map. 
2.4.7 Damianides' [1988] small tube flow maps 
Presently, the drive for increasingly compact designs is leading industry to construct heat 
exchangers with tubes smaller than those considered in any of the above studies. It has become 
imperative that surface-tension effects be studied and systematically quantified. An early attempt to 
study small-tube flow regimes was given by Damianides [1988]. He examined flow regimes for 
air.;water flow in 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-mm ID glass tubes. For 5-mm tubes, known predictive 
models almost perfectly predicted the Damianides data. However, available models failed to 
predict flow regime transitions for the I-mm glass tube. Damianides suggests that the mechanisms 
for transition are very different for the I-mm tube than for the 5-mm tube: for I-mm tubes, annular 
flow appeared to be caused by "roll waves" whereas for the 5-mm tube, annular flow was thought 
to be caused by droplet atomization and deposition. 
Although existing theories were found to be inadequate at the smallest diameters, 
Damianides suggests no modifications to the theories. 
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Figure 2.10 Flow regime maps from Damianides [1988]. 
2.4.8 Barajas and Panton's [1993] contact angle study 
Barajas and Panton [1993] extended the work of Damianides [1988] by studying the effect 
of contact angle on air-water flows in l.6-mm diameter tubes. Pyrex, polyethylene, polyurethane, 
and FEP (a fluoropolymer resin) test sections were used to provide contact angles of 
e = 34°, 61°, 74°, and 106°, respectively. 
Barajas and Panton [1993] show that the pyrex-tube flow pattern transitions are bracketed 
by the flow regime transitions from Damianides' I-mm and 2-mm pyrex tubes. They also show a 
strong effect of contact angle on transition boundaries. 
For partially wetting systems (contact angle < 90°) contact angle has little effect on 
transition boundaries except that an unusual flow pattern known as rivulet flow replaces wavy flow 
in all systems for which e ~ 61 0 • Rivulet flow is described by Barajas and Panton as having 
[a] stream of liquid flow[ing] on the tube surface. The stream generally does not flow straight 
down the tube length, but twists its way down the tube length much like a river. The stream of 
liquid may be found flowing on the bottom or sides of the tube, as well as the top of the tube. 
For e ~ 74°, multiple rivulet flow (flow with two or more rivulets) exists in part of the 
annular regime. As e increases, this effect is more pronounced, and at e = 106° more than half of 
the annular flow regime is replaced by multiple rivulet flow. This flow pattern results from the 
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Figure 2.11 Flow regime maps from Barajas and Panton [1993]. 
tendency of the sysiem to prefer vapor-wall surface area rather than liquid-wall surface area as 
contact angle increases. 
The partially nonwetting system (9 = 106°) produces the most dramatic flow map changes. 
In addition to the large multiple rivulet flow area, bubble and dispersed flows exist at lower liquid 
velocities and annular flow exists at reduced vapor velocities. 
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2.4.9 Dobson's [1994] annular/wavy transition 
Dobson observed flow regimes of pure R134a, pure R22, and a mixture of R32/R125 in 
3.1-mm, 4.6-mm, and 7.1-mm horizontal tubes. Comparing his data to (a) Mandhane's [1974] 
map, (b) Taitel and Dukler's [1976] model, and (c) Soliman's [1971] map, Dobson found that 
only Soliman's annular-wavy transition criterion (Fr = 7.0) correctly predicted wavy flow at low 
qualities. Dobson notes "[Soliman's prediction] is consistent with the experimental data in both. 
magnitude and trend if the predicted transition line is considered that of wavy flow to wavy-annular 
flow." Dobson also indicates that data are better predicted by an annular-wavy transition at Fr = 18 
rather than Fr = 7 as postulated by Soliman [1982]. 
2.5 Mechanistic Models for Flow Regime Transitions 
Although many investigators employ simple correlating maps constructed from visual 
observations to predict flow regimes and regime transitions, many authors perform detailed 
analyses of the mechanisms that cause flow regime transitions. These analyses have resulted in 
predictive models from which flow regime boundaries may be determined. Since Taitel and 
Dulder's [1976] pioneering work, the mechanistic approach has dominated the flow regime 
transition literature. The goal of these approaches is thorough understanding of the phenomena 
and mathematical formulation of the fundamental physics that describe two-phase flow regime 
transitions. Both experimental observations and mathematical modeling are used to achieve these 
goals. We begin the review of mechanistic approaches with Wallis and Dobson's study of 
slugging. 
2.5.1 Wallis and Dobson's [1973] stratified/slug now transition 
Wallis and Dobson studied the phenomena that lead to the onset of slugging in a 25.4-mm 
square horizontal plexiglas channel and . a 305-mm high by 89-mm wide horizontal plexiglas 
channel. Wallis and Dobson's work is an excellent example of studying a particular flow regime 
transition with an eye toward analyzing the mechanisms that promote transition. 
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Wallis and Dobson [1973] observed that liquid/vapor interfacial waves caused the "slugs" 
observed in two-phase flow. Mter presenting a theory detailing the formation of interfacial waves 
and determining an empirical constant (0.5), they propose that intermittent flow (slugging) occurs 
when the inequality 
('\)g - '\)1)2 > 0.5 (PI - pg) g r!!L + !!.L) 
. lpg PI· 
(2.58) 
is satisfied. The parameter '\) is the volumetric flux defined by 
'\)g == Qg/Ag , (2.59) 
or 
'\)1 == QlAI , (2.60) 
and hG and hL are the height of the gas layer and liquid layer in the tube, respectively. A 
nondimensional form of Equation 2.58 is 
j~ > 0.5 [a3/2 + .. I a(1-a) e& + j~ ~] , 
-" PI 1--a 
(2.61) 
where 
.* ~ Pg 10 = (Ug) . H ( ) • g PI - pg (2.62) 
(=(UU~ Pg 
g H (PI- pg) • (2.63) 
and 
(2.64) 
If the gas volumetric flux is much larger than the liquid volumetric flux ('\)g » '\)u and the 
liquid density is much greater than the vapor density, (PI » pg) then Equation 2.61 can be 
expressed as 
* jG > 0.5 a3/2 , (2.65) 
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Figure 2.12 The slug flow transition criterion of Wallis and Dobson [1973]. 
the result given by Wallis and Dobson [1913]. Figure 2.12 is a plot of Equation 2.65. The ideas 
of Wallis and Dobson were later extended by Taitel and Dukler [1976]. 
2.5.2 Taitel and Dukler's [1976] mechanistic model 
Although most previous investigators used empirical observations to develop flow regime 
maps, Taitel and Dulder [1976] presented a mechanistic basis for predicting flow regime 
transitions. They combined an extensive ~t of experimental and qualitative observations from the 
nascent two-phase flow field into a coherent methodology for flow regime transition predictions. 
Impressively, their mechanistic approach led to simple flow regime predictions and attractive flow 
regime maps. And, their work has provided a comprehensive framework within which later 
investigators modified and improved upon their work. Furthermore, Taitel and Dulder's flow 
regime predictions for horizontal air-water flow agreed favorably with data from 
Mandhane [1974]. The flow map based on Taitel and Dulder's model is shown in Figure 2.13. 
Taitel and Dulder's model is described in detail below. 
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Figure 2.13 The Taitel-Dulder [1976] flow regime model. 
2.5.2.1 Transitionfrom stratified to annular or intermittentjlow 
Taitel and Dulder take fully stratified two-phase flow to be the starting point from which 
other flow regimes develop. The criterion for transition from stratified flow to either intermittent 
flow (slug or plug flow) or annular flow is taken to be the instability of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves at 
the liquid-vapor interface. When the liquid/vapor interfacial shear forces become ''large'' relative to 
the gravitational forces tending to promote a flat interface, the interfacial waves grow leading to 
either annular or intermittent flow. Mathematically, the transition is presented as 
p2 [ ..L ~:"1 -(2Iil- 1)2]~ 1 c; Ag . (2.66) 
where F in this context is the Froude number modified by a density ratio 
F- Pg g ~ u2 
- (PI-Pg) V D g cosa ' (2.67) 
and 
(2.68) 
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where iii is the nondimensionalliquid height in the tube hJID. Note that all dimensionless 
parameters denot¢ by the tilde superscript "-" are a function of the tube geometry and the 
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter X exclusively • 
. 2.5.2.2 Bo~ between annular flow and intermittent or dispersed bubble flow 
Taitel and Dukler assume that the boundary between annular flow and dispersed bubble or 
intermittent flow depends on the liquid inventory in the tube. H insufficient liquid is present, the 
flow transitions from stratified flow to annular flow. On the other hand, if the liquid inventory is 
high, the flow moves from a stratified arrangement to an intermittent or dispersed bubble pattern 
because liquid is available to sustain the formation of liquid slugs at the cross section. The original 
work by Taitel and Dukler takes this transition to occur at 
iii = 0.5. (2.69) 
Later, Barnea et al. [1982] modified this transition to more correctly reflect experimental 
observations. Their recommendation is 
iii = 0.35 . (2.70) 
2.5.2.3 Boundary between smooth and wavy stratifiedflow 
Taitel and Dukler further differentiate the stratified flow regime by dividing it into "smooth" 
and "wavy" regions. Wavy-stratified flows are predicted when the vapor velocity is sufficient to 
create waves at the liquid-vapor interface, but insufficient to create waves large enough to form 
slugs or develop an annulus. Taitel and Dukler take the transition from smooth-stratified flow to 
wavy-stratified flow to occur when 
(2.71) 
where 
2 p2 5 pg Ug D u. [ ( 5)2 ][ 5] 
K = R'1 = (PI-Pg)D g cosa ~ (2.72) 
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and s (in Ec:iuation 2.71) is the Jeffreys sheltering coefficient taken to be s = 0.01. 
2.5 .2.4 Boundary between intermittent flow and dispersed bubble flow 
Finally, Taitel and Dukler suggest a transition from intermittent flow to dispersed bubble 
flow when the turbulent fluctuations in the liquid overcome the buoyancy forces of the vapor. 
When this occurs, the vapor is thoroughly mixed in the liquid providing the dispersed hubble flow 
regime. Taitel and Dulder take this to occur when 
where 
. ( 4Cl u~ n P1U:2Jl12 D ~ -2-
T = (PI-Pg) g cosa 
and Cl and n are constants from the single-phase pressure drop correlation for the liquid. 
2.5.3 Testing, verification, and extension of the Taitel-Dukler theory 
(2.73) 
(2.74) 
Taitel and Dukler's enduring contribution to the flow regime literature lies in their 
mechanistic description of the flow phenomena. Their clear analysis lends itself readily to 
inclusion of effects they did not originally consider. Many investigators have tested or extended 
the Taitel-Dukler theory beyond the limits of application originally proposed. Of particular 
importance for this study is the extension of mechanistic models to include surface-tension effects. 
However, follow-up studies that examined additional phenomena will be reviewed to show both 
the utility and extendibility of mechanistic models. 
2.5 .3 .1 Barnea et al. J 19801 and near-horizontal flows 
Bamea, Shoham, and Taitel [1980] tested the Taitel-Dukler theory in "near-horizontal" 
flows in 19.5- and 25.5-mm ID Plexiglas tubes. Bamea et al. state that "the agreement between 
experiment and [the unmodified Taitel-Dukler] theory is indeed remarkable up to ± 100 inclinations, 
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except for the stratified smooth to wavy transition for downward inclinations." The error in the 
downflow stratified smooth to wavy transition is explained by the fact that the original Taitel-
Dukler theory assumes that liquid-vapor interface waves are caused exclusively by vapor shear at 
the interface. Barnea, et al. suggest that including mechanisms that cause falling films to develop 
waves in the absence of vapor shear will improve the theoretical predictions. No modification of 
the theory is attempt~ or presented. 
2.5 .3 .2 Barnea, Luninski, and T aitel [1983 J and "surface tension" 
The Taitel and Dukler paper of 1976 did not include surface-tension effects, perhaps for 
simplicity reasons, but more likely because large pipes were being considered by investigators at 
the time. However, subsequent work has improved the theory of Taitel and Dukler to include 
surface-tension effects at both the stratified flow-annular flow boundary and the stratified flow-
intermittent flow boundary. 
Barnea, Luninski, and Taitel [1983] investigated the predictions of the 1976 Taitel-Dukler 
theory with air-water flow in small diameter (as small as 4.0 mm) glass tubes. They show that the 
original Taitel-Dukler theory predicts the annular/intermittent and intermittent-dispersed bubble 
transitions correctly for small tubes. (No information on the smooth/wavy-stratified boundary is 
given.) However, their experimental investigations show two important deviations from the 
original raitel-Dukler theory. Predictions for both the stratifiedlintermittent transition and the 
stratified/annular transition deviate significantly from experimental data. 
Barnea et al. discovered many flow conditions where (a) stratified flow is predicted but 
intermittent flow was observed, and (b) annular flow is predicted but stratified flow was observed. 
In fact, the discrepancies are more pronounced as diameter decreases, and the stratifiedlintermittent 
discrepancy is larger than the stratified/annular deviation. 
Barnea et al. developed a surface-tension-based correction for the stratifiedl"mtermittent 
transition, and Galbiatti and Andreini [1992] later corrected the stratified/annular transition. 
Barnea et al. theorized that surface-tension effects alter the spatial distribution of liquid and vapor 
in the tube. They developed a correcti.on for the stratifiedlintermittent transition that balances the 
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surface wetting forces that tend to draw liquid to the top of the tube with gravity forces that tend to 
stratify the flow. They show that inclusion of surface wetting forces corrects predictions so that 
they nearly match the experimental data. 
Their new correlation indicates that intermittent flow exists if either the original Taitel-
Dukler condition, Equation 2.69, or the following condition is met. 
Ii ~ 1_1.695 
1 "Bo 
(2.75) 
Barnea et al. [1983] note that if Bo S 2.873, Equation 2.75 is satisfied whenever liquid is 
present in the tube. Under such conditions, stratified flow cannot exist. This prediction is 
consistent with data collected later by Damianides [1988]. The new flow regime map proposed by 
Barnea, Luninski, and Taitel [1983] is shown in Figure 2.14 for air-water flow in a 4-mm tube. 
2.5 .3 .3 Galbiatti and Andreini { 1992] and interfacial stability 
Galbiatti and Andreini [1992] correct Taitel and Dukler's stratified/annular transition for 
surface-tension effects. They theorize that surface tension stabilizes the liquid-vapor interface 
waves, delaying the transition from stratified to annular flow. Their analysis requires a prediction 
for the most unstable wavelength of interfacial wave which they take to be A = 5.5D based on 
previous analyses. The modified criterion for the transition from stratified to annular flow can be 
written as 
p2 [1 ~_I Ii 2J 1.306 1 ,..2 -V 1 - (2 1 - 1) ~ 1 . 1+---~Ag 
cosa Bo 2 
(2.76) 
Figure 2.15 shows the correction proposed by Galbiatti and Andreini [1992] for air-water 
flow in a 4-mm tube. 
Comparing Equation 2.76 with Equation 2.66 one observes that surface tension delays the 
onset of wave formation. If wave wetting is the mechanism by which stratified flow is destroyed, 
surface-tension effects delay the onset of annular or intermittent flows by stabilizing the stratified 
flow. 
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Interestingly, Barnea et al. [1983] and Galbiatti and Andreini [1992] report conflicting 
consequences of surface-tension effects in small diameter tubes. Barnea et al. assume that 
stratified flow is destroyed by liquid-wall surface wetting effects. Although their predictions 
correlate the data accurately, their model is suspect because they define surface tension imprecisely: 
they use liquid-vapor surface tension to predict liquid-wall behavior. 
On the other hand, Galbiatti and Andreini assume that the dominant mechanism for annulus 
creation is liquid-vapor interfacial wave growth. Under these assumptions, the transition to 
annular or intermittent flow patterns is delayed by surface-tension-induced interfacial stability. A 
unifying theory for predicting the effects of surface tension on the stratified flow boundary is 
needed. 
2.5.3.4 Brauner and Maron [1992al and a unified theory 
Brauner and Maron [1992a] propose a unified criterion for predicting the stratified flow 
boundary in small-diameter conduits.13 They include surface-tension effects for both bubble and 
droplet stability and interfacial wave stability. 
Following the classical Taitel-Dukler analysis, Brauner and Maron aSStlme stratified flow 
then evaluate flow rates and properties to see if conditions exist that are incompatible with the 
stratified flow assumption. The transition from smooth-stratified flow to wavy-stratified flow is 
predicted by a linear stability analysis of the momentum equations. The transition from wavy-
stratified flow to annular or intermittent flow is predicted by a well-posedness analysis of the 
momentum equations. Brauner and Maron state that 
.•. the existence of the wavy regime is bounded by the conditions under which the [hyperbolic set 
of flow equations] become ill-posed. This comes from the idea that in two-phase flow ill-
posedness does not necessarily imply an incorrect formulation. but is to be attributed to physical 
instability. whereby the governing equations cannot accommodate the time and space variations 
associated with the growth of certain wave modes. and other patterns prevail. 
13 The Brauner and Maron reference [1992a] is a good summary of much of their work in the area of two-phase flow 
stability analysis as applied to flow regime transitions. Other studies include Brauner [1991] and Brauner and Maron 
[1989. 1992b. 1992c. 1992<1. and 1993]. 
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The condition for well-posedness is given as 
o S PI'YI ('YI - 1) (~Ag)2 ~ + pg'Yg ('Yg - 1) (AlAg)2 ~ - ('YI AlAI 1 . 
- CI»'Yg A/Ag)2 + Fr2 + We f2 , (2.77) 
where 
x=kD, 
pg = 1 +.e& Al , 
PIAg 
U2 Fr2 = PIg Is , 
Ap D g cos~ 
PIg = X; Pg PI 
AgAt pglAg + pt/ Al 
x' - (dAIi 
.,- dh ' 
=H 
0· 
We= . 2 ' 
PIg D Uls 
and 'Yis the velocity profile shape factor. 
(2.78) 
(2.79) 
(2.80) 
(2.81) 
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
(2.84) 
. (2.85) 
The well-posedness criterion describes the transition away from stratified flow, and the 
Brauner and Maron analysis includes surface-tension induced interfacial stability effects. This 
mechanism extends the range of stratified flows to include higher liquid-vapor interfacial shear. 
Brauner and Maron hypothesize that at small vapor flow rates, surface tension also affects 
flow by stabilizing bubbles thereby creating intermittent flows. Under this mechanism, two-phase 
flows in tubes smaller than the largest stable bubble diameter exhibit intermittent characteristics 
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regardless of effects of liquid-vapor shear at the interface. This mechanism reduces the size of the 
stratified flow regime for small diameter conduits, and Brauner and Maron argue (implicidy) that 
the droplet stability/tube diameter effect was, in fact, the mechanism that Barnea et al. sloppily 
analyzed in 1983.14 Brauner and Maron show that the critical droplet diameter for this 
mechanism is 
Dcrit - [ 6a ~I(1. 
(PI-Pg) 
(2.86) 
Finally, Brauner and Maron [l992a) present a unified criterion in terms of Eotwos number 
1: for the range of tube diameters in which the transition away from stratified flow is controlled by 
surface-tension effects: 
Ka 
1:= >1 (pt-Pg)D2g 
where 
K = (271:)2 = 39.5 , 
and D = tube diameter for the interfacial stability mechanism, and 
K=6, 
with D < Dcrilt the critical bubble size, for the droplet stability mechanism. 
Alternatively, these criteria can be expressed in terms of the Bond number as 
Bo < 39.5 
for the interfacial stability mechanism, and 
Bo<6 
for the droplet stability mechanism if D < Dcrit. Brauner and Maron summarize by saying 
1: > 1 represents small diameter range for which the stratified zone is reduced at low rates of the 
lighter phase due to extension of a dispersed [intennittent] pattern, whereas at high rates of the 
lighter phase the stratified region is extended due to the stabilizing effect of surface tension 
associated with k* [practical wave number, 21r/D]. 
(2.87) 
(2.88) 
(2.89) 
. (2.90) 
(2.91) 
14 It is probable that this debate occurred not only in the literature but also within Tel-Aviv University's Department of 
Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer. Both the Bamea et al. [1983] and BralDler and Maron [1992a] studies were 
conducted at Tel-Aviv University. Y.A. Taitel also was a faculty member of the Department of Fluid Mechanics and 
Heat Transfer Tel-Aviv University. . 
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2.6 Two-phase Pressure Drop 
Another aspect of predicting two-phase flow behavior is the prediction of pressure drop 
due to friction and acceleration. We review below two of the many significant contributions to the 
solution of this problem. 
2.6.1 Acceleration pressure drop 
One can obtain the equation for pressure drop due to phase change by performing a simple, 
one-dimensional momentum balance on the two-phase flow. Denoting the inlet and outlet 
quantities by subscripts "i" and "0" respectively, we see that 
(2.92) 
2.6.2 Lockhart and Martinelli's correlation [1949] 
Lockhart and Martinelli [1949] published the seminal work on two-phase flow frictional 
pressure drop. They identified four types of isothermal two-phase, two-component flow based on 
the combinations of laminar and turbulent flow in the liquid and vapor phases. The four flow 
types are shown in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 Lockhart-Martinelli [1949] flow types. 
Flow Type Liquid Conditions Vapor Conditions 
t-t turbulent turbulent 
1-t laminar turbulent 
t-1 turbulent laminar 
1-1 laminar laminar 
Lockhart and Martinelli assumed that the two-phase frictional pressure drop can be 
expressed by any of the following equations: 
(2.93) 
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(2.94) 
(2.95) 
and 
(2.96) 
To recover the actual frictional pressure drop dP/dz both the single-phase pressure drop and 
the two-phase multiplier ~ must be known. The single phase pressure drops are given by 
(2.97) 
where mass flux G is based on the appropriate velocity VI, Vlo, Vv, or Vvo. The Fanning friction 
factor iF is given by 
and the constants in the following table. 
a 
iF = ReD 
Table 2.4 Constants for Equation 2.98. 
Flow Type a n 
Laminar 16 1 
Turbulent 0.046 0.2 
(2.98) 
Lockhart and Martinelli proposed that any of the two-phase multipliers cp2 should be a 
function of the ratio of the liquid and vapor frictional pressure drop predictions. This parameter, 
now known as the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, is given by 
(2.99) 
Of course, the coefficients at, av, nt, and nv depend on the nature of the liquid or vapor 
flow in each phase. Accordingly, X becomes 
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j ReO. 1 v .5 1-x v Xlt = 18.65 (~ (-)-lpi x ~.5 
1 Pv· 1-x ev ( j5 & 0.5 
Xlt=18.65 PI (X)~.1· 
(2.100) 
(2.101) 
(2.102) . 
(2.103) 
The final remaining task is to find the relationship between cj) and X. Experimental data are 
used to quantify the relationship. Lockhart and Martinelli present the data graphically, but 
Chisholm [1968] performed a curve fit with functions of the form 
2 C 1 
C\»j =1+X+X2' (2.104) 
and 
cj)~ = 1 + CX + xl . (2.105) 
The values for C are shown in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5 Constant for Equations 2.104 and 2.105. 
Liquid Flow· Vapor Flow C 
Tmbulent Turbulent 20 
Laminar Turbulent 12 
Turbulent Laminar 10 
Laminar Laminar 5 
Later investigators found that the two-phase multiplier is systematically dependent on mass 
flux. However, continued use of the Lockhart-Martinelli approach in both isothermal and diabatic 
two-phase flow testifies to the robustness of their analysis. 
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2.6.3 deSouza [1992] pressure drop correlation 
de Souza [1992] analyzed experimental data from a wide range of condensing two-phase 
flows to find the following correlation for frictional pressure drop: 
where . 
and 
JdP~ = 2 fF.l [(I-x)G]2 c!? ' 
~dz)I PI D 
f - 0.0791 F,l- 025' 
Rtf 
+.(Xu) = " 1.376 +.£L. 
. . X-2 
tt 
For 0 < FI'J. < 0.7 deSouza recommends 
and 
2 Cl = 4.172 + 5.48 FI'J. - 1.564 Frl ' 
C2 = 1.773 - 0.169 FI'J.. 
Alternatively, for Fq > 0.7 deSouza recommends 
Cl = 7.242, 
and. 
C2 = 1.655. 
2. 7 Condensation Heat Transfer 
(2.106) 
(2.107) 
(2.108) 
(2.109) 
(2.110) 
(2.111) 
. (2.112) 
Nowhere is the recent exponential growth of scientific literature more evident than in 
studies of two-phase heat transfer. Many investigators have examined the phenomena of in-tube 
condensation,and .several .superb reviews of the literature exist. lS This section examines the 
variety of correlations used to describe condensation heat transfer. 
15 See, for example, Breber [1988], Carey [1992], and Palen eI ale [1993]. 
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As early as 1970, Bell [1970] showed that any two-phase flow heat transfer correlation is 
valid only for the flow regime assumed in its development. Because horizontal two-phase flow 
regimes can be classified broadly into three categories (gravity-controlled flows, vapor-shear 
controlled flows, and intermittent flows), two-phase heat transfer correlations are also classified as 
. applying to intermittent flows or gravity- or shear- dominated flows. The following presentation 
'. . . 
of condensation in horizontal tubes follows the above convention81 classificatiQn. Again, 
however, the conventional wisdom regarding two-phase flow heat transfer may not apply in 
"smaIl-diameter" tubes. We begin with gravity-dominated flow. 
2.7.1 Gravity-controlled horizontal now condensation 
The following section traces the development of several correlations for condensation heat 
transfer under gravity-dominated flow conditions. Gravity-dominated flow patterns include 
stratified and wavy flow regimes. 
2.7.1.1 Nusselt's analysis: external,flat plate condensation [1916 J 
The pioneering analysis of gravity dominated condensation was. accomplished by 
Nusselt [1916]. Nusselt simultaneously solved the mass, momentum, and energy conservation 
equations for condensation on a vertical plate (see Figure 2.16) under the following assumptions:16 
• laminar, constant-property liquid flow, 
• negligible inertial effects in the momentum equation, . 
• negligible subcooling of the liquid in the energy equation, 
• negligible convective tenns in the energy equation, 
• negligible vapor-imposed shear on liquid, 
• constant wall temperature, and 
• negligible interfacial waves. 
With these assumptions, Nusselt [1916] showed that the rate of heat transfer is given by 
(2.113) 
16 This list adapted from Dobson [1994]. 
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where 
and 
-_ ... __ ....... . 
......••.•...... 
..••••••..•....• 
Stagnant 
Vapor 
Figure 2.16 Falling film condensation as analyzed by Nusselt. 
G _ gravitational fOICes _ PI (PI - Pg) g L3 
al - viscous fOICes - ~ , 
0.. _ momentum diffusivity _ III Cp,1 _ VI 
.L ~ 1 - thermal diffusivity - kl - al ' 
J _ sensible energy transfer _ Cp.l (T sat - T waU) 
al - latent energy transfer - ifg 
2.7.1.2 Modifications to the Nusselt Analysis 
(2.114) 
(2.115) 
(2.116) 
Later researchers relaxed many of Nusselt's assumptions. Rohsenow [1956] showed that 
including the convective terms in the energy equation yields a modified Nusselt solution that 
includes the effect of liquid" subcooling at the wall. The effect of relaxing these assumptions is 
captured completely if one replaces the Jakob number in Equation 2.113 with a modified Jakob 
number Ja' where 
Ja' = Ja (1 + O.68Ja)-1 . (2.117) 
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Clearly, the original Nusselt analysis is accurate for small la. At large la, the Nusselt 
analysis underpredicts the heat transfer rate. Rohsenow et al. [1956] also studied the effect of 
vapor shear at the liquid~vapor interface on the rate of heat transfer. Koh et al. [1961] extended the 
Rohsenowanalysis to include vapor motion induced by condensate fIlm flow. 
Sparrow and Gregg [1959] performed a boundary layer analysis on the problem of 
condensation on a fl~t plate. Their boundary layer analysis accounted for liquid film acceleration. 
effects. Sadasivan and Lienhard [1987] showed that "to within a small fraction of a percent" 
Sparrow and Gregg's results can be represented by a second correction to the lakob number, given 
by 
la' = la [1 + (0.683 - 0.~8) larl .. (2.118) 
2.7.1.3 From external to in-tube condensation 
Although it is inappropriate, strictly speaking, to apply Nusselt's analysis to in-tube 
condensation, Equation 2.113 and all subsequent corrections capture nearly all the important 
physicsfor analyzing gravity controlled condensation in a horizontal tube. As shown below, most 
correlations for gravity controlled horizontal flow condensation begin with the Nusselt analysis and 
modify it as appropriate. The continued use of Nusselt's analysis as the basis for advanced in-tube 
condensation correlations testifies to its importance regarding horizontal in-tube condensation. 
Many authors extended and modified the Nusselt analysis to predict horizontal in-tube 
condensation. The literature contains modifications that account for (a) variation of the vertical 
component of gravitational acceleration with radial position, (b) pooled condensate at the bottom of 
the tube, and (c) vapor shear on both the condensate film and the condensate pooL 
In-tube condensation heat transfer rates are typically lower than comparable vertical wall 
rates because the variation of the. tangential component of gravitational acceleration with radial 
position results in reduced liquid film velocity. Dhir and Lienhard [1971] showed that if one 
accounts for the variation of the tangential component of gravitational acceleration, the Nusselt 
correlation becomes 
55· 
N = 0729 [Gao Pn]1I4 
u o· Jal ' (2.119) 
and the subscript D iIidicates that the Gallileo number and Nusselt number are based on the inside 
diameter of the tube. 
Many authors have attempted to account for effects of pooled condensate. 
Palen et al. [1993] show that nearly all successful correlations for gravity-dominated in-tube 
condensation are of the form 
-" [Gao Pn]l14 Nu 0 = 0.729 Fg Jal (2.120) 
where Fg is a correction factor that ostensibly accounts for the internal heat transfer area covered 
with pooled condensate (see Figure 2.17). Palen et al. note that the blanketed surface is, in fact, 
partially effective due to forced liquid convection. Thus, the term Fg is really "an empirical overall 
correction factor." Fg is typically less than unity. 
Although Palen et al. do not discuss the effects of vapor shear, we can say the empirical 
correction factor Fg can have at least two components, one factor that accounts for the condensate 
pool and one factor that accounts for vapor shear. Thus, 
Fg = Fpool Fshear . (2.121) 
Using open channel hydraulic analysis to predict the outlet pool depth, Chato [1962] 
determined the depth of the condensate pool, assumed the condensate pool provides perfect heat 
transfer blanketing, and postulated the following correction to Nusselt's analysis: 
Fpool = 0.77 . (2.122) 
Chato assumes that the condensate pool is driven by hydrostatic pressure gradients, not by an 
imposed axial pressure gradient. 
Palen et aI. ~ote that a correlation due to Kern provides 
Fpool = 0.84 , (2.123) 
and Kroger recommends 
Fpool = 0.70 . (2.124) 
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Condensate 
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Figure 2.17 Heat transfer area blanketed by condensate pool. 
If Fpool corrects for the condensate pool depth, it follows that Fpool should be a function of 
the liquid depth, not a constant as ehato, Kern, and Kroger postulate. Jaster and Kosky [1976] 
proposed Fpool to be a function of the vapor void fraction a in the tube. They suggested 
Fpool = a 3/4 • 
Jaster and Kosky recommend Zivi's [1964] correlation for a. 
(2.125) 
Many investigators have noted the importance of vapor shear at the liquidlvapor interface. 
Although the flow is gravity dominated, this effect can be considerable. First, vapor shear 
enhances condensation slightly in the fIlm condensation (upper) portion of the tube. Second, the 
flowing vapor promotes forced convective heat transfer between the condensate pool and the tube 
as it drags the condensate pool. . 
Akers and Rosson developed a series of correlations that include the effects of vapor shear 
on gravity-controlled condensation. Initially, Akers and Rosson did not follow the traditional 
parameter grouping pioneered by Nusselt. The ftrst Akers and Rosson [1960] correlation is 
piecewise defined: 
for ReI < 5000 and 1000 < Rev < 20,000, 
Nu = 13.8 Prl/3 Jai1l6 Re~·2 (P1"P.1 , 
. Pvj (2.126) 
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and for ReI < 5,000 and 20,000 < Rev < 100,000, 
No = 0.1 Pr1/3 Jaj1l6 ~ (:J 13• (2.127) 
In preparing an updated correlation, Rosson and Myers [1965] included the effect of vapor 
shear on the liquid condensate film in the tube while retaining the traditional parameter groupings. 
In terms 'of Equation 2.121, they recommended correlating this effect with the superficial vapor 
Reynolds number as follows: 
Fshear = 0.426 Ree·12 • (2.128) 
2.7.1.4 Advanced correlations/or horizontal, gravity dominated condensation 
Advanced correlations for heat transfer in horizontal, gravity dominated condensation 
consider the f1lm condensation and pool regions independently, combining the results to form the 
overall prediction for heat transfer. Rosson and Myers [1965] pioneered this approach by 
recommending Equation 2.128 combined with Equations 2.120 and 2.121 for the upper, f1lm 
condensation portion of the tube, and suggesting Equation 2.129 for the convective heat transfer in 
the p00p7 
• ..J8 Rei 
NUbot = 5 + 5/Pr In(5Pr + 1) , (2.129) 
where cp is the appropriate Lockhart-Martinelli two-phase flow multiplier. 
If independent treatment of the top and bottom portions of the tube is desired, one must 
estiinate the areas over which the different analyses apply. Rosson and Meyers defme p, the 
fraction of a round-tube circumference over which film condensation occurs. They recommend 
using Equations 2. 130. and 2.131 to obtain p. For Ree·6 Rer·s / Ga < 6.4xlO-s , 
p = 0.27 ReO•1 • (2.130) 
1 7 Rosson and Myers' convective correlation for the pool was obtained by applying the von Karman heat transfer and 
momentum transfer analogy, and asswning that the dominant heat transfer resistance is found in the laminar sublayer 
and the buffer zone. Their method is similar to, but somewhat different from, the methods explained in detail in the 
following section on boundary layer-based shear-dominated two-phase flow correlations. 
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1.74xlo-5 Ga 
13 = (Rev Rel)o.5 
The combination of the top and bottom Nusselt numbers is given by 
Nu = 13 Nutop + (1-13) NUbot 
(2.131) 
(2.132) 
Dobson [1994] studied condensation in round tubes 3.14- to 7.04-mm in diameter. He 
recommends the following correlation for Nubot: 
where 
and for 0 < Fq < 0.7 
Alternatively, for Fq > 0.7 
.. (Xu) =~ 1.376 +..£L, ~ 
. 2 
cl = 4.172 + 5.48 Fq - 1.564 Frl ,and 
C2 = 1.773 - 0.169 Fq. 
Cl = 7.242 
C2 = 1.655. 
(2.133) 
(2.134) 
(2.135) 
(2.136) 
(2.137) 
(2.138) 
Dobson [1994] developed Nutop from the Nusselt analysis, modifying it to account for 
both liquid height (through the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter Xtt> and vapor shear (through the 
vapor-only Reynolds number Revo) effects. The result is 
(2.139) 
The two Nusselt numbers are combined to give the overall average for the tube with 
Nu = Nutop + (l--8lht) NUbot (2.140) 
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where 9. represents the liquid angle in the tube given by 
1 _ 9. = Cos-I(2a - 1) (2.141) 
7t 7t 
and Zivi [1964] is recommended for the void fraction, a. 
2.7.2 Shear-controlled horizontal flow condensation 
As discussed above, vapor-shear dominated flows are usually considered a separate class 
of two-phase flows, requiring distinct heat transfer correlations. Examples of shear-controlled 
flows include the wavy-annular, annular, and mist-annular flow regimes. Shear-controlled flows 
represent one extreme and gravity-controlled flows represent another, for in shear-dominated flow, 
the shearing action of the high-speed vapor core distributes the liquid evenly around the 
circumference of the tube, eliminating the stratification observed in gravity-controlled flow. 
The widely accepted condensation correlations may be classified by the methodology and 
assumptions used in correlation derivation. DobsOn [1994] defmes three useful categories: (a) 
two-phase multiplier correlations, (b) shear-based correlations, and (c) boundary layer analyses. 
Dobson also showed the equivalence of the three approaches. The three classes of shear-
dominated condensation correlations are reviewed below. 
2.7.2.1 Two-phase multiplier-based horizontal condensing flow heat transfer correlations 
Two-phase multiplier correlations are; perhaps, the simplest type of shear-dominated flow 
correlation to apply and describe. The basic premise for the two-phase multiplier approach is that 
the heat transfer behavior of shear-dominated two-phase flow is similar to that of single-phase 
flow. It follows that predicting two-phase flow heat transfer behavior might be as simple as 
modifying an appropriate single-phase Nusselt number relationship. This approach is similar, 
conceptually, to that of Lockhart and Martinelli [1949] who used a two-phase multiplier approach 
Ito predict frictional pressure drop in two-phase flow. Traditionally, the basis of a two-phase 
multiplier heat transfer correlation is the Dittus-Boelter relationship, Equation 2.39. 
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Palen et al. [1993] advocate the following general form for the condensation heat transfer 
coefficient: 
Nu = NUl FIp, (2.142) 
where FIp is the two-phase multiplier, and the base single-phase heat transfer correlation NUl is 
given by 
(2.143) 
The variables CI, r, and s are constants in the single-phase heat transfer equation. 
Although the two-phase multiplier FIp may be a function of a number of dimensionless 
parameters, the most common are quality (x), viscosity ratio (Jlt/Jlv), density ratio (pt/pv), Froude 
number (Fq), and reduced pressure (Pr). A logical grouping for the relevant dimensionless 
parameters is the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter X, Equation 2.99, as it includes quality, viscosity, 
and density groups. 
One of the first examples of a two-phase multiplier correlation was developed by Akers and 
Rosson [1959]. They noted that 
[ilf the resistance to heat transfer is caused by the liquid, the flow character of the condensate fdm 
should determine the heat transfer coefficient The most important force determining the flow of 
condensate would result from the interaction between the vapor core and the liquid fdm. • •• 
Theoretically the vapor ccxe could be replaced with a liquid whose flow would yield the same value 
for [vapor-liquid] shear. 
Given this basic premise, they define an equivalent mass flux GE to be used when forming a 
Reynolds number. The resulting correlation can be expressed in terms of Equation 2.142 as 
CI = 0.026, (2.144) 
r = 0.8 , (2.145) 
s = 1/3, (2.146) 
and 
Frp= 1 + - - . (Plf( x r Pv I-x (2.147) 
Akers and Rosson [1960] suggest Equations 2.144 - 2.147 for 
Rev (pt/pv) lf1 > 20,000 (2.148) 
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and 
Rei> 5,()()() . (2.149) 
Webb [1995] showed that the Akers and Rosson correlation satisfactorily predicts two-phase heat 
transfer in 2.6-mm square-port microchannel tubes. 
Another early example of a two-phase multiplier correlation is due to Boyko and 
Kruzhilin [1967]: 
and 
Cl = 0.021 , 
r = 0.8, 
s = 0.43, 
F~=-V 1 + x~~ - I} 
(2.150) 
(2.151) 
(2.152) 
(2.153) 
Cavallini and Zecchin [1974] plodded through a shear-based analysis of an annular flow to 
find seven independent dimensionless groups that may impact the two-phase flow Nusselt number. 
They represent the two-phase Nusselt number as 
(~ ~v Q ) Nu=F -, -, Re, Pr, g, Jat. Fr , Pv ~I . (2.154) 
where 
(2.155) 
Preliminary statistical analysis of an extensive data set showed that only Re, Pr, and Qg 
were significant. Final statistical analysis resulted in 
which, noting that 
Nu = 0.0344 ReO.83 ~.82 J>rO.35, 
Re Qg = Reeq = Rev (~VXPI )0.5 + Rei, 
\~I Pv 
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(2.156) 
(2.157) 
nearly matches a correlation developed previously by Cavallini and Zecchin [1971], namely 
Nu = 0.05 ReO.8PfO.33 . 
til 
(2.158) 
Dobson [1994] notes that Equation 2.158 can be written in the two-phase multiplier form 
with 
and 
C}= 0.023 , 
r = 0.8 , 
s = 0.33, 
(2.159) 
(2.160) . 
(2.161) 
(2.162) 
Shah [1979] compiled a data set that includes 473 shear-dominated flow measurements 
from 21 independent studies in the open literature. Horizontal, vertical, and inclined pipes with 
diameters from 7 mm to 40 mm are included in the set. Reasoning that the two-phase multiplier 
should decrease as liquid and vapor properties converge, Shah included reduced pressure Pred in 
the denominator of the two-phase multiplier. Shah's correlation is 
Cl = 0.023, (2.163) 
r = 0.8 , (2.164) 
s = 0.4 , (2.165) 
and 
3.8 ( x )0.76 (2.166) Ftp = 1 + pO.38 I-x . 
red 
Shah's correlation fits the data with a mean deviation of 15 %. 
Palen et al. [1993] recommends representing the two-phase multiplier in Equation 2.142 as 
a power of q, ~, the pressure-drop two-phase multiplier postulated by Loc~hart and 
Martinelli [1947]: 
(2.167) 
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where 
2 C 1 "'~ = 1 +-+-, TI Xtt X2 
tt 
and 
Carey [1992] recommends the following constants: 
and 
m = 0.5, 
C = 20.0, 
Cl = 0.28, 
r = 0.9, 
s = 0.5 . 
(2.168) 
(2.169) 
(2.170) 
(2.171) 
(2.172) 
(2.173) 
(2.174) 
Finally, as our last example of a two-phase multiplier correlation, we again consider 
Dobson's [1994] study of condensing refrigerants, namely R12, R22, R134a, and mixtures of 
R32 and R125, in 3.14-mm to 7.04-mm round tubes. Dobson showed the equivalence of the three 
types of shear-controlled flow correlation methods (see below) then developed a two-phase flow 
multiplier correlation to represent his data. Dobson fit a form of Carey's [1992] recommendation 
for the two-phase multiplier, namely 
a 
Ftp= 1 +-;. 
Xtt 
(2.175) 
Dobson recommends the following constants which provided ± 15 % correlation for 96 % of his 
data points: 
a=2.22, 
n = 0.889, 
Cl = 0.023, 
r = 0.8 • 
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(2.176) 
(2.177) 
(2.178) 
(2.179) 
and 
s = 0.4. (2.180) 
It is interesting that Palen, Carey, and Dobson choose Xu, a parameter defmed by 
pressure-drop considerations, to correlate condensing heat transfer coefficients. Given the analogy 
. between friction -and heat transfer, it is, perhaps, not entirely surprising that the Lockhart-
. . 
Martinelli-based method is successful. However, one wonders whether an alternative Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter, one appropriate for heat transfer, may be defined. 
The definition of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter is repeated below. 
(2.181) 
The turbulent-turbulent version of X, Xlt, is given by 
(2.182) 
It seems reasonable to propose a heat transfer Lockhart-Martinelli parameter defined by the 
ratio of liquid and vapor heat transfer rather than the ratio of liquid and vapor pressure gradient. 
We suggest 
Applying Newton's Law of Cooling yields 
Assuming a single-phase heat transfer correlation of the form Nu = 0.023 ReO.8 PfO·4 gives 
Xtt,q = 
-(ktID) 0.023 Re~·8 Pr~·4 
(kvlD) 0.023 Ree·8 Pr~·4 . 
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(2.183) 
(2.184) 
(2.185) 
Finally, we have 
Xtt.q = (I-XJO.4 (fLvj.2 (~JO.2 (gJO.3 . 
x lJ.l.I ~ Cp,v kv (2.186) 
The utility of the heat transfer Lockhart-Martinelli parameter Xtt.q may lie in correlating 
condensation data from a variety of substances. Dobson's final comparison between experimental 
data and Equation 2.175 shows 'a slight systematic bias with respect to refrigerant. The use of 
Xtt,q, which contains physical parameters important for heat transfer, may yield a model that 
improves correlation of data from a wider variety of substances. 
2.7.2.2 Shear-based horizontal condensingflow heat transfer correlations 
Carpenter and Colburn [1951] pioneered the work on shear-controlled analysis of two-
phase heat transfer. They studied condensing steam, methanol, ethanol, toluene, and. 
trichloroethylene in a 1l.7-mm vertical tube 2.4-m long. In developing their correlation, they 
assumed that the dominant thermal resistance was in the laminar sublayer of the annular liquid, and 
this became the defining assumption for all shear-based correlations that followed. 
Carpenter and Colburn show that their assumption of dominant file resistance leads to 
Nusselt number correlations that can be written in the following form: 
NUD = C PIf D+, (2.187) 
where C is a dimensionless constant, 0+ = DILturb, and Lturb = VI 
. ~t~ 
The wall shear stress tw is comprised of three parts: gravity, condensing vapor momentum 
change, and vapor shear. I8 The constant C can be determined either directly from data or 
analytically by modeling the laminar sublayer thickness and two-phase pressure drop. 
18 Noting that 'tw can be related directly to the pressure drop per unit length along the tube, we see directly that in shear-
dominated (annular) flows the Nusselt number is proportional to the sqllQTe root of two-phase pressure gradient in the, 
pipe. For comparison. recall that single-phase flow heat transfer is directly proportional to the pressure gradient. 
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Carpenter and Colburn modeled frictional pressure drop based on earlier work by 
Bergelin et al. [1949] and assumed that the laminar sublayer transitioned to turbulence at 
Rey,; = 121 to fmd 
C = 0.043, (2.188) 
and 
n = 0.5. (2.189) 
Although the Carpenter-Colburn model was developed for vertical flows, the correlation in 
Equation 2.187 captures all the essential physics in typical shear-dominated horizontal flows 
because, by definition, the effect of gravity is neglected. Many other investigators have examined 
horizontal condensing flow using the Carpenter-Colburn method as the basis for their work. The 
continued use and development of the Carpenter-Colburn approach testifies to the appropriateness 
of their assumptions for a wide variety of flow situations. 
Altman et al. [1960] studied heat transfer and pressure drop for condensing R22 in a 2.4-m 
long 8.7 -mm ID tube. Using the method of Martinelli to calculate wall shear stress they found 
C = 0.057 , (2.190) 
and 
n = 0.5. (2.191) 
Soliman et al. [1968] reviewed the literature available for predicting two-phase heat transfer 
and conCluded that the Carpenter-Colburn [1951] method held the most promise for heat transfer 
prediction in vapor-shear dominated flows. However, they note that Carpenter and Colburn 
incorrectly calculated the momentum effect on wall shear stress and that their methods for 
calculating frictional and gravitational forces can be improved. Soliman et al. proceeded to use the 
Lockhart-Martinelli [1947] method for calculating two-phase pressure drop, and after correcting 
the components of wall shear stress,they suggest 
C = 0.036 ~ (2.192) 
and 
n = 0.65. (2.193) 
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Chen et al. [1987] developed a version of the Soliman [1968] equation that adopts a 
pressure drop model from Dulder [1960] to develop an expression for'tw. They recommend 
Soliman's values for C and n. The correlation for Nu can be written19 in the form of 
Equation 2.187 using the following expression for D+ 
(2.194) 
and the constants 
C = 0.036, (2.195) 
and 
n = 0.65. (2.196) 
This is similar in form to the two-phase multiplier correlation developed by Cavallini and 
Zecchin [1974], Equation 2.157. We will consider the similarity of correlation forms in 
Section 2.7.2.4. 
In the review article by Breber [1988], shear-based correlations are recommended for 
design purposes. As an alternative, and as an example of boundary layer analysis, the method of 
Traviss et al. [1973] is shown also to be acceptable. This brings us to the final category of shear-
dominated condensation heat transfer. predictions, boundary-layer analyses. 
2.7.2 .3 Boundary-layer analysis-based horizontal condensing flow heat tra,nsfer correlations 
Boundary-layer analyses are similar to shear-based analyses in that they assume that the 
important phenomena for the problem are found in the liquid f11m. However, the boundary layer 
analyses are a great deal more detailed in their examination of the liquid film than the shear-based 
analysis. 
Boundary-layer analyses rely on a few basic assumptions. First, it is assumed that the von 
Karman universal velocity profile,20 developed for single-phase flow, is appropriate for the liquid 
19 See Dobson [1994]. 
20 A discussion of the universal velocity proffie can be found in many textbooks on fluid dynamics. See, for example, 
Bunneister [1983]. 
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annulus (and that Cartesian coordinates are appropriate for the liquid film21). Second, it is 
assumed that the annulus has uniform thickness around the circumference of the tube. Finally, the 
analyses assume that no liquid is entrained in the vapor core. 
Dobson [1994] shows that boundary layer analyses begin by applying the von Karman 
momentum-heat transfer analogy to the liquid fllm. 
dT 
q1A = PI CpI (al + £h) dy 
(2.197) . 
(2.198) 
The momentum equation, Equation 2~197, is solved for £m which is then related to £h in an 
appropriate manner. This accomplished, the temperature proflle in the fIlm can be predicted and 
the heat transfer coefficient estimated. 
To solve for em, one must know 't, the liquid film shear stress. Although it is difficult to 
determine 't directly, 't can be related to the forces acting on the film by the universal velocity 
profile.22 It is at this stage that the forces acting on the liquid fIlm must be modeled, and we see 
that the accuracy of heat transfer predictions is related directly to the accuracy of the force models. 
The total force acting on the film Fo is comprised of three additive components: pressure drop, 
momentum change due to condensation, and gravity: 
Fo = F oM> + Fmom + Fgrav , (2.199) 
where Fmom is the force of mo~entum change due to vapor condensation, and Fgrav = apI with a 
being the axial component of acceleration. The force due to pressure change 
(2.200) 
21 That is, the liquid filin is thin compared to the tube radius. 
22 Use of the piecewise-defmed universal velocity profile dictates that the fmal correlation for heat transfer will be 
piecewise in character. . 
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where (dP/dz)C is the frictional pressure gradient, (dP/dz)m is the momentum pressure gradient, 
and (dP/dz)g is the gravitational pressure gradient. The expressions for the forces in Fo become 
the defining features of each model. 
At this point it is instructive to consider the similarities and differences between correlations 
developed from boundary layer analyses and correlations developed from shear-based analyses. 
Both rely on detailed analysis of the behavior of the liquid film in shear-dominated flow. 
However, the shear-based analyses assume that the resistance to heat transfer is contained in the 
laminar sublayer only, whereas the boundary layer analyses evaluate thermal resistance throughout 
the entire liquid film: laminar sublayer, buffer zone, and turbulent zone. One also sees that the 
shear-based analyses can be considered a subset of the more general boundary analyses. 
Breber [1988] states that the work of Traviss et al. [1973] " ... is judged to be the best to 
date" of the boundary-layer analyses. However, previous researchers laid the groundwork for 
their efforts. For example, Kosky and Staub [1971] presented a model for heat transfer that is 
explicit in frictional pressure drop: 
Nu = 1 PI D Cp,I v* 
T+(O+) kI (2.201) 
where the shear velocity V* is given by 
(2.202) 
and the temperature profile is given by 
T+(O+) = 0+ Pr (2.203) 
for 0+ S 5, 
T+(O+) = 5 (Pr + In[1 + Pr(0+/5 - I)]} (2.204) 
for 5 < 0+ S 30, and 
1'+(B+) = 5 [Pr + In(1 + 5 Pr) + 0.495 In (0+/30)] (2.205) 
for 0+ > 30. The superficial Reynolds number is used to obtain the ftlm thickness B+ with 
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(2.206) 
for Re < 1000, and 
a+ = 0.0504 (2.207) 
for Re > 1000. 
Kosky and ~taub [1971] noted two important aspects of shear-dominated two-phase heat 
transfer. First, they recognized the significance of accurate predictions of pressure drop when 
predicting heat transfer. 
In condensing heat transfer it is necessary to have pressure gradient information of unusually high 
accuracy in order to estimate the shear velocity .... It is clear ... that an improvement in prediction 
of the local condensing heat transfer rates is obtained by application of the Martinelli analogy. 
Also, they correctly state that 
... the magnitude of the variation of h with length demands the implementation of local design 
methods rather than the use of average coefficients if high accuracy is required. 
Traviss et al. [1973] improved the Kosky-Staub analysis by including the effects of phase 
change on momentum transfer. This effect leads to a slightly more complex equation for T+(a+) at 
a+ > 30. Traviss et al. [1973] show that the additional complexities vanish (and the expression for 
T+ reduces to that of Kosky and Staub) under conditions of relatively small quality gradients. 
Traviss et al. [1973] use the Lockhart-Martinelli [1949] method to determine frictional pressure 
drop. They use Zivi's [1964] correlation for void fraction when evaluating gravitational and 
momentum pressure gradients. Finally, they (a) perform a more complete analysis of the 
dependence of a+ on Re, (b) introduce simplified expressions for a+(Re), and (c) arrive at a result 
whose simplicity belies its underlying complexity. Their correlation for Nu is given by 
(2.208) 
where 
( 1 -0.476) 
. F(Xtt) = 0.15 ~ + 2.85X tt ' (2.209) 
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and 
(2.210) 
for ReI < 50, 
F2 = 5 Prt + 5ln[ 1 + PrI( 0.09636 Re~·585) - 1] (2.211) 
for 5 < ReI < 30, and 
F2 = 5 Prt + 5ln (1 + 5Prt) + 2.5ln ( 0.00313 Re~·812) (2.212) 
for ReI> 1125. 
In view of the arguments presented in the next section, we now leave boundary layer 
analyses, acknowledging that others23 have analyzed shear dominated condensing flow heat 
transfer in a manner similar to the Kosky-Staub and Traviss analyses. 
Having classified and reviewed the correlation types for two-phase heat transfer in 
horizontal, shear-dominated flows, it is interesting to step back to analyze the methods, noting their 
striking similarities. 
2.7.2.4 Equivalence of co"eiation methods 
Dobson [1994] presented a fabulous analysis of the various methods used to derive shear-
dominated heat transfer correlations. The comparison begins by writing the conservation of energy 
equation for the liquid film, neglecting convection terms: 
(2.213) 
Noting that the bracketed quantity in Equation 2.213 is equivalent to the heat flux allows one to 
write: 
(2.214) 
23 See, for example, papers by Rosson and Myers [1965], Azer el aJ. [1971l, and Azer et aJ. [1972]. 
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Scaling all lengths by the turbulence length scale, VI , and rearranging gives 
V'tw/PI 
D+ Prl 
Nu = f&+ dy+ 
J 1/Pr + (l/Pr)(£mlvI) 
o 
Comparing Equation 2.215 with Equation 2.208 shows the following equivalence: 
Alternatively, one could rewrite Equation 2.215 as 
(2.215) 
(2.216) 
(2.217) 
Of course, F3 is piecewise-defined, and, for given conditions, F3 can be uniquely 
determined from ReI and PrJ. Dobson [1994] shows that for ReI> 1125, F3 is essentially 
insensitive to ReI. Dobson also notes that typical condensing conditions for R134a require 99.5 % 
quality before ReI becomes less than 1125. Thus, for all practical purposes, F3 can be given as a 
function of Pr only. If, in fact, F3 can be expressed as PrM, Equation 2.217 could be given as 
Nu = aD+ PrM. (2.218) 
This is identical in form to the heat transfer correlations derived from shear-based analyses 
as shown in Equation 2.187. Thus, as noted previously, we see 'that the boundary-layer and 
shear-based analyses are closely related. 
Dobson shows that for 1125 < ReI < lOS and 1 < Pr < 10, 
(2.219) 
describes the behavior reasonably well. Utilizing a two-phase multiplier method for predicting 
two-phase pressure drop yields the following relation for Nu: 
(2.220) 
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This result is striking in its similarity to the two-phase multiplier correlation due to Shah, 
Equation 2.166 combined with Equations 2.163-2.165 and 2.142-2.143. Dobson concludes: 
If the correlation of T1'3viss [1973] proved to be the most accurate predictor of experimental data, 
modifying it would make little sense .... In fact, even Traviss found that their correlation 
underpredicted their own data at high qualities. Por this reason, they arbitrarily replaced their tw~ 
phase multiplier with p1.15 at high qualities. Rather than modifying this function, which was an 
empirical fit to tw~phase pressure drop data to begin with, it appears equally reasonable to 
determine the function directly from condensing heat transfer data. This is exactly the approach of 
the tw~phase multiplier correlations. . . 
Thus, we see that the three types of shear-dominated condensation correlations, although derived 
by different means, are identical for all practical purposes. 
2.8 Microchannel Heat Exchangers and Tube Performance 
Because the microchannel technology is relatively new, few studies documenting heat 
exchanger or tube perfonnance exist in the open literature. This section reviews the most current 
work concerning microchannel heat exchangers. 
In a series of papers presented at SAE conferences, representatives of the Modine 
Manufacturing Company document the performance of microchannel condensers 
[Goodremote et a/., 1988; Struss et ai., 1989; Struss and Gabbey, 1990; Struss et ai., 1990; 
Guntely, 1990; Sugihara and Lukas, 1990, and Tait et ai., 1991]. The topics covered in these 
publications include system charge reduction, condenser miniaturization, heat exchanger corrosion 
resistance, and performance comparisons for R12, R22, and R134a. These papers concentrate on 
the in-system perfonnance of full condensers, and no attempt is made to identify local perfonnance 
parameters. 
Zietlow [1995] studied the effect of headers on microchannel heat exchanger behavior. He 
observed significant stratification of liquid and vapor refrigerant in the condenser headers, and he 
found evidence of intermittent flow by using optical methods examining the flow exiting the tubes 
into the headers. Zietlow used his observations to develop a model for header liquid inventory. 
Zietlow also found that the Dobson [1994] correlations accurately reflect microchannel condenser 
heat transfer perfonnance. Finally, Zietlow shows that microchannel heat exchangers exhibit better 
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heat transfer per unit volume than round-tube plate-fin condensers constructed with 5.18 nun 
tubes. 
In the most complete and fundamental study to date, Webb and Yang [1995] examined the 
performance of plain and microfmned extruded aluminum tubes. Their experimental facility 
utilized refrigerant-ta-water counterflow heat exchange with one tube geometry, squares. The 
rectangular, 4-port tubes studied by Webb and Yang have Db = 2.637 nun and Dh = 1.564 nun for . 
the plain and microfin tubes, respectively. It appears from photographs that the port aspect ratio 
was approximately 1.5:1. Webb and Yang report pressure drop and heat transfer data for liquid 
and condensing flows but not for vapor flow. 
For liquid flows, Webb and Yang [1995] found plain-tube liquid friction factors to be 17 % 
higher than the smooth-tube predictions from the Blasius equation. It is unclear from the text of 
the paper whether they applied entrance and exit cOITection factors.24 However, their liquid heat 
transfer coefficients show relatively good agreement with the Petukhov correlation. For 
3000 < Reh < 24,000, they show agreement within --20 % and + 1 % relative to the 
Petukhov [1970] correlation. Webb and Yang show good agreement down to Reh = 3000. The 
worst agreement is observed at Reh = 14,000. 
For condensing flows, Webb and rang found that plain-tube condensation was adequately 
represented by Akers and Rosson [1960], particularly at low mass velocity. At high mass 
velocity, Webb and Yang report that the Akers and Rosson correlation overpredicts the data by 
10-20 %. They postulate that microfms provide condensation heat transfer enhancement due to the 
effect of surface tension condensate removal. Despite the fact that the internal enhancements add 
only 40 % more internal surface area relative to the smooth tube, they found heat transfer 
coefficient enhancement factors on the order of 2.0 for low mass flux (400 kg/mI\2-s) and high 
quality (> 0.5) condensing flows. 
24 Entrance and exit effects may explain the discrepancy between the Blasius equation and Webb and Yang's 
measurements. . 
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Webb and Yang [1995] do not discuss two-phase flow regimes: they assume annular flow 
behavior throughouL Webb and Yang do not report data for other port geometries such as circles 
or triangles. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Facility, Test Sections, 
and Data Analysis 
Because the microchannel technology is relatively· new, few reports exist in the open 
literature that detail the heat transfer and pressure-drop behavior of these tubes. A primary 
objective of this study is to obtain experimental data from which microchannel heat transfer models 
can be constructed. To meet this objective, an experimental facility that maintains precise and 
controlled operating conditions is required. This chapter describes the Single-tube Test Facility 
designed for this purpose. We also provide details of the microchannel tubes used for 
experimental purposes. Finally, we summarize the data collection methods and data reduction 
procedures used to analyze the data collected from the Single-tube Test Facility. 
3.1 Single-tube Test Facility Design Philosophy 
The Single-tube Test Facility was designed to generate precise, accurate, and local! 
refrigerant-side data. Although we are not the first investigators to study refrigerant condensation 
in tubes, we put a great deal of creativity and care·into our experimental facility design. We 
employed several notable or innovative analytical and experimental techniques throughout the 
course of this project, many of which are highlighted herein. 
3.1.1 Notable and innovative experimental techniques 
The notable and innovative experimental techniques are summarized below. 
(a) We developed a creative three-tank system to control the refrigerant conditions at the 
inlet to the test section. The system allows us to accurately determine the pressure and enthalpy of 
two-phase flow at the inlet to the test section. 
1 The adjective "local" is used in the sense of performance at the local dynamic (velocities) and thermodynamic 
(properties) refrigerant conditions. "Local" data are required for the optimization efforts described later in this 
document. 
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(b) We carefully designed air-side and refrigerant-side transition sections to provide 
accurate, unifonn, and repeatable conditions at the test section inlet. The details concerning the 
transition sections are presented in Sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.5. 
(c) We chose to use air rather than water as our heat-sink fluid. Using air as the heat sink 
. fluid has both advantages and disadvantages compared to water, and we shall discuss the relative 
merits and shortcomings of refrigerant-ta-air heat exchange in Section 3.2. 
(d) We chose to perfonn single-tube experiments. Many investigators obtain performance 
data from complete condensers or from complete systems. However, it is difficult to extract local 
heat transfer coefficients from full-condenser data because of header effects and the refrigerant 
quality variation through the condenser. Obtaining condenser data from a full system has the 
drawback that operating conditions are limited. We designed the Single-tube Test Facility as a 
single-pressure system, avoiding an evaporator and compressor. Our design provides both the 
flexibility to obtain data outside typical system conditions and simplified construction and operation 
of the test facility. 
3.1.2 Notable and innovative analytical techniques 
The notable and innovative analytical techniques employed in this study are summarized 
below. 
(a) We developed an innovative extension of the standard Wilson plot technique that 
provides more experimental information than standard Wilson plot techniques. We shall see in 
Section 3.4.4.5 that our advanced technique provided important infonnation regarding single-
phase heat exchange. 
(b) We carefully studied methods for experimental uncertainty analysis, and we performed 
a thorough and complete uncertainty analysis of every experimental data point collected. 
At this point we begin our review the Single-tube Test Facility design. 
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3.2 Experimental Facility Design 
Typically, experimental facilities for condensation heat transfer research use water as the 
heat-sink fluid in a counterflow heat exchanger geometry. Our test facility uses air as the heat-sink 
fluid in a crossflow geometry. An advantage to using air is that it simulates the actual operating 
conditions of microchannel condenser tubes. However, the low thermal conductivity of air 
provides large external resistance and an unfavorable thermal resistance imbalance. The large 
external resistance of air is a disadvantage because we lose experimental resolution on the 
refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients when the air-side resistance dominates the refrigerant-side 
resistance. 
To reduce air-side thermal resistance, standard, louvered fins are brazed to the tubes. 
Figure 3.1 is a schematic representation of the crossflow test section. 
Figure 3.2 is a schematic diagram of the Single-tube Test Facility designed for this project. 
One can see the Enthalpy Setting Tank (EST) and the Pressure Regulating Tank (PRT) that are 
used to control the refrigerant inlet conditions. 
air 
flow 
Figure 3.1 Single-tube Test Facility crossflow test section. 
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Figure 3.2 Single-tube Test Facility schematic diagram. 
conditions. Table 3.1 lists some of the criteria used to design the Single-tube Test Facility. In 
addition, some typical values for operating conditions are shown. 
Table 3.1 Full condenser and single-tube operating conditions. 
Parameter Full-Condenser Values Single Tube Requirements 
Refrigerant Inlet Pressure . 1.5 MPa 1.5 MPa (230 psi) (230 psi) 
Condensing Temperature 55°C 55°C (135 e>p) (135 oF) 
Refrigerant Inlet Condition 40 °C (70 oF) superheat 20 °C (4Oe>p) subcool (superheat or quality) to 10 °C (9 oF) superheat 
0.0379-0.0631 kg/s 0.0038-0.0063 kg/s 
Refrigerant Mass Flow Rate 2.27-3.79 kg/min 0.227-0.379 kg/min (5.00-8.33 IbnJmin) (0.50-0.833 IbnJmin) 
(300-500 IbnJhr) (30-50 lbm/hr) 
Refrigerant Pressure Drop 28-96kPa 9.0-39 kPa (4.0-14 psi) (1.3-5.6 psi) 
Air Inlet Condition 40°C 40°C (100 e>p) (100 oF) 
116-552 m/min 116-552 m/min 
Air Velocity 1.93-9.2 m/s 1.93-9.2 m/s (405-1622 ft/min) (405-1622 ft/min) 
(6.75-27.0 ftls) (6.75-27.0 ftls) 
Face Area 0.1032 m2 0.00333 m2 (1.11 ft2) (0.0358 ft2) 
12-57 m3/min 0.06-1.8 m3/min 
Air Volumetric Flow Rate 0.20-0.95 m3/s 0.001-0.030 m3/s (450-1800 ft3/min) (15-66 ft3/min) 
(7.5-30 ft3/s) (0.25-1.10 ft3/s) 
12-57 kg/min 0.06-1.8 kg/min 
Air Mass Flow Rate 0.20-0.95 kg/s 0.001-0.030 kg/s (28.0-112 IbnJmin) (0.934-4.11 IbnJmin) 
(O.467-1.87Ibmls) (0.0156-0.0685 lbmls) 
The Single-tube Test Facility delivers controlled and precise R134a flow to the test section 
at conditions ranging from 20°C subcooling to 10°C superheat for pressures from 80 psia to 400 
psia. Recirculating air flow is provided by the blower. A series of screens and flow-straighteners 
produces controlled, uniform, and repeatable conditions at the test section. The system can deliver 
air ranging from 5 °C below ambient to 20°C above ambient to the test section, and an ASME 
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short-form venturi measures the air flow rate. Additional details about the two loops are ~sented 
in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Refrigerant loop 
Refrigerant R-134a is circulated by a MicropumpTM positive displacement magnetic gear 
pump. Liquid refrigerant leaving the pump enters a Micro-Motio~TM coriolis-effect mass flow 
'meter. A voltage signal proportional to the refrigerant mass flow rate becomes the process variable' 
for a Powers™ PID controller. The controller adjusts the pump speed to achieve the desired 
refrigerant flow rate. 
Next, the refrigerant enters the Enthalpy Settiilg Tank (EST). The purpose of the EST is to 
set the refrigerant thermodynamic state at the inlet to the test section. The highly subcooled 
refrigerant that exits in the mass flow meter is heated to the desired conditions in the EST. With a 
fixed length of coil submersed inside the tank, refrigerant conditions are controlled by adjusting the 
EST heater power. 
The EST itself rests in another liquid bath, the Guard Tank (GT). Keeping the GT 
temperature identical to the EST temperature prevents heat loss from the EST to the surroundings. 
(We discuss the EST/GT system in greater detail in Section 3.2.3.2.) 
After exiting the EST, the refrigerant enters the test section where it is cooled by the 
crossflow air stream. An aftercondenser prevents pump cavitation by ensuring that subcooled 
liquid is present on the suction side of the pump. 
Finally, we note, briefly, the Pressure Regulating Tank (PRT) that sets loop pressure by 
controlling the temperature of a liquid/vapor mixture inside alL pressure vessel. (The PRT is 
discussed In Section 3.2.3.2 in more detail.) 
3.2.2 Air loop 
Figure 3.3 shows a detailed view of the air-loop. The air loop was carefully designed to 
provide uniform air velocity and ,air temperature to the test section. We found that the only way to 
properly condition the air flow is to provide an upstream plenum chamber and flow straighteners. 
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Figure 3.3 Air loop design. 
Below we describe the components of the air loop, highlighting the air-side transition to the 
test section. 
A centrifugal blower governed by a Powers™ PID controller circulates air through the 
loop. After leaving the blower, the air is calmed in the upstream plenum. Four wire-mesh screens 
in the upstream plenum chamber destroy flow turbulence before the air enters the contracting dUCl 
On the approach to the test section, the air flows through a series of additional screens and 
a flow straightener before it reaches the air-side transition insert (see Figure 3.8). The screens 
were carefully selected to provide uniform air velocity across the duct cross-section. The hydraulic 
resistance of the screens is ten times higher than the hydraulic resistance caused by friction between 
the air and the duct walls. As a result, the air "oozes" through the screens with a uniform velocity 
profile. 
The air-side insert further conditions the air before it reaches the test section. (Additional 
information about the air-side insert is given in Section 3.2.3.5.) After exiting the insert, the air 
flows through two final screens and into the downstream plenum leading to the return dUCl All 
ducts in the Single-tube Test Facility are insulated with 4 in. of foam-board insulation. 
The return duct contains a venturi flow meter, an air precooler, and an air reheater. The 
pressure difference generated at the venturi becomes the process variable for the Powers™ PID 
controller that adjusts the blower motor frequency. The precooler is a simple finned-tube heat 
exchanger, and the reheater is a 1 kW electric resistance heater. The reheater is controlled by a 
Powers™ PID controller using the air inlet temperature to the test section as the process variable. 
We proceed to a detailed discussion of the major subsystems of the Single-tube Test 
Facility, beginning with the overall scheme for controls and wiring. 
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3.2.3 Single-tube Test Facility subsystems 
3.2.3.1 Controls and wiring 
To achieve the goal of steady and repeatable operating conditions with the Single-tube Test 
Facility, we carefully designed automated control loops for the test facility. The backbone of the 
control system consists of six Powers™ process controllers. These proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controllers were chosen for their flexibility, low cost, and advanced features. We 
employ the controllers to monitor and maintain certain conditions in the Single-tube Test Facility. 
A summary is given in the following table. 
Table 3.2 Summary of control systems. 
System. Process V 3.riable Control Variable Purpose 
PRT PRT temperature PRT heater power Set loop pressure 
Set refrigerant inlet 
EST EST heater power % heater ON time conditions at test 
section 
GT .1T between GT and EST GT heater power Eliminate EST heat loss to surroundings 
Provide proper air 
Air reheater Air inlet temperature Air heater power conditions at test 
section 
Refrigerant pump Refrigerant mass flow rate Refrigerant pump motor Set refrigerant flow 
voltage rate 
Blower .1P at venturi Blower motor frequency Set air flow rate 
The following figure schematically displays the control loops and feedback variables 
employed on the stand. In addition, it shows the alarm and power circuits that are included for 
safety reasons. 
Having discussed the Single-tube Test Facility control systems, we turn to the equipment 
operated by these systems. 
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3.2.3.2 Refrigerant state control (PRTand Esr) 
To properly analyze the experimental data, we must know the inlet refrigerant conditions at 
the test section. Knowledge of both pressure and enthalpy is sufficient to determine the inlet state 
for both single-phase and two-phase inlet refrigerant flow. Figure 3.2 shows that we measure 
pressure and temperature at the inlet to the test section. If single-phase refrigerant enters the test 
.. 
section, the pressure and temperature measurements are sufficient to determine the inlet enthalpy. 
However, if two-phase refrigerant enters the test section, we cannot rely on our pressure and 
temperature measurements alone. Our PRT-EST system is a creative solution to this problem. 
First, the Pressure Regulating Tank (PRT) controls overall system pressure. Without a 
compressor,2 an alternative means of controlling condensing pressure is required. In the Single-
tube Test Facility, the PRT (see Figure 3.5) performs this function. 
The PRT exploits the fact that for a pure, saturated substance pressure depends exclusively 
on temperature. Because the loop is charged to ensure that both liquid and vapor are present in the 
I L pressure vessel at all times, precise control of the glycol temperature effectively sets system 
pressure. A sight glass connected across the vessel allows the operator to view the liquid level in 
the vessel. 
Cooling lines carrying low-temperature ethylene glycol remove more heat from the tank 
than is dissipated by the circulation pumps. The additional heat necessary to keep the tank at a 
constant temperature is provided by a 2.5 kW immersion heater controlled by a PID controller 
using tank temperature as the process variable. Because we ensure that the propylene glycol in the 
PRT is at a known, constant, and uniform temperature, the bath is ideally suited for use as the 
reference temperature for thermocouple pairs throughout the stand 
2 Typically compressor speed controls both refrigerant mass flow rate and condensing pressure in a refrigeration 
system. 
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Second, the Enthalpy Setting Tank (EST) and its associated Guard Tank (GT) are used to control 
refrigerant enthalpy at the inlet to the test section. As shown in Figure 3.6, there are actually two 
tanks: an inner tank and an outer tank, both filled with propylene glycol. Subcooled liquid enters 
the EST where it is heated to the desired conditions by the hot propylene glycol. Adjusting the 
heater power input provides a wide range of refrigerant conditions at the inlet to the test section. 
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The EST design provides the capability to accurately determine two-phase refrigerant 
enthalpy at the inlet to the test section. This is accomplished by (a) determining EST inlet 
refr;igerant enthalpy from pressure and temperature measurements, (b) measuring the total power 
input to the tank, 3 and (c) applying an energy balance between the EST inlet and the test section 
inlet, fully accounting for heat leaks to the surroundings. 
To minimize heat loss to the surroundings, the entire inner tank is insulated with neoprene 
and immersed in the Guard Tank (GT). The temperature of the propylene glycol in the GT is 
controlled by a Powers™ controller that adjusts the power to the immersion heater. Automatic 
3 Both immersion heater power and pump power must be determined. and heat loss to the environment must be taken 
into account. 
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control of the Guard Tank temperature provides negligibly small temperature difference between 
the inner and outer tanks. Thus, the GT virtually ensures that the EST heater and circulation pump 
power is delivered to the refrigerant exclusively. Both tanks are insulated on the top. 
Submersible pumps are used in the PRT, EST, and GT to ensure uniform temperature 
. distribution throughout the tanks. Two pumps are submersed in each tank to provide glycol flow 
both over the heater and in the vertical direction. All pumps are hermetically sealed with epoxy and 
are rated at three gallons per minute with a maximum operating temperature of 160 Of'. 
3.2 .3 .3 Refrigerant flow conditioning 
There are many design challenges for properly conditioning the refrigerant flow before the 
test section. The flrst difflculty is providing a transition from the 1/4-in. copper tube to the 
microchannel tube. A second difflculty was that the connection had to be accomplished in a 
manner that delivers refrigerant evenly to all ports in the tube. Finally, if two-phase flow is present 
at the inlet to the test section, the transition must deliver the appropriate mix of liquid and vapor. 
We spent signiflcant time and effort to design a refrigerant-side transition section that meets these 
challenges (see Figure 3.7). 
The same design principles apply to both the air-side transition section and the refrigerant-
side transition section. In particular, the only way to obtain uniform flow distribution across the 
ports is to flrst expand then contract the flow. Thus, the connection between the l/4-in. copper 
tubing and the transition section is through a 7/8-in. expansion chamber. To connect the transition 
section to the microchannel tube, we employ an O-ring seal. Together with gasket sealant, this is a 
reliable and leak-free connection. Finally, the convergent inlet section provides uniform refrigerant 
velocity across all tubes. 
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3.2.3 .4 Air temperature control 
The temperature of the air impinging on the test section is controlled by another Powers™ 
process controller. The process variable for the PID control algorithm is the air temperature 
upstream of the test section in the center of the duct. The controller adjusts the power provided to 
the 1 kW electric air heater to overcome the effects of the precooler. The blower produces 
sufficient air mixing to ensure uniform air temperature entering the test section. The inlet air 
temperature never deviates more than 0.35 °C from a uniform distribution. 
3.2 .3 .5 Air-side transition section 
Many components of the Single-tube Test Facility assist in conditioning the air that flows 
over the test section. First, eight stainless-steel screens «(3 = 0.719) effectively reduce the scale of 
the turbulence in the duct and provide a uniform velocity profile. As discussed above, the screens 
were selected and positioned so that the pressure drop through each screen is ten times higher than 
the pressure drop due to wall friction in the preceding section. Second, flow straighteners are 
installed after the contracting duct. These are liS-in. x 4-in. stainless-steel straws placed in the 
flow. Finally, an air-side transition section contracts the air prior to reaching the test section. 
Figure 3.3 shows the location of the screens and flow straighteners, and Figure 3.S shows the air-
side transition section. The air-side transition section was designed to provide appropriate 
conditioning for the incoming air stream. The balsa insert exhibits an elliptically contoured 
convergent inlet to direct the air flow over the fins. Inlet and outlet screens «(3 = 0.22) ensure 
uniform air velocity over the fms. It also provided a simple means for installing downstream 
thermocouple arrays. 
3.2.3.6 Instrumentation and zone boxes 
All thermocouples in the test facility are referenced not to the data acquisition system 
temperature or an ice bath but to the temperature of the PRT. We rejected the on-board thermal 
reference in the data acquisition system when we found that the temperature of the reference 
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Figure 3.8 Air-side transition section. 
junction could be in error by as much as 1 °C. We decided to use the PRT instead of an ice bath 
because the PRT is a readily-available uniform temperature reservoir that is easily measured with a 
thermistor. We bundled the thermistor with all the reference junctions as shown in Figure 3.9. 
To measure the voltage difference generated by all the thermocouple pairs, we run all the 
leads to zone boxes: isothermal, insulated regions hOUSing terminal strips. The voltage generated 
by each thermocouple pair is carried to the data acquisition system in a bundle of shielded wires. 
Figure 3.9 shows the zone box system. 
One particularly troubling aspect of our facility debugging process was the downstream air 
temperature measurement. We found that air issuing from the test section exhibited severe 
stratification in the vertical direction due to fm efficiency and fm-tube contact effects. To obtain an 
accurate average of the outlet air temperatures, each measurement station has 10 thermocouples 
arranged in a vertical array as shown in Figure 3.10. It was.convenient to use a short length of 10-
port microchannel tube to hold the thermocouples in place. 
The 10 thermocouples at each station are connected in parallel with each other, and they are 
connected differentially with an upstream junction. The resulting voltage, when referenced to the 
upstream air temperature, gives a spatially averaged temperature difference at each air-side 
measurement location. The 10 thermocouples in each array are evenly distributed vertically. A 
slight error is introduced when calculating air-side heat transfer rates because the mathematical 
average of the 10 downstream temperatures does not exactly equal the true integrated average of the 
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outlet temperature profIle. However, a 10-thermocouple array results in a worst-case error of less 
than 0.25 % in Qur. 
Figure 3.11 shows the locations of the air temperature measurement stations. These nine 
temperatures are used in conjunction with the air mass flow rate and the crossflow heat exchanger 
equations to calculate air-side heat tranSfer. 
Table 3.3 contains "the legend for Figure 3.11, and the exact location of each downstream 
air-side thermocouple station is given in Table 3.4. 
3.3 Data Collection 
All Single-tube Test Facility data are collected by a Fluke Model 2280 datalogger connected 
to the zone boxes shown-in Figure 3.9. When steady-state conditions are reached, 20 scans of 
data are saved as ASCn lues for later processing. The scans consist exclusively of voltages 
measured by the datalogger. None of the voltage measurements are converted to their associated 
process variables before data processing. Each voltage is later converted to its meaningful physical 
parameter by our Data Reduction Program (DRP). (The DRP is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.) 
3.3.1 Tube nomenclature 
Although we collected data on five tubes in this study, approximately 400 tubes of various 
lengths and port shapes were obtained from the manufacturer. To identify each tube, we employ 
the following nomenclature: PUN, where P identifies the port shape, L identifies the length, and 
N ~s a serial number. To identify the five port shapes, P may be C (circular), S (square), T 
(triangular), SE (enhanced square or "H"), or SS (small square). Tube lengths L are 12, 18,25, 
30, or 36 inches. For example, tube SS25#40 is the fortieth 25-in. tube with small square ports. 
For convenience, we adopt the convention illustrated in Table 3.5 to identify port shapes on 
all experimental data presented herein. We include a legend on the IU'St few graphs. Thereafter, 
we shall include the note "Symbols indicate port shape" to remind the reader of our convention. 
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Figure 3.11 Top view of air temperature measurement stations. 
Table 3.3 Legend for Figure 3.11. 
Symbol Explanation 
A Absolute thermocouple, referenced to PRT 
U Upstream half of an air-side AT measurement 
D Downstream array of 10 parallel-connected thermocouples forming the downstream half of an air-side AT measurement 
0 Upstream thermocouple bead position 
I DOwnstream thermocouple array position 
3.3.2 Physical characteristics of tubes 
We collected data on five tubes in this study. Tubes C25#14, S25#6, and T25#31 were 
designed to evaluate the effect of port shape on heat transfer and pressure drop. Tubes S25#6 and 
SS25#14 were designed to test the effect of port diameter, and tubes S25#6 and SE25#31 together 
were designed to assess the· effect of comers and refrigerant-side surface enhancements on tube 
performance. See Appendix A for images of the tubes and tube cross-sections. 
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Table 3.4 Air-side thermocouple stations. 
Stations Distance between stations (mm) 
walland 1 3l.75 
1 and 2 66.68 
2and3 65.09 
3 and 4 64.29 
4and5 67.47 
5 and 6 6l.12 
6 and 7 69.06 
7 and 8 65.09 
8 and 9 66.68 
9 and wall 34.92 
Table 3.5 Symbol convention for experimental results graphs. 
Port shape Graphing Symbol 
Circle 0 
Square D 
Triangle A 
Enhanced Square, ''H'' • 
Small Square • 
Due to the small size of the microchannel tubes, it is difficult to determine accurately 
physical dimensions. Furthermore, manufacturing variability makes it impossible to use. blueprint 
specifications for the true dimensions of the tubes. For these reasons, we performed nitrogen flow 
metrology tests4 before any refrigerant experiments were conducted. Nitrogen tests also allow 
evaluation of the claims of turbulence suppression in small diameter tubes. 
Graham [1995] found that nitrogen tests provide the most accurate determination of port 
diameters and tube roughness. . Other metrology methods that we investigated include microscope 
photographs of ports and volumetric measurements of the ports. Table 3.6 shows the sources of 
4 There are many important issues regarding nitrogen flow testing of small diameter tubes. However. many of these 
issues are not central to the current discussion of tube metrology. For more information regarding nitrogen flo~ 
testing issues. including entrance effects. port shape variation, and alternative length scales. see Graham [1995]. 
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our metrology information for circular, square, and triangular tubes. See Graham [1995] for 
details of the nitrogen flow testing. 
Table 3.6 Information sources for tube geometry parameters and metrology: square, 
circular, and triangular tubes.S 
Parameter Information source 
twebt twall optical comparator 
* * * Deq, DIe' Dic' Kr port shape 
All "H" tube geometric parameters optical microscope 
* Db, Deff, D efP rlDeff nitrogen flow testing 
Lmc tube measurements 
Lweb. Arer, P, Deq, Die, Dic, SHX calculations 
To perform the nitrogen testing metrology, we collected nitrogen flow data at laminar, 
transitional, and turbulent Reynolds numbers. The hydraulic diameter of each tube was determined 
from laminar data by 
_(2 Kr v Iil LJ1I4 Dh- *2. 
7t AP Deq 
(3.1) 
Lack of an analytical value for Kr for the enhanced square tube led us to determine Db from 
microscope photographs. The value for Dh thus determined allowed us to calculate an 
experimental value for the friction constant Kr from the laminar flow data and Equation 3.1. The 
metrology results are shown in Table 3.7 and Figures 3.12-3.16. 
We calculated friction factors from the nitrogen flow pressure-drop data to compare with 
known correlations. Equation 3.2 was used to calculate 4fp. 
5 
4f - 4 'twall P-l 
2: P V2 
Note that defmitions of each diameter are. given in the Nomenclature section. 
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(3.2) 
Table 3.7 Physical parameters for tubes analyzed in the present study. 
C25#14 S25#6 125#31 SE25#31 SS25#14 
Port shape circle square triangle "H" small square 
Graphing symbol 0 a A • • 
# Ports [-] 10 11 13 11 19 
twal1 [mm] 0.259 0.396 0.309 0.393 0.689 
tweb[mm] 0.295 0.251 0.251 0.257· 0.239 
Lwe1/l[mm] 0.747 0.607 0.818 0.519 0.310 
Swe})"Sref [ -] III III 2/3 III III 
Ott [mm] 1.494 1.214 0.944 1.038 0.619 
* D [-] eq 1 1.128 1.286 1.265 1.128 
Deq[mm] 1.494 1.369 1.214 1.313 0.698 
Kf[-] 64 56.908 53.332 57.8 56.908 
* 
o.e[-] 1 1.125 1.2 1.107 1.125 
D)e[mm] 1.494 1.366 1.133 1.149 0.696 
* D. [-] Ie 1 1.207 1.5 n/a 1.207 
Die [mm] 1.494 1.465 1.416 n/a 0.747 
* 1.2 (1.) Deff [-] 1 1.125 1.5 (t.) 1.107 1.125 
Deif[mm] 1.494 1.366 1.133 mm (1.) 1.149 0.696 1.416 mm (t.) 
p [mm]6 46.935 53.380 63.760 57.401 47.012 
p* [-] 7t 4 5.196 5.027 4 
Aref[mm2] 17.530 16.201 15.047 14.896 7.275 
Aentumcements [mm2] n/a n/a n/a 1.0016 n/a 
Lot,i [m] 0.0238 0.0254 0.0292 0.0264 0.0254 
Lot,o [m] 0.0222 0.0279 0.0246 0.0269 0.0279 
LHX[m] 0.5874 0.5817 0.5845 0.5817 0.5817 
L[m] 0.6334 ·0.6350 0.6383 0.06350 0.06350 
SHX [m2]1 0.02722 0.03054 .Q.03675 0.03339 0.02571 
6 The perimeter P above is the sum of the perimeter for all ports in the tube. 
7 SHX is the refrigerant-side surface area available for heat exchange. 
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The momentum conservation equation was used to infer twall from the pressure-drop data. 
A (:12 = P twall (3.3) 
Figure 3.12 shows that data from the circular tube, C25#14, agree perfectly with the 
prediction of Churchill [1977a] in both the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. Furthermore, the 
Churchill correlation accurately predicts laminar-to-turbulent transitional behavior. This suggests . 
that the Churchill correlation captures the physics of frictional pressure drop and wall-to-free 
stream turbulent vorticity transfer in our small, circular tube. Thus, we conclude that Churchill's 
asymptotic limit matching technique is appropriate for describing friction behavior for our small 
circular tube. Finally, the circular tube (D = 1.494 mm) exhibits no evidence of the "small tube 
effects" suggested by Bhatti and Shah [1987] and observed by Olsson [1994] in 2- and 3-mm 
circular tubes. 
~ 0 , 
....... 
10-1 ~ I Omrchill [1977] ~ 
TubeC25#14 
D= 1.494mm 
10-2 
102 103 104 lOS 
Reef( [-] 
Figure 3.12 Nitrogen testing of circular tube C25#14. 
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Figure 3.13 shows the nitrogen flow testing data from the square tube, S25#6, which is 
slightly smaller than the circular tube. We see that the laminar equivalent diameter Rete is 
appropriate for this square tube in both the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. We expect 
agreement under laminar conditions because the laminar equivalent diameter Die is defined to 
provide such agreement: 
4fF = Kf,ncd / Reh = 64/ Rele . (3.4) 
Similar to the circular tube, we note that for both laminar and turbulent flow the data fall 
along the smooth tube line suggested by Churchill [1977a]. In contrast to the circular tube, the 
laminar-to-turbulent transition data for the square tube do not follow the Churchill correlation. The 
square tube transitional friction factors are flatter through the transitional regime. 
....... 
..!.. 
c 
TubeS25#6 
Dh = 1.214mm 
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Figure 3.13 Nitrogen testing of square tube S25#6. 
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lOS 
Figure 3.14 shows the nitrogen flow data for the triangular tube, T2S#31. We note that 
like the square tube, the triangular tube data is flatter than Churchill's correlation through the 
transitional Reynolds number region. We see that the laminar equivalent diameter Die is 
appropriate for describing the frictional pressure drop in the laminar region. However, the 
inscribed-circumscribed diameter Die proposed by Ahmed and Brundrett [1971] and advocated by 
Bhatti and Shah [1987] is appropriate for the turbulent region. 
The"nitrogen flow data for the enhanced square tube, SE25#31, is shown in Figure 3.15. 
Here we note that use of the laminar equivalent diameter Die accurately predicts frictional pressUre 
drop behavior for the enhanced square tube. Again, the data are flatter than predicted through the 
transition region. 
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Figure 3.14 Nitrogen testing of triangular tube T25#31. 
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Finany, Figure 3.16 shows the frictional pressure drop behavior for the small square tube, 
SS25#14. The laminar equivalent diameter Die allows accurate prediction of the frictional pressure 
drop behavior. Interestingly, the small square tube exhibits delayed transition to turbulent flow 
$imilar to that reported by Olsson [1994]. However, unlike Olsson, we observe that the friction 
factor quickly returns to the smooth tube line. 
In sum, we observe that a single length scale is not sufficient to collapse data from 
noncircular ducts onto circular-tube correlations for single-phase pressure drop. In terms of 
laminar and turbulent Reynolds number ranges, Figures 3.12-3.16 show that use of the laminar 
equivalent diameter Die allows circular-tube correlations to be used for circular, square, and 
enhanced square ducts. The laminar equivalent diameter Die is appropriate for laminar flow in 
triangular tubes, whereas the inscribed-circumscribed diameter Die is appropriate for turbulent flow 
in triangular tubes. 
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Figure 3.15 Nitrogen testing of enhanced square tube SE25H31. 
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In terms of transitional Reynolds number data, we observe a secondary shape effect. The 
circular tube data perfectly matches the Churchill [1977a] correlation, whereas noncircular tube 
geometries exhibit flatter f vs. Re data throughout the transitional Reynolds numbers. 
W ~ also note that all turbulent data correlate well with the smooth-tube line, suggesting that 
the effects of wall roughness are minimal. Finally, the microchannel data do not support the 
concept of turbulen~e suppression in small tubes, although we do observe delayed transition tQ 
turbulence in the small square tube. 
3.3.3 Operating conditions (data matrix) 
We obtained single-phase and condensing refrigerant heat transfer and pressure drop 
measurements for all five tubes being considered in this study .. The single-phase data were 
necessary to calibrate the air-side characteristics of our tubes by the Wilson plot technique 
Tube SS25#14 
Dh =O.619mm 
103 
Churchill [1977] 
Figure 3.16 Nitrogen testing of small square tube SS25#14. 
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(described in Section 3.4.4.5). The condensing data were necessary for comparison with existing 
correlations that were developed from data collected on larger tubes. 
For the subcooled liquid data, the refrigerant pressure was set at 1650 kPa which 
corresponds to a saturation temperature of 59°C. The inlet refrigerant temperature was set at 55 °C 
while the inlet air temperature was held at 25°C. Table 3.8 shows typical refrigerant and air flow 
rates used for the subcooled data collection. 
For the superheated vapor data, the outlet refrigerant pressure was fixed at about 740 kPa 
which corresponds to a saturation temperature of 28.5 °C. The inlet refrigerant temperature was set 
at 65°C, and the inlet air temperature was fixed at 30 °C, thus ensuring superheated vapor 
throughout the test section. Table 3.9 shows typical refrigerant- and air-flow rates used for the 
superheated data collection. 
When characterizing condensation performance, both condensing pressure and air-to-
refrigerant temperature difference is important. Thus, we chose to collect data for three condensing 
pressures and various air temperatures. To improve our experimental resolution, we chose to 
minimize the air-side resistance by setting the air flow rate as high as possible, 0.060 kg/so The 
refrigerant inlet temperature was held at 5 °C above saturated conditions. Table 3.10 shows typical 
conditions for condensing heat transfer and pressure-drop data. 
Table 3.8 Subcooled liquid ~ matrix. 
Airflow Refrigerant flow rate [kg/s] 
rate [kg/s] 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.011 
0.062 
0.055 
0.043 
0.031 
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Table 3.9 Superheated vapor data matrix. 
Airflow Refrigerant flow rate [kgls] 
rate [kgls] 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 
0.061 
0.055 
0.043 
0.030 
Note that although the Single-tube Test Facility was designed to allow two-phase 
refrigerant at the test section inlet, the EST power measurement system was never received. Thus, 
we always operated the STIF with superheated refrigerant at inlet to the test section. Refrigerant 
flow rates for the small square tube were less than the rates shown above due to the higher 
pressure drop in the smaIl square tube. Refrigerant flow rates for the circular tube were slightly 
greater than the rates shown above due the larger free flow area of the circular tube. 
Table 3.10 Two-phase data matrix. 
Condensing Condensing Air inlet Refrigerant flow rate [kgls] 
pressure [kPa] temp. [0C] temp. [0C] 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 
880 34.7 23 
880 34.7 27 
1160 45.0 25 
1160 45.0 35 
1520 55.8 25 
1520 55.8 35 
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3.4 Data Reduction 
The Single-tube Test Facility described above generated data to fill the test matrices. As 
with every experimental facility, the data generated in the Single-tube Test Facility have limited 
accuracy. It is appropriate, therefore, to report not only our measurements but also the interval 
within which we suppose lhe true value of our measurements to lie. Following is a discussion of 
our uncertainty analysis. 
3.4.1 Uncertainty analysis 
All results calculated from experimental data have a range of uncertainty due to the limited 
accuracy of experimental equipment These equipment errors propagate through every calculation 
based on the raw data. Kline and McClintock [1953] defme uncertainty as "the possible value the 
[measurement] error might have." When a probability (e.g. 95 %) or odds (e.g. 20:1) are 
associated with the error estimate, an uncertainty interval (or simply the "uncertainty") may be 
constructed about the value. It has become accepted practice to report experimental uncertainties 
along with experimental values. 
When we reduced the data from the Single-tube Test Facility, we performed a complete 
uncertainty analysis, fully accounting for the propagation of instrumentation uncertainties. The 
em>r bars on all the data in this document come from this uncertainty analysis. 
Moffat [1988] provides a simple algorithm for performing single-sample experimental 
uncertainty analysis. Kline. and McClintock's [1953] classic paper forms the foundation for the 
Moffat method. Kline and McClintock show that one may calculate the uncertainty interval8 AR of 
any result, 
8 
(3.5) 
Kline and McClintock [1953] fOlDld that the odds of the uncertainty for experimental measurements are canied to the 
result, R, by Equation 3.6. Typically, (and in this work) 20:1 (or 95 %) odds are reported for transducers and other 
experimental instruments. Thus Equation 3.6 gives the 95 % uncertainty interval for results calculated from 
experimental measurements. 
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with 
AR= (oR 2 (OR 2 OR)2 dil AXl) + dX2 AX2) + ... + (dXn AXn (3.6) 
where Xl,X2, ... ,Xn are the n experimental measurements required to calculate R. Moffat [1988] 
states that the following conditions must be met to apply Equation 3.6: . 
(1) each of the measurements Xl,x2, •.. ,xn is independent,9 
(2) repeated observations of each measurement, if made, would display Gaussian distributions, 
and 
(3) the uncertainty of all measurements were initially expressed at the same odds. 
Moffat [1988] uses the example of calculating experimental heat transfer coefficients to 
illustrate his algorithm. Figure 3.1710 is a succinct summary of Moffat's repeated-runs algorithm. 
The DRP employs the Moffat method for uncertainty analysis. 
Of course, all uncertainty calculations require estimates of instrument uncertainty. We 
spent significant time to carefully evaluate and document both absolute and relative uncertainty 
interVals for all instruments in the Single-tube Test Facility. We model the total uncertainty of the 
instruments using both the relative and absolute uncertainty intervals. We calibrated all our 
instruments to correct for known deficiencies. Table 3.11 shows the 95 % uncertainty interVal of 
every instrument in the Single-tube Test Facility. 
The rightmost column in Table 3.11 contains typical values for overall uncertainty of each 
measurement. Th~se overall uncertainties are slightly larger than instrument uncertainties because 
data scatter is included. 
9 Unfortunately, the nomenclature here is somewhat confusing. As Moffat (1988) notes, "in this era of high-speed 
digital data acquisition, the is$Ue of independence takes on more subtle overtones than it had in the early 19505 when 
the term was coined." Although we obtain repeated scans of the data, the experiments we conducted are considered to 
be "single-sample" experiments from an 1Dlcertainly point of view because the measurements do not represent 
"independent" observations of the phenomena under study. Thus, it is appropriate to average the voltages and ascribe 
an uncertainly due to experimental "scatter" prior to calculating any results from the data. 
10 After Moffat [1988) 
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Figure 3.17 The Moffat algorithm for single-sample uncertainty calculation. 
3.4.2 Data reduction program (DRP) 
We wrote a FORTRAN data reduction program (DRP) to calculate meaningful quantities 
such as Nusselt numbers and friction factors from the raw data. The DRP fulfills two basic needs 
in this regard. First, the DRP parses, averages, and summarizes the raw data obtained from the 
Fluke datalogger. Second, the DRP provides an environment .for calculating results and 
'uncertainties from the experimental data. 
Initially the data reside in text files that are essentially stream-captures from the FlUke 
datalogger to disk. At this stage, the data consist exclusively of repeated scans of voltage 
measurements. The DRP parses and averages the data, assigning appropriate uncertainties to the 
voltage measmements. These uncertainties arise from scatter inherent in the data, the accuracy of 
voltage measurements, and the non-infinite resoluti~n of the AID converters. 
Mter the DRP averages the raw voltages, the voltages are transformed to their associated 
pressures, temperatures, and flow rates by the DRP. Instrument errors become additional 
components of the uncertainty interval for each calculated result. Finally, the DRP calculates 
results, including Nusselt numbers and friction factors, from the data. 
3.4.3 Refrigerant and air proper~ies 
The DRP uses pressme and temperature measurements from the Single-tube Test Facility to 
calculate thermodynamic and ~sport properties. Our R134a properties come from two sources: 
(a) REFPROP [Gallagher, 1994] which uses the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin (MBWR) 
equation of state and (b) DuPont [Transport Properties of SUVA ® Refrigerants, 1992] 
experimental data. 
Air properties are obtained from equations given in the ASHRAE Handbook of 
Fundamentals [1993]. Table 3.12 outlines the types of data extracted from each source. 
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Table 3.11 Single-tube Test Facility instrument uncertainties. 
Measurement Transducer Range Relative Absolute Total uncertainty 
error error type 
Voltage Fluke Oatalogger O-64mV 0.0001 ±0.008 mV n/a 
Voltage Fluke Oatalogger 0-8 V 0.0001 ±0.OOO8 V n/a 
Voltage Fluke Oatalogger 0-64 V ±0.02 % ±0.004 V n/a 
TpRTbath Omega Thennistor 25-70 °C type 0% ±0.05°C ±0.06 °C Mod. ON-970 33032 
Other TypeT 25-70 °C type 0% ±0.25°C ±0.32°C temps 11 thennocouples 
Prefbefore Setra Mod. 204 0-5OOpsia 0% ± 0.55 psi ± 0.56 psi EST SIN 356980 
Pref before Setra Mod. 204 0-5OOpsia 0% ± 0.55 psi ±O.56 psi test section SIN 356981 
Pref before Setra Mod. 280E 0-5OOpsia 0% ± 0.55 psi ± 0.56 psi pump SIN 317237 
LW ref at test Setra Mod. 228-1 0-25 psid 0% ± 0.014 psi ± 0.22 psi 
section SIN 353886 
Pair before Setra Mod. 270 SIN O-20psia 0% ± 0.01 psi ± 0.027 psi test section 321750 
Pair before Setra Mod. 270 SIN O-20psia 0% ± 0.01 psi ± 0.011 psi 
venturi 336037 
LWair across Setra Mod. 239 SIN 0-5 0% ± 0.022 ± 0.0222 test section 351249 in. H2O in. H20 in. H20 
LWairat Setra Mod. 239 0-1 psid 0% ± 0.001 psid ± 0.0011 psid 
venturi SIN 39195 
Micromotion Mod. 
± 0.00000833 ± 0.000029 Iilref OS012S1OO 0-0.015 kg/s ±0.2 % kg/s kg/s SIN 146637 
Troom Psychrometer 20-25 °C type 0% ±0.5°C ±0.5°C 
Troom,wb Psychrometer 10-20 °C type 0% ± 0.5 °C ±0.5°C 
Iilair12 Venturi flow meter 0-0.062 kg/s ±2.5 % ± 0.0003 kg/s ± 0.00116 kg/s type 
11 We assign ±O.25 °C uncertainty to our thermocouple measurements because every measurement is differential in 
nature, and all pairs are made from the same roll of 36 gage wire. 
12 The uncertainty calculation for Mair is more involved than Table 3.11 would indicate. The values shown in Table 3.11 
are representative of typical operating conditions. Complete analysis of the uncertainty in Mair includes proper 
treatment of the lUlCertainties in the discharge coefficient. air properties, air temperature, differential pressure, and 
physical dimensions. The complete and complex uncertainty analysis was performed for all experimental data. 
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Table 3.12 Sources of refrigerant and air properties 
DuPont REFPROP ASHRAE 
[1992] [1992] [1993] 
Uquid R134a transport properties X 
RI34a properties except liquid transport properties X 
. Air properties X 
. . 
We chose to use the DuPont equations for R134a transport properties because.the DuPont 
data is based on independent experimental measurements. The REFPROP liquid transport 
properties are theoretical predictions that have larger uncertainty. It is commonly accepted that the 
DuPont data are the most reliable data available for liquid transport properties [Dobson, 1994]. 
3.4.4 Single-phase heat transfer coefficients 
When operating the test section with single-phase refrigerant, it is possible to determine 
test-section heat transfer independently from refrigerant-side or air-side information. We can 
subsequently compare the results and assess the integrity of the test facility. Then, with the WIlson 
plot technique [Stoecker and Jones, 1982], one may determine heat transfer coefficients. The 
following sections present the theory behind the calculations for our single-phase data. The data 
are presented in Chapter 4. 
3.4.4.1 Refrigerant-side heat transfer 
With single-phase flow in the test section, we can calculate heat transfer. from the 
refrigerant ~ss flow rate and the inlet and outlet refrigerant thermodynamic states. Pressure and 
temperature measurements at the inlet and outlet provide sufficient informa.tion to determine the 
enthalpy of the entering and exiting refrigerant. The heat transfer calculated from refrigerant-side 
information Qref is given by 
(3.7) 
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3.4.4.2 Air-side heat transfer 
To obtain an independent measurement of heat transfer, we employ the outlet temperature 
proflle for a crossflow heat exchanger, both fluids unmixed. This proflle can be derived from 
Mason's [1954] expressions for crossflow effectiveness. 
An interesting omission in most heat exchanger literature is the complete mathematical 
expression of the effectiveness-NTU relanons· for a crossflow configuration with both fluid 
streams unmixed.13 Because our experimental facility utilizes a crossflow heat exchanger with 
both fluids unmixed, it is necessary to obtain or derive these equations. After updating the 
nomenclature, the £-NTU relation is 
. (3.8) 
where 
(3.9) 
and 10 is the Bessel function I, order O. 
No suitable analytical result for the integration in Equation 3.8 is available~ Thus, 
Equation 3.8 must be integrated numerically. 
Returning to crossflow heat exchanger outlet temperatures, one fmds that the cold stream 
temperatures Tc(l,y) can be expressed as 
x=1 
Tc(l,y) = b xl ~(x,y) dx , 
where the dimensionless temperatures 1"* are defined as 
T*(x,y) 
The following definitions apply: 
T(x,y) - T c.in 
Th,in - T c,in . 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
13 Typically. an approximate equation (in eJrOr by as much as S % Wlder some conditions). is presented for this case. See. 
Jncropera and DeWitt [1990] for an example of such an approximation .. 
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~ = dimensionless temperatures, 
~(x,y) = e-(ay + bx) Io( 2~ abxy ), 
x = dimensionless coordinate in cold stream flow direction, 
-y = dimensionless coordinate in hot stream flow direction, 
a = UNCh,and 
b = UNCc. 
For completeness, we report that Th(X, 1), the hot stream outlet temperature profile, is 
y=1 
Th(X,I) = a J ~(x,y) dy . (3.12) 
To obtain tube heat transfer data from experimental data, Equation 3.12 is utilized in 
conjunction with the n (in our case nine) experimental measurements of air outlet temperature. 
Typical values for the dimensionless air outlet temperatures are shown below. 
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Figure 3.18 Outlet air temperatures. 
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The algorithm for determining total tube heat transfer from air-side information proceeds as 
follows. 
(1) Guess UA for the tube. 
(2) Form a = UNCh and b = UNCc. 
(3) Perform the integration of Equation 3.12 at all n locations for which a temperature 
measure~nt is available. This predicts the cold stream outlet temperature, Tco,pred(Y), at the 
same locatton as every measured outlet temperature. . 
(4) Calculate the sum of squared errors, SSQ, between the predictions and experimental values. 
D 
SSQ = ~ [Tco,pred(YU - Tco,8Ct(Yi)]2 (3.13) 
(5) Iterate on UA and repeat from step (2) to minimize SSQ. 
(6) Using the value of UA determined from the iteration and the crossflow heat exchanger 
equations, calculate the effectiveness (Equation 3.8) and the total heat transfer Qair for the 
tube. 
The value of Qair calculated in step (6) comes from air-side measurements, the refrigerant 
mass flow rate, refrigerant inlet temperature, and the crossflow heat exchanger equation. As such, 
it may be compared to refrigerant-side heat transfer calculated with Equation 3.7 to assess the 
integrity of the stand 
3.4.4.3 Energy balance 
The values for Qair and Qrer should be identical if the test facility is operating correctly. 
Figure 3.19 shows Qair plotted against Qref for all the single-phase experimental data obtained for 
this study. 
3.4.4.4 Estimating total resistance 
After the total heat transfer is determined, the heat exchanger effectiveness is determined 
from 
~ _ ~ _ (Qair + Qrer)/2 
~ - Ornax - CminAT max • (3.14) 
For the effectiveness calculation, we use the average of the air- and refrigerant-side heat transfer 
values as the presumed actual amount of heat transfer for the tube. We also determine the ratio of 
heat capacity rates Cr from the experimental data. 
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Figure 3.19 Energy balance for all single-phase data. 
c -~ - (IilCp)min 
r - Cmax - (IilCp)max 
0.5 
(3.15) 
Mter determining the effectiveness for the heat exchanger Equation 3.8 is employed to determine 
NTU for the heat exchanger. Finally, the total thermal resistance of the test section for the 
particular operating condition is found by 
1 1 
RIOt = UA = NTU Cmin . (3.16) 
3.4.4.5 Estimating refrigerant-side resistance - Wilson plot analysis 
We determine the contribution of refrigerant-side and air-side resistances (Rrer and Rair) to 
the total resistance RIOt with a Wilson plot analysis. To perform a Wilson plot analysis, one must 
run a series of heat transfer experiments in which the thermal resistance of one side of the heat 
exchanger is varied systematically while the thermal resistance of the other side is held constant. 
Then, one may plot the total resistance vs. varied resistance to determine the contribution of the 
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constant resistance. Typically, Wilson plots are constructed by plotting the total resistance 
l/UA against Re-O.8, where it is assumed that the refrigerant-side resistance is proportional to 
Re-O·8. However, it is impossible, with the standard method, to compare on the same graph data 
taken with different Prandtl number fluids. Furthermore, at low turbulent Reynolds numbers 
(2100 < Re < 1()4) it is known from the Chilton-Colburn analogy that the resistance is proportional 
to Re-O·75. 
Because we wish to compare data from vapor (low Prandtl number) and liquid (moderate 
Prandtl number) refrigerant, the standard Wilson plot technique is inappropriate. We develop 
below a modification to the standard Wilson plot technique. 
In this study, we vary refrigerant mass flow rate (and therefore refrigerant-side resistance) 
while keeping the air-side conditions constant. Then, we construct graphs with total resistance on 
the vertical axis and a prediction for the refrigerant-side resistance on the horizontal axis as shown 
in Figure 3.20. The prediction for the refrigerant-side resistance includes a model for refrigerant-
side heat transfer. Assuming that we have an accurate model for refrigerant-side resistance, we can 
find Rair + RWall for given air-side conditions by curve-fitting the data for each line. The lines 
corresponding to common values of air-side resistance can be represented by the equation 
Rtot = JA = (Rair + Rwan) + C Rref . (3.17) 
-
o ~----------~-----------------
o 
Figure 3.20 Typical Wilson plot. 
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. If the model for Rref accurately represents our data, we will obtain C = 1.0. A slope 
unequal to unity indicates "Wilson plot slope error", an offset between the data and the predictive 
model for Rref. 14 Our innovative modification of the Wilson plot technique is a powerful 
diagnostic tool that provides immediate information concerning not only the integrity of 
. experimental data; but also the validity of the single-phase heat transfer model 
.. . . 
Figure 3.21 shows the Wilson Plot constructed for subCooled liquid. data from 
Tube SE25#31, and Figure 3.22 shows the superheated vapor Wilson Plot for Tube SE25#31. 
It is interesting to note that C = 0.973 for the superheated vapor Wilson Plot indicating that 
the data are 3 % higher than the Gnielinski correlation, an acceptable deviation for our experimental 
data. On the other hand, the subcooled liquid Wilson Plot has lines with C = 0.948, also an 
acceptable deviation from predictions. The slope of the Wilson Plot lines for each tube are shown 
in Table 3.13. 
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Figure 3.21 Subcooled liquid Wilson Plot for tube SE25#31. 
14 We shall discuss Wilson plot slope errors in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.22 Superheated vapor Wilson Plot for tube SE25#31. 
Table 3.13 shows that except for the small square tube the vapor lines consistently exhibit a 
slope near unity. However, the liquid Wilson Plots have inconsistent slopes, indicating that the 
data do not match the Gnielinski correlation. Because the Wilson Plot method is predicated upon 
an accurate model for refrigerant-side thermal resistance, Table 3.13 suggests that the liquid data 
may be problematic. For this reason, we choose to rise the results from the vapor Wilson Plots to 
perform our air-side thermal resistance characterization for each tube. 
3.4.4.6 Correlating air-side resistance 
Each line on the Wilson plot represents a single air flow rate. Thus, we can correlate the 
sum (Rair + Rwall) with the air-side conditions. Figure 3.23 shows the dependence of external 
resistance (Rair + Rwall> on air volume flow rate for Tube SE25#31. 
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Table 3.13 Liquid and vapor Wilson Plot slopes. 
Tube CI [-] Cv [-] 
C25#14 0.769 0.935 
S25#6 0.898 0.974 
1'25#31 1.016 0.950 
SE25#31 0.948 0.973 
SS25#14 0.141 2.099 
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Figure 3.23 Typical air-side resistance graph. 
Figure 3.23 again shows slight dependence of the external resistance on the refrigerant 
phase, but the experimental uncertainties encompass a curve fit through the data. Stoecker and 
Jones [1982] suggest the following equation to relate air flow to air-side resistance for finned heat 
exchangers. 
b D_"=a+-
.L'8JI' " III 
Yair 
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(3.18) 
We determined the coefficients a and b by a least-squares curve fit of Equation 3.18 to the air-side 
resistance data. Table 3.14 shows the values of a and b for each tube studied. 
Table 3.14 Air-side resistance coefficients a and b for liquid and vapor Wilson Plots. 
Tube al [K/kW] bi [K/kW (m3/s)l/2] av [KlkW] by [K/kW (m3/s)l/2] 
C25#14 9.074 3.445 7.228 ·3.373 
S25#6 7.324 3.702 8.592 3.807 
T25#31 6.469 3.448 11.660 3.145 
SE25#31 4.675 4.052 9.761 3.530 
SS25#14 21.773 3.721 30.097 -1.016 
The Wilson Plot data for tube SS25#14 have no experimental resolution because the 
uncertainties in the coefficients a and b are as large as the values themselves. However, the 
consistency of the air-side behavior among all the tubes allows use of an average air-side resistance 
for Tube SS25#14. The air-side resistance models employed during microchannel data analysis 
are shown in Table 3.15. 
Table 3.15 Air-side resistance coefficients a andb used in microchannel data analysis. 
Tube av [K/kW] by [K/kW (m3/s)l/2] 
C25#14 7.228 3.373 
S25#6 8.592 3.807 
T25#31 11.660 3.145 
SE25#31 9.761 3.530 
SS25#14 9.310 3.464 
Figure 3.24 shows air-side resistance as a function of air volume flow rate for all the tubes. 
3.4.4.7 Refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients 
We can use the air-side resistance for any tube to subsequently calculate the refrigerant-side 
resistance for any data point from 
(3.19) 
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Figure 3.24 Air-side resistance for all tubes. 
With Rref we can determine the experimental refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient from the 
equation 
(3.20) . 1 href= , 
Rref'Tlo Sref 
where Rref is given by Equation 3.19, Sref is the refrigerant-side surface area over which heat 
transfer occurs, and 1\0 is the refrigerant-side surface efficiency. The surface efficiency 'Tlo is 
obtained from a fin analysis of the refrigerant-side webs. 
~ 
'Tlo = 1 - Seef (1 - 'Tlweb) (3.21) 
We used the following expression for the web efficiency 'Tlweb-
~ Lwet/2~ k 2 h~ef ) 
'Tlweb = web web 
. Lwet/2~ 2 href 
kweb tweb 
(3.22) 
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Because href appears in the expression for web efficiency, an iterative procedure must be 
followed to determine href from Equation 3.20. It should be noted that the web efficiencies were 
always greater than 95 %. 
Finally, then, refrigerant-side Nusselt numbers are calculated from the definition for Nu,15 
NUeff==h~eff (3.23) 
3.4.5 Condensing beat transfer coefficients 
We rely on the air-side information gathered during the single-phase tests to calculate the 
condensation heat transfer coefficients. The first step in calculating condensing heat transfer 
coefficients is determining the locations of the transitions between superheated vapor flow, two-
phase flow, and subcooled liquid flow. 
3.4.5.1 Determining the onset of condensation and subcooling 
To calculate the phase transition boundaries, we integrate the one-dimensional conservation 
equations forward until saturation conditions are reached. The integration must be executed 
numerically, and we use code developed by Graham [1995] to perform the .calculations. The 
conservation of momentum equation is given as 
(3.24) 
and the conservation of energy equation is given as 
(3.25) 
with 
q(z) == fa 1i dz (3.26) 
15 Here, we accept the recommendation of Bhatti and Shah [1987] to use the effective diameter Dcff determined from 
single-phase pressure-drop data as the length scale in both the Nusselt number and the Reynolds number. 
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defined as positive if heat transfers from the refrigerant to the air. The variables a and J3 are the 
temperature and velocity profile shape factors, respectively. 
To evaluate dq/dz we must differentiate Equation 3.8, the crossflow effectiveness equation, 
numerically. 
(3.27) 
To determine the effectiveness e of the single-phase region, we must know both UA per 
unit length UA f and CminlCmax for the superheated section. We form UA f from the single-phase 
data previously collected, and CmWCmax is determined from measured flow rates. In addition, the 
single-phase friction factor fp is obtained from single-phase tests. 
We use the above procedure to fmd the onset of two-phase flow by integrating forward 
from the tube inlet until the refrigerant enthalpy drops below saturated conditions. We also use the 
procedure to determine the onset of subcooled flow by integrating backward from the tube outlet 
until the refrigerant enthalpy rises above saturated conditions. Once determined, these locations 
defme the range of interest for condensation heat transfer. 
3.4.5 .2 Calculating segment UAs 
After calculating the vapor, two-phase, and liquid transitions, we proceed to calculate the 
condensing heat transfer coefficients. We use air-side temperature measurements to determine 
segment heat transfer. The nine air-side temperature measurement locations provide as many as 
nine independent measurements of heat transfer coefficient for each test condition. Indeed, for 
each air-side temperature measurement in the condensing region, we can calculate a heat transfer 
coefficient at the local qUality. 
The first step in calculating condensing heat transfer coefficients involves calculating the 
UA value for each segment. First, we determine the heat transfer for each segment with the First 
Law applied to the air flow over the segment, 
Qseg = Iil.air,seg Cp,air ATair . (3.28) 
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The effectiveness for each segment is found by 
Ese- Oseg 
g - Iilair,seg Cp,air (Tref,seg - Tair,in) (3.29) 
where T ref,seg is taken to be the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure at the 
midpoint of the segment. The segment midpoint pressure is found from a linear interpolation 
between the pressure at the onset of condensing flow and the pressure at the onset of liquid flow. 
The error in this procedure is estimated to be small due to the small pressure drop encountered 
during experiments. The segment UA value is determined from the effectiveness equation for 
infinite heat capacity heat exchange, 
UAseg = -IDair,seg Cp,air In(I--£seg) . (3.30) 
3.4.5 .3 Estimating segment heat transfer coefficient 
After UAseg is determined, we proceed to estimate the refrigerant-side thermal resistance 
with 
1 
Rref,seg = UAseg - Rair,seg (3.31) 
where Rair,seg is calculated from the single-phase calibration and the fraction of the heat exchanger 
in the segment. 
With Rref,seg known, we may calculate the refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient from 
1 href,seg= . , 
Rref,seg 1'10 Sref,seg 
. (3.32) 
and the Nusselt number from 
Nnefr = href.se~ Deff 
,seg kl (3.33) 
where kl is the refrigerant liquid thermal conductivity. 
3.4.5 .4 Estimating refrigerant quality 
. We correlate the Nusselt numbers as calculated above with a certain refrigerant quality 
based on a refrigerant-side energy balance for each segment. We estimate the outlet enthalpy for 
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each segment with 
iref,o = iref.i -~ . (3.34) 
The inlet and outlet qualities for each segment are given by the interpolated refrigerant pressures 
and the inlet and outlet enthalpies. The average quality used to correlate the data for each segment 
is given by 
x seg xref.i + Xref.o 2 
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(3.35) 
Chapter 4 
Experimental Results 
This chapter summarizes the experimental results obtained from the microchannel tubes and 
the Single-tube Test Facility described in Chapter 3. 
4.1 Data Presentation Conventions 
Although we collected data on five tubes in this study, approximately 400 tubes of various 
lengths and port shapes were obtained from the manufacturer. To identify each tube, we employ 
the following nomenclature: PIAN, where P identifies the port shape, L identifies the length, and 
N is a serial number. To identify the five port shapes, P may be C (circular), S (square), T 
(triangular), SE (enhanced square or "H"), or SS (small square). Tube lengths L are 12, 18, 25, 
30, or 36 inches. For example, Tube SS25#40 is the fortieth 25-in. tube with small square ports. 
For convenience, we adopt the following convention to identify port shapes on all 
experimental data presented herein. 
Table 4.1 Symbol convention for experimental results graphs. 
Port shape Graph symbol 
Circle 0 
Square 1:1 
Triangle A 
Enhanced Square, "H" • 
Small Square • 
In Section 4.3.1 we compare data from microchannel tubes to data from 7-mm circular tubes. We 
denote the large 7-mm circular tubes with the symbol O. We include a legend on the fIrSt few 
graphs, but thereafter, we will include the note "Symbols indicate port shape" to remind the reader 
of our convention. 
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All data presented in this chapter are for R134a and no oil. We begin with results for 
single-phase pressure drop. 
4.2 Single-phase Pressure Drop 
As discussed in Chapter 3, extensive single-phase tests were conducted with each tube to 
characterize air-side performance. Differentialrefrigerant-side press~-drop measurements across 
the test section provide the information necessary to calculate single-phase friction factors. 
Figure 4.1 shows the friction factors calculated from single-phase vapor flow through the 
microchannel tubes. 
Comparisons between Figure 4.1 and Figures 3.12-3.16 show that the agreement between 
the friction factor data and the Churchill correlation is equally good for refrigerant and nitrogen. 
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Figure 4.1 Vapor flow pressure-drop data. 
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Figure 4.2 Vapor flow frictional pressure drop data. Uncertainties from 
Tube C25#14. 
For liquid refrigerant flow, the estimated uncertainties in the pressure-drop measurements were larger than the values 
themselves. Under these conditions, the small uncertainties in instrument calibration overcome the data. The data 
exhibit systematic, but repeatable bias, and we say that the data have no experimental resolution. 
Recall, from Chapter 3, that the uncertainties presented here are conservative estimates because we assume no 
correlation between errors. 
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4.3 Single-phase Heat Transfer 
This section contains single-phase heat transfer results for the microchannel tubes. We 
shall compare our results to a widely accepted and recommended model for single-phase heat 
transfer, the Gnielinski [1976] correlation. As will be seen, we differ with the Gnielinski 
correlation in consistent and important respects. We will use the results from the circular tube, 
C25#14, to evaluate general trends in the disparities between our ~ata and the ·Gnielinski 
correlation. Thereafter, we will present data from noncircular port shapes to evaluate the effect of 
port geometry on single-phase heat transfer. Finally, we will present data from the smallest tube to 
evaluate the effect of port size. 
4.3.1 Tube C25#14: comparison with the Gnielinski correlation 
Figure 4.3 shows single-phase heat transfer Nusselt numbers for Tube C25#14. 
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Figure 4.3 Single-phase heat transfer data, Tube C25#14. 
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Figure 4.3 shows good agreement between the Gnielinski correlation and microchannel 
data at high Reynolds number (3xl()4 < Re < 7xl()4) and low Prandtl number (Pr = 0.83). 
However, there is a systematic disparity between our data and the Gnielinski correlation at low-
turbulent Reynolds numbers (3000 < Re < 7(00) and high Prandtl number (Pr = 3.55). 
We ftrst noted the inaccuracy of the Gnielinski correlation for the microchannelliquid data 
in Chapter 3 where the Wilson plot slope error was discussed. Here, we clearly see the Wilson 
plot slope error manifest as an offset between the Gnielinski prediction and our liquid experimental 
data. The disagreement between our liquid data and the well-established Gnielinski correlation 
prompted a careful re-examination of the Gnielinski correlation, the data upon which it is based, 
and the assumptions upon which it is founded. 
There are many possible explanations for the disparity between the Gnielinski correlation 
and our liquid data. First, the disparity between the Gnielinski correlation and our experimental 
data may be a Reynolds number effect. Figure 4.4 is a comparison of circular tube microchannel 
data with the Gnielinski correlation. Liquid R134a data collected by Dobson [1994] and made 
available by Ponchner [1995] is included for comparison. 
Figure 4.4 shows a systematic disparity between experimental data and the Gnielinski 
correlation at low-turbulent Reynolds numbers (Re < 1()4). In the worst case, Dobson's data 
exhibit Nusselt numbers more than 50 % higher than the Gnielinski correlation. The microchannel 
data fit the trend established by Dobson's data, and it is possible that the Gnielinski correlation is 
inaccurate for Re < 1()4. 
The disparity between experimental liquid data and the Gnielinski correlation may be 
caused by an interaction between Reynolds number and Prandtl number effects. Experimental data 
with 3000 < Re < 1()4 and PI- = 0.8 will be required to evaluate the validity of the Reynolds-Prandtl 
interaction explanation. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Gnielinski correlation is based upon limited data in precisely 
the Reynolds number and Prandtl number ranges of our single-phase liquid data. Although 
Gnielinski claims his correlation is accurate for all Prandtl numbers and Reynolds number greater 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of circular tube single-phase heat transfer data with the 
Gnielinski [1976] correlation. 
than 2300, a careful study of his paper reveals that the fmal comparison between his correlation 
and the experimental data contains only one set of experimental data for which Nusselt number is 
less than 3D, that of Mikbeyev (3 < Pr < 8). The Mikbeyev data are scattered ± 20 % with respect 
to the GnieUnski prediction. In the range 30 < Nu < 50, the data of Reinicke (2.5 < Pr < 175) are 
consistently 20 % higher than the Gnielinski prediction. 
The above evidence shows that the Gnielinski correlation is questionable for liquid R134a 
flow in circular tubes for Reynolds number less than 1()4. In the following sections, we shall see 
that data from the noncircular tubes exhibit the same disparities as data from the circular tube. 
4.3.2 Tubes S25#6, T25#31, and SE25#31: . the effect of port shape 
We designed tubes S25#6, T25#31, and SE25#31 to evaluate the effect of port shape on 
microchannel tube heat transfer. Bhatti and Shah [1987] recommend that the Reynolds number 
based on effective diameter Reef( be ~sed in conjunction with circular-tube correlations to predict 
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3 
the Nusselt number NUeff for a non-circular duct. Following their recommendation, we use the 
effective diameter Deff determined from single-phase pressure drop data. 3 
Reeff = Gref Deff 
J.1ref 
Nn_f[ - href&xpt Deff 
-c ,expt - krec 
We shall see that the microchannel data support their assertion. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Figures 4.5-4.7 show the single-phase heat transfer data for Tubes S25#6, T25#31, and 
SE25#31, respectively. 
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Figure 4.5 Single-phase heat transfer data, Tube S25#6. 
See Table 3.7 for a complete list of effective diameters and a discussion of the single-phase pressure drop 
experiments. 
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Figure 4.6 Single-phase heat transfer data, Tube T25#31 
We can make several observations concerning noncircular tube single-phase heat transfer. 
First, the noncircular tube data exhibit similar disparities with the Gnielinski correlation as circular 
tubes. In fact, the accuracy of the Gnielinski correlation does not appear to be a function of port 
shape. 
Second, using the effective diameter in both the Reynolds number and Nusselt number 
collapses the data from square, triangular, and enhanced square tubes onto the Gnielinski 
correlation which was developed for circular-tube data. Thus, for Dh ~ 0.944 mm we fmd that 
single-phase pressure drop and heat transfer in noncircular ducts can be described with circular-
tube correlations if the appropriate length scales are used in the Reynolds number and Nusselt 
number. 
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Figure 4.7 Single-phase heat transfer data, Tube SE25#31. 
Finally, for Dh ~ 0.944 mm, we observe no evidence of turbulence suppression or "small-
tube effects" as suggested by Bhatti and Shah [1987] and observed by Olsson [1994]. Both the 
nitrogen flow data presented in Chapter 3 and the refrigerant data presented above support this 
conclusion. 
4.3.3 Tube SS25#14: the effect of port size 
Figure 4.8 shows single-phase data for the small square tube, SS25#14. The discrepancy 
between the Tube SS25#14 liquid data and the Gnielinski correlation is similar to that observed in 
all other tubes. Although vapor data for other tubes agree with the Gnielinski correlation, the 
vapor data for Tube SS25#14 exhibit 50 % lower Nusselt numbers than the Gnielinski prediction. 
The vapor discrepancy for Tube SS25#14 is repeatable and consistent. 
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Figure 4.8 Single-phase heat transfer data, Tube SS25#14. 
The cause of the Tube SS25#6 vapor discrepancy has not been determined, but several 
insupportable explanations have been explored. The proposed explanations and comments are 
listed below. 
(a) The Tube SS25#6 vapor discrepancy is the result of improper experimental procedures. 
We employed identical data collection procedures for all tubes in this study. If improper 
experimental techniques are the cause of the vapor discrepancy, vapor data for all tubes will 
exhibit similar trends. Furthermore, Figure 3.19 shows that the energy balance for Tube 
SS25#14 is. acceptable, suggesting no obvious experimental difficulties. 
(b) The Tube SS25#6 vapor discrepancy is the result of improper data reduction or analysis 
procedures. 
We employed the same data reduction procedures for all tubes in this study, including the 
small square tube. We verified that tube dimensions, thermodynamic properties, and heat 
exchanger calculations were correct for Tube SS25#14. Furthermore, the same DRP code 
is used for both liquid and vapor data from each tube. If the data reduction procedures are 
problematic, this will be evident in liquid and vapor data from all tubes. 
(c) The Tube SS25#6 vapor discrepancy is a one-time aberration. 
We collected the small square tube data twice. Both times we obtained identical results. 
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(d) The vapor discrepancy is the result of compressibility effects in high Mach nwnber flow. 
The highest Mach number for the small square tube is 0.29.4 Although Tube SS25#14 has 
the highest refrigerant velocity of any tube, it does not appear that compressibility effects 
are significant 
(e) The Tube SS25#6 vapor discrepancy is caused by laminarization of the refrigerantflow. 
Indeed, Tube SS25#14 is the smallest tube, and "small-tube effects" may be most severe in 
this tube. However, if laminarization of the flow were the cause of reduced Nusselt 
numbers, one expects that laminarization will affect frictional pressure drop as well. We 
see from Figure 3.16 and Figure 4.1 that the single-phase friction factors· exhibit no 
evidence of flow laminarization. .. 
We believe that the vapor data for Tube SS25#14 have integrity, and, to date, no verifiable 
explanation for the Tube SS25#14 vapor discrepancy has been offered. 
The single-phase vapor heat transfer results for Tube SS25#6 merit further study. 
Additional diagnostic experiments with small pon tubes will be required to determine the exact 
cause of the vapor discrepancy. However, additional experiments are beyond the scope of the 
present project. 
4.3.4 Single-phase heat transfer summary 
The single-phase heat transfer results are summarized by the following points. 
(a) If applied with appropriate length scales for noncircular tubes, the Gnielinski correlation 
accurately predicts single-phase heat transfer in microchannel tubes for ReeCC > 1()4, 
Pr = 0.8, and Dh ~ 0.944. 
(b) The Gnielinski correlation underpredicts single-phase microchannel heat transfer for 
Re < 1()4 and Pr = 3.5. It is likely that the liquid discrepancy results from inaccuracies of 
the Gnielinski correlation for liquid conditions. 
(c) Superheated vapor data from the small square tube (Dh = 0.619 mm) exhibit 50 % lower 
Nusselt numbers than the Gnielinski prediction. The Tube SS25#14 vapor discrepancy is, 
as yet, unexplained, and it merits further study. 
Section 4.4 details the results of condensing heat transfer experiments in microchannel 
tubes. 
4 The Mach number calculated here is based on the mean refrigerant flow velocity. 
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4.4 Condensing Heat Transfer 
A primary goal of this project is collection and analysis of condensing heat transfer data in 
microchannel tubes. In this section, we present the microchannel condensation data and use the 
results to address some of the unsolved issues regarding condensation heat exchange in small-
diameter tubes.s 
First, we will explore the range of the microchannel data to show that the data are· 
representative of a wide range of condenser operating conditions. 
Second, we will examine the microchannel heat transfer data for evidence of flow regimes 
and flow regime transitions. We shall see that similarities in wavy and annular flow heat transfer 
make it difficult to resolve flow regime transitions from heat transfer data alone. Data from the 
square tube will be used for this investigation. 
Third, we will perform a tube-by-tube comparison between the annular microchannel data 
and Dobson's annular flow correlation. We shall fmd that the form of Dobson's two-phase flow 
multiplier is appropriate. However, we will see that slight modification of the constants will 
improve agreement with the microchannel data, and a correlation for engineering calculations will 
be proposed. We shall also investigate the utility of the proposed heat transfer Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter Xtt,q. 
Fourth, we shall comment briefly on swface tension effects in microchannel flow. 
Finally, we will compare the square tube annular flow data to other correlations to highlight 
accuracies and deficiencies of correlations found in the existing literature. 
We begin the consideration of microchannel condensation by exploring the range of our 
experimental data. 
5 Note that we do not address condensation pressure drop issues because we do not have pressure measurements at small 
quality increments. In conttast, we have heat ttansfer measurements at small quality increments allowing us to 
correlate and evaluate the heat ttansfer data. 
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4.4.1 Range of experimental data 
It is instructive to examine the nature of the data collected from the Single-tube Test Facility 
to ensure that we have a broad range of conditions representative of typical condenser operation. 
We saw in Chapter 2 that many annular flow condensation heat transfer correlations are of the form 
(4.3) 
where the two-phase multiplier Ftp is a function of refrigerant quality and condensing pressure. 
The superficial liquid Reynolds number ReI is a function of mass flux, quality, and refrigerant 
properties (pressure), and the liquid Prandtl number Prt is a function of condensing pressure alone. 
Thus, for a given tube diameter and condensing pressure, the refrigerant mass flux and refrigerant 
quality fully describe the condensing heat transfer coefficient. Any comprehensive experimental 
study requires a wide range of both mass flux and quality. Figure 4.9 shows mass flux G vs. 
quality for all the two-phase data collected in this study .. 
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Figure 4.9 Mass flux vs. quality for all two-phase data. 
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We see that a wide range of both mass flux and quality are represented by the microchannel ~ta. 
When considering the condensing heat transfer data, it is instructive to compare new results 
with results from other studies in the literature. We choose to perform a careful and thorough 
comparison with the results of Dobson [1994] for a number of reasons. First, Dobson's data set is 
unique in that both stratified and annular flow data were collected and correlated from the same test 
rig. Second, Dobson performed a careful analysis of the interaction between flow regime and heat 
transfer. His analysis contains three important contributions: (a) a simple and useful flow regime 
criterion, (b) wavy and annular flow heat transfer correlations that capture the important physical 
phenomena for both flow regimes, and (c) a generalized correlation that is appropriate for many 
refrigerants. Third, Dobson's study was performed at the University of Dlinois, and we have 
access to some raw data collected on his experimental facility. Fourth, Dobson's broad data set 
includes condensing R134a, and finally, we use the same thermophysical and transport properties 
that Dobson used to reduce his data and develop his correlations. 
Figure 4.10 shows a comparison between the microchannel data and Dobson's flow regime 
map. Although most of our data lie in the annular flow regime (Frso > 20 or G > 500 kglm2..s), a 
few data are in the wavy regime as predicted by Dobson. (We shall investigate flow regimes in 
greater detail in Section 4.4.2.) 
Dobson's annular flow two-phase flow multiplier Ftp is a function of the Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter (Equatio~ 2.99). To compare the microchannel data to the Dobson 
correlation, we need a wide range of Xu. Considering the annular data only, Figure 4.11 shows 
G vs. Xu for the microchannel data set. We note that Dobson's data set includes the range 
0.018 < Xu < 6.0. Thus, our data cover Dobson's range of Xu, although the microchannel data 
are clustered at moderate values of Xu. 
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Figure 4.10 Microchannel data plotted on Dobson's [1994] flow regime map. 
Figure 4.11 shows that compared, to the other tubes, much of the data from Tube C25#14 
is at low Xtt. In contrast, data from Tube SS25#14 are found at higher Xtt than any other tube. 
Data from the remaining tubes overlap the circles and small squares, lying at intermediate Xtt• 
Having the largest free flow area and the smallest pressure drop, the circular tube data were 
collected at the highest mass flow rates. Because we fed superheated refrigerant to the test.section, 
the highest qualities (lowest Xn> were observed in the circular tube. On the other hand, the small 
square tube has the smallest free flow area, the largest pressure drop, and therefore the smallest 
mass flow rates. Thus, the small square tube exhibits a wider range of refrigerant quality than the 
other tubes, including many data points at low quality (highest Xtt>. 
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Figure 4.11 G vs. Xu for all annular flow microchannel heat transfer data. 
After examining the ranges of the microchannel data, we begin a study of two-phase flow 
regimes. We will adopt the convention that, unless otherwise stated, all references to flow regimes 
are based on the flow regime map proposed by Dobson (Figure 4.10). 
4.4.2 Microchannel two-phase flow regimes 
We.choose to highlight data from Tube S25l16 for our flow regime investigation because 
they (a) have a number of data points in the wavy flow regime, (b) exhibit intermediate values of 
Xu, and (c) exhibit uniform data scatter. Figure 4.12 shows all the data from Tube S25#6 plotted 
against Dobson's wavy flow correlation. 
We see that Dobson's wavy flow correlation accurately predicts the experimental data for a 
few data points at low Nusselt number only. Notably, agreement is good where wavy flow is 
predicted. If we restrict the comparison to wavy data only (G < 500 kg/m2-s and Frso < 20), we 
observe that Dobson's wavy flow correlation is accurate. (See Figure 4.13.) 
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Figure 4.12 All two-phase data for Tube 525#6 compared with Dobson's [1994] 
wavy flow correlation. 
We note from Figures 4.12 and 4.13 that, on the whole. wavy data exhibit lower Nusselt 
numbers than annular data. In fact the annular data are poorly represented by the wavy flow 
correlation. Thus. we see that wavy data are predicted accurately by the wavy correlation. but 
annular data are predicted poorly by the wavy correlation. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show that 
DObson's wavy correlation is accurate for wavy data from all microchannel tubes. 
In Chapter 2. we noted that existing flow regime maps (typically developed from large-tube 
data) may be inappropriate for small tubes. Many studies indicate that the area of stratified flow 
becomes progressively smaller as tube diameter decreases. Our data show that the wavy flow heat 
transfer model correctly predicts the data for which it was designed. Is this an indication that wavy 
flow exists in the microchannel tubes? To investigate this issue further, we can compare the square 
tube data with Dobson's annular flow correlation. 
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Figure 4.13 Wavy flow data from Tube S25#6 compared with Dobson's [1994] wavy 
flow correlation. 
Figure 4.16 shows all data from the square tube, S25#6, compared with Dobson's annular 
flow prediction. Although Figure 4.16 contains both wavy data (low Nusselt number) and annular 
data (h~gh Nusselt number) Dobson's annular flow correlation captures the physics of 
condensation behavior for both flow regimes. (We shall investigate the annular flow correlation in 
more detail in Section 4.4.3.) Compared to Figure 4.12, we see that the annular flow correlation 
is appropriate for both wavy and annular data. Figure 4.17 shows the experimental uncertainties 
for the data in Figure 4.16. 
The above discussion is summarized by Table 4.2 and the following discussion. 
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Table 4.2 Condensation flow regime data summary . 
Wavy data . Annular data 
Wavy excellenta~ent poor agreement 
correlation 
Annular gooda~nt good agreement correlation 
(a) Annular data exhibit good agreement with the trends of the annular flow correlation and 
poor agreement with the trends of the wavy flow correlation. Thus, we conclude that 
microchannel flow predicted to be annular behaves, in a heat transfer sense, the same as 
annular flow in larger tubes. 
(b) In contrast, wavy data are inconclusive because they exhibit good or excellent agreement 
with the trends of both the wavy and annular correlations. We cannot confum the existence 
of wavy flow in microchannel tubes. However, the wavy flow correlation accurately 
predicts the wavy flow heat transfer data. 
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Figure 4.1S All microchannel wavy flow data compared with the Dobson [1994] wavy 
flow correlation including estimates of experimental uncertainty. 
These conclusions highlight a notable observation: for many wavy flow conditions, there 
is little difference between the annular ~d wavy correlation. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show that 
over a wide range of mass flux G and Soliman's Froude number FrsOo Dobson's wavy and annular 
correlations predict nearly identical Nusselt numbers.6 
Comparing the range of the microchannel data found in Figure 4.10 with Figures 4.18 
and 4.19, we find that much of the wavy flow data lie in a range where annular and wavy flow 
heat transfer are similar. In fact, for a large range of Frso, Dobson's wavy and annular flow 
correlations disagree by an amount well within our experimental uncertainty. There is not enough 
difference between wavy ·flow·and annular flow heat transfer in our parameter range to distinguish 
6 Recall that Dobson's flow regime map (Figure 4.10) shows .wavy flow for mass flux less than 500 kg/m2-s and 
Soliman's Froude number less than 20. 
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Figure 4.16 Experimental Nu compared with the Dobson [1994] annular flow 
correlation. 
wavy flow from annular flow based on heat transfer data alone. For this reason we are unable to 
confirm the existence of wavy flow with the microchannel heat transfer data. 
4.4.3 Correlations for annular flow microchannel condensation 
In Section 4.4.2, we saw that Dobson's wavy flow correlation is accurate wavy data for all 
microchannel tubes. In this section, we shall find that a slight modification of Dobson's annular 
flow correlation improves agreement with microchannel data. 
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4.4.3.1 Comparison of microchonnel data with Dobson's annular flow co"elation 
At this point, we turn to comparisons between the microchannel data and Dobson's annular 
flow correlation. To be fair, we restrict the comparison to annular data (G > 500 kg/m2-s or 
Frso > 20). Figure 4.20. shows data from the circular tube, C25#14. We see. that Dobson's 
correlationcC?nsistently overpredicts the majority of the circular tube data. Closer examination of 
the data shows that Dobson's correlation performs well at low Xtt (high quality) but poorly at high 
Xtt (low quality). This discrepancy, and a suggested correction will be discussed in 
Section 4.4.3.4. 
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Figure 4.18 Dobson's [1994] wavy flow predictions normalized by Dobson's [1994] 
annular flow predictions for R134a at T sat = 35°C. 
Figures 4.21-4.24 show annular flow condensation heat transfer coefficients for 
Tubes S25#6, T25#31, SE25#31, and SS25#14, respectively. 
Similar to the circular tube, the majority of the noncircular-tube data fall below the 
prediction of Dobson. In general, however, Dobson's correlation is representative of the trends 
that appear in the annular flow data. Annular flow data from the circular tube and the smaIl square 
tube show systematic discrepancies with Dobson's annular flow correlation. We shall see in 
Section 4.4.3.2 that these discrepancies are a function of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. 
To summarize, we present Figure 4.25, an overall comparison between the microchannel 
data and Dobson's correlation. 
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Figure 4.19 Dobson's [1994] wavy flow predictions normalized by Dobson's [1994] 
annular flow predictions for R134a at Tsat = 65°C. 
4.4.3.2 Comparison of microchannel data with Dobson's two-phase multiplier 
Figures 4.20-4.25 show that Dobson's annular flow correlation overpredicts the majority 
of the microchannel data. A close examination of Dobson's data shows that for Nu < 400, 
Dobson's annular flow correlation overpredicts many R134a data points by as much as 20 %, so it 
is not surprising that Dobson's correlation also overpredicts the microchannel data. At this point, 
we turn our attention toward the development of a new correlation for use with microchannel 
condensation. 
We can calculate an experimental two-phase multiplier FIp,expt for every experimental data 
point with the following equation. 
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Figure 4.20 Experimental Nu vs. the Dobson [1994] annular flow correlation for the 
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Figure 4.26 shows our data compared with Dobson's expression for Ftp, namely 
2.220 
Ftp = 1 + 0.889' 
Xtt . 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Figure 4.26 shows two interesting trends. First, Dobson's Ftp, Equation 4.5, overpredicts 
the bulk of the microchannel data. Dobson's overprediction is manifest in Figures 4.20-4.25 as a 
slight overprediction of the condensation Nusselt number. Second, the disagreement is most 
severe for large Xu while it is least severe. for small Xtt. The overall agreement between the 
Dobson correlation and the microchannel data will improve if Ftp has a steeper slope with respect 
to Xtt in the range 10-2 < Xtt < 10°. Before we develop a new correlation for Ftp 
(Section 4.4.3.4), we discuss the impact of experimental uncertainty on correlation development. 
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Figure 4.21 Experimental Nu vs. the Dobson [1994] annular flow correlation for the 
square tube, S25#6. Data shown are those predicted by Dobson to be 
annular. 
4.4.3 .3 The impact of experimental uncertainty 
The condensation data presented in this chapter represent only a fraction of all the data 
collecte4 from the Single-tube Test Facility. Before analyzing and comparing the results we 
filtered out all data for which the experimental uncertainty ANuexpt. was greater than half of the 
value of NUexpt itself. The uncertainties in NUexpt become extremely large under two conditions: 
(a) when the air-side resistance dominates the total resistance in any segment, and (b) when the air-
side temperature difference across the heat exchanger is small. Both high refrigerant quality and 
large mass flux lead to condition (a). Typically, refrigerant-side resistance accounts for only 
20 % - 30 % of the overall thermal resistance in any segment. 
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Figure 4.22 Experimental Nu vs. the Dobson [1994] annular flow correlation for the 
triangular tube, 1'25#31. Data shown are those predicted by Dobson to be 
annular. 
Condition (b) is encountered when the temperature difference between the refrigerant and the air is 
small. Thus, we obtain the highest degree of experimental resolution at low refrigerant flow rates 
and high refrigerant-to-air temperature differences. See Appendix B for an example of the data 
filtering process. We shall use the estimates of experimental uncertainty when we develop a new 
correlation for the two-phase multiplier. 
4.4.3 .4 A new two-phase multiplier for microchannel condensation 
Figure 4.26 suggests that it may be possible to develop a two-phase multiplier that 
accurately represents the condensing heat transfer data for R134a in microchannel tubes. A good 
starting point for a new correlation is the form employed by Dobson, 
(4.6) 
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Figure 4.23 Experimental Nu vs. the Dobson [1994] annular flow correlation for the 
enhanced square tube, SE25#31. Data shown are those predicted by 
Dobson to be annular. 
We also investigated the form suggested by Chisholm [1968], 
a b Ftp=I+-+-, 
Xtt X2 
tt 
(4.7) 
but found that it did not significantly improve agreement with the microchannel data. To develop a 
new correlation, we must find new values of the parameters a and n that minimize the deviation 
between the model and experimental data. The microchannel data set contains 241 measurements 
of R134a condensing heat transfer coefficients in annular flow. 
Typically, the success of any model is measured by a sum-of-squares expression. In this 
instance, we have information about experimental uncertainties to enhance our model-building 
efforts. 
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Figure 4.24 Experimental Nu vs. the Dobson [1994] annular flow correlation for the 
small square tube, SS25#14. Data shown are those predicted by Dobson 
to be annular. 
Close agreement between the data and model is desired for those data with small experimental 
uncertainty, . and we can tolerate poorer agreement for those data with large experimental 
uncertainty. Thus, we modify the traditional sum-of-squares criterion as follows: 
minimize (Z) , . (4.8) 
where the curve-fit objective function Z is given by 
Z = ~ (Ftp,pred - Ftp.exnt)2 ~ (M t>2 . 
all data tp,exp 
(4.9) 
Applying the criterion of Equations 4.8-4.9 to our data set yields a revised model for two-
phase multiplier Ftp. 
F - 1 1.130 tp - + 1.064· 
Xtt 
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(4.10) 
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Figure 4.25 All annular flow data compared with the Dobson [1994] annular flow 
correlation. 
Figure 4.27 shows a comparison between Dobson's correlation for the two-phase multiplier 
(Equation 4.5), the new expression for the two-phase multiplier (Equation 4.10), and annular 
microchannel data. 
We see that the new correlation improves the Dobson correlation by providing a steeper 
slope at moderate values of Xtt. A number of data points lie above the new correlation, but these 
data have larger experimental uncertainty than the bulk of the data. Figure 4.28 shows the 
agreement between Equation 4.10 and the microchannel data. 
Comparing Figure 4.28 with Figure 4.25, we see that the new correlation offers an 
improvement, particularly at both low and high values of NUeff. 
4.4.3.5 Investigation ofXtt,q as a correlating parameter for the two-phasejlow multiplier 
As discussed in Chapter 2, it is somewhat illogical to correlate condensing heat transfer 
with the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter Xtt, because it was developed for frictional pressure-drop 
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Figure 4.26 Experimental two-phase multipliers compared with the two-phase 
multiplier recommended by Dobson [1994]. 
purposes. We develop an alternative annular flow two-phase flow multiplier based on the heat 
transfer Lockhart-Martinelli parameter Xtt.q derived in Chapter 2: 
Xtt. == (I-X)O.4 (~v'f.2 (£w.)0.2 (kl)0.3. q x ~I) Cp,v \kv (4.11) 
Figure 4.29 shows an alternative correlation for the two-phase flow multiplier based on the 
heat transfer Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, Xtt,q. One can find little qualitative difference between 
Figures 4.27 and 4.29 in terms of agreement between the model and data. Quantitatively, 
however, the model employing the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter is superior: the model based on 
Xtt has Z = 91.8, whereas the model based on Xtt,q has Z = 102.8. Thus, we recommend 
Equation 4.12 (based on Equation 4.10) for annular flow microchannel condensation with R134a. 
N 0 023 R 0.8 0..0.4 [1 1.130] Ueff =. C1,eff .["11 + X:i064 . (4.12) 
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Figure 4.27 Comparison between the annular microchannel data, Dobson's tw~phase 
flow multiplier, and Equation 4.10. 
Nevertheless, we note that the utility of the heat transfer Lockhart-Martinelli parameter Xu.q 
may lie in correlating condensation data for a variety of substances. Dobson's fmal comparison 
between experimental data and Equation 4.5 shows a slight systematic bias among refrigerants, 
particul3!ly in the range Nu < 400. Dobson's annular flow correlation overpredicts many R134a 
data points by as much as 20 %, whereas it underpredicts many SO/50 R32!R125 data points by a 
similar amount. A correlation based on Xtt,q, which relates thermophysical properties in a manner 
meaningful for heat transfer considerations, rather than Xtt, which relates thermophysical 
properties in a manner meaningful for pressure-drop considerations, may improve agreement 
between the model and data obtained from various refrigerants. 
4.4.4 Surface-tension effects on microcbanneI condensation beat transfer 
We saw in Chapter 2 that surface-tension effects significantly impact flow regimes in small 
diameter tubes. One expects that flow regime modification will alter heat transfer performance. 
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Figure 4.28 Annular flow microchannel data compared with Equation 4.10. 
However, we find that correlations developed with data from larger tubes reflect the trends of 
microchannel tube performance. This suggests that surface-tension effects may well be of 
secondary importance for engineering heat transfer calculations. 
The literature suggests two ways in which flow regimes adjust in small diameter tubes. 
First, intermittent flow can exist where stratified flow is predicted as interfacial waves and wall 
wetting effects pull liquid to the top of the tube. Second, waves on the liquid-vapor interface are 
stabilized by surface tension, and the transition to annular flow is delayed. 
Zietlow [1995] found that microchannel tubes exhibit intermittent flow. He speculated that 
intermittent flow behaves, in a heat transfer sense, similar to annular flow because a liquid annulus 
can be formed by liquid slugs passing through a tube. Thus, one may expect that annular flow 
correlations adequately predict condensation with intermittent flow, and it would be difficult to 
detect flow intermittency with heat transfer data. For heat exchanger design purposes, the annular 
flow correlations appear to be sufficient 
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Figure 4.29 Annular flow two-phase multiplier correlated with Xtt,q the heat transfer 
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. 
In terms of interface stabilization, Section 4.4.2 indicates that it is difficult to distinguish 
wavy flow from annular flow with heat transfer data alone. Thus, it may be difficult to infer 
interfacial stabilization from heat transfer data. In any case, wavy and annular condensation exhibit 
similar Nusselt numbers throughout much of the wavy flow regime. Again, for design purposes, 
accepted correlations appear to be sufficient 
Careful examination of Figure 4.28 shows that the enhanced square tube has many data 
points which are higher than the proposed correlation. However, examination of the data shows 
no systematic enhancement effect with quality (which could be attributed to surface tension effects) 
as proposed by Webb and Yang [1995]. 
We find that none of the postulated surface-tension effects significantly impact 
condensation heat transfer. We conclude that, for engineering design purposes, surface-tension 
effects may well be of secondary iinportance. 
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4.4.5 Comparison of microchannel data to other annular flow correlations 
Finally, we compare the annular data from the square tube to other annular flow 
correlations found in the literature. We find, as did Dobson, that both Cavallini and 
Zecchin [1974] and Shah [1979] match experimental data without discernible systematic bias, 
while Chen [1987] systematically underpredicts experimental data. 
Figure 4.30 shows the comparison between the microchannel data and the Shah [1979] 
correlation (Equation 4.13). 
08 04[ + ~ (~)0.76J NUeff = 0.023 Ret.~ff Prl • 1 p~8 I-x (4.13) 
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Figure 4.30 Experimental Nu vs. the Shah [1979] annular flow correlation. 
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Figure 4.31 shows a comparison between the Cavallini and Zecchin [1974] correlation 
(Equation 4.14) and the microchannel annular flow data. 
(4.14) 
Finally, Figu~ 4.32 shows the comparison between the correlation due to Chen [1987] 
(Equation 4.15) and the annular microchannel data for tube SS25#6. 
065 { (PI'f.39 (IlvJO.078 ° 02 } NUeff = 0.036 Prl . 2 Pv) III ReI.~ff (Relo,eff - Rel,eff)0.7 (4.15) 
4.5 Summary 
The experimental results from the Single-tube Test Facility provide the ftrst condensation 
data in microchannel tubes with 0.619 S Dh S 1.494 mID. Taken together, the results from the 
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Figure 4.31 Experimental Nu vs. the Cavallini and Zecchin [1974] annular flow 
correlation. 
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Figure 4.32 Experimental Nu vs. the Chen [1987] annular flow correlation. 
Nitrogen Test Facility and the Single-tube Test Facility are the first comprehensive study of the 
effect of port shape on the performance of microchannel tubes. Our results answer some 
outstanding issues with regard to microchannel tube performance. The main points are 
summarized below. 
4.5.1 Small-tube effects 
Neither the nitrogen pressure drop data nor the single-phase R134a pressure-drop data 
provide evidence of turbulence suppression or small-tube effects as proposed by Bhatti and Shah 
[1987] and observed by Olsson [1994]. The bulk of the single-phase heat transfer data shows no 
small tube effects, but the small square tube shows 50 % lower heat transfer coefficients for single-
phase vapor flow. Furthermore, microchannel condensation heat transfer data correlate well with 
models developed with data from larger tubes. Although we see little evidence of turbulence 
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suppression, investigation of small-tube effects was not a primary focus of this study, and our data 
are insufficient to rule them out. 
4.5.2 Treatment of noncircular ducts 
The microchannel data allow us to evaluate various alternative length scales for noncircular 
ducts. We find that no single method for predicting noncircular duct behavior is effective for all 
port shapes. However, noncircular duct data collapses to circular tube correlations if the 
appropriate effective diameter is used for each shape. The laminar equivalent diameter DIe should 
be used for both single-phase and condensing flows in circular, square, and enhanced square 
ducts. The laminar equivalent diameter DIe is appropriate for laminar flow in triangular tubes, 
whereas the inscribed-circumscribed diameter Die is appropriate for turbulent and two-phase flow 
in triangular tubes. 
4.5.3 Single-phase heat transfer 
We find that the Gnielinski [1976] correlation accurately predicts single-phase vapor 
microchannel data in the range Reeff> 1()4, Pr = 0.8, and Dh ~ 0.944. However, the Gnielinski 
correlation is questionable for liquid flow in the range Re < 7000 and Pr = 3.55. A review of 
single-phase liquid heat transfer from Dobson's [1994] study (D = 7.04 mm) corroborates our 
conclusion. Superheated vapor data from the small square tube (Dh = 0.619 mm) exhibit 50 % 
lower Nusselt numbers than the Gnielinski prediction. 
4.5.4 Condensation heat transfer 
We find that annular microchannel data exhibit good agreement with the Dobson's annular 
flow correlation and poor agreement with Dobson's wavy flow correlation. Thus, we conclude 
that microchannel flow predicted to be annular behaves, in a heat transfer sense, the same as 
annular flow in larger tubes. However, data for wavy flow are inconclusive because, in our 
parameter range, there is too little difference in wavy flow and annular flow heat transfer to 
distinguish the flow regimes with heat transfer data alone. 
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The microchannel condensation data are correlated well by standard condensation 
correlations. We fmd that Dobson's wavy flow correlation accurately predicts wavy flow 
microchannel data. However, Dobson's annular flow correlation slightly overpredicts the bulk of 
the annular microchannel data, particularly at high Xu. Careful review of Dobson's data shows 
that he overpredicts some of his own RI34a data. A small modification of Dobson's two-phase 
.. 
flow multiplier improves agreement between the model and microcharinel data. 
4.5.5 Modified Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for heat transfer 
We developed a modified Lockhart-Martinelli parameter Xtt,q that may improve the 
refrigerant-to-refrigerant predictive ability of annular flow correlations. Qualitatively, the 
microchannel data correlate equally well with the standard and modified Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameters, Xu and Xtt,q, respectively. We suggest further investigation of the use of Xtt,q for 
annular condensation correlations. 
4.5.6 Surface-tension effects on condensation behavior 
In tenns of heat transfer, microchannel tubes exhibit behavior similar to that of larger tubes, 
with no apparent effect of surface tension. This suggests that surface-tension effects on flow 
regimes may well be of secondary importance for engineering design purposes. 
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Chapter 5 
Condenser Design Suboptimization 
5.1 Optimization Issues and Terminology 
Designers of air-conditioning syste~ must account for a wide range of performance 
factors in their attempt to provide the highest degree of thennal comfort for the user. To achieve . 
the desired system performance, a system designer selects appropriate components and assembles 
them to create a complete refrigeration system In fact, component selection forms the basis of the 
system optimization problem. Simply put, the designer must choose the best combination of 
components to create a system that satisfies performance specifications. 
5.1.1 System issues 
The system designer makes engineering judgments to determine appropriate performance 
specifications for each system. This judgment depends on the system application (e.g., 
mobile AlC, stationary AlC, household refrigerator), the system operating mode (e.g. cycling, 
pulldown) and the system location (e.g., lllinois, Africa, California). Generally, some desirable 
system characteristics, in no particular order of importance, are: low cost, compactness, low 
charge, low noise, rangeability,l fast pulldown, low weight, high COP, and environmental 
friendliness.2 Broadly speaking, for mobile air-conditioning systems, design tradeoffs exist 
between fast pulldown and the other desirable characteristics, because fast pulldown typically 
requires costly, oversized systems with large refrigerant charge. The system designer must select 
components that provide an appropriate balance of the desirable system characteristics: this 
becomes the essence of the system designer's optimization effort. 
1 
2 
Rangeability is defined here as the ability to operate under a wide range of operating conditions without significant 
. performance degradation. 
"Environmental friendliness" is used in this context to incorporate a wide variety of environmental concerns 
including ozone depletion, global warming, fuel efficiency, and raw material usage. 
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Clearly, condenser design cannot be conducted independent of the system optimization 
issues discussed above. At best, a condenser designer performs a suboptimization analysis that 
provides information to a system designer. The system designer then utilizes the condenser 
suboptimization information when selecting components for the system. Finally, the system 
designer ensures that the selected components perform as a harmonious whole. H not, the system 
designer may ask component designers to adjust their designs until system performance criteria are 
met. 
A word about terminology is appropriate here. We refer to suboptimization as an analysis 
or a process rather than a finished product. In the suboptimization process, a condenser designer 
learns a great deal about the physical phenomena that influence condenser performance. Typically, 
a condenser designer uses computer models that reflect the important physical phenomena to 
evaluate the impact of these phenomena on condenser design and performance. However, a 
condenser designer cannot claim to produce an optimal condenser unless the design work: occurs in 
a system context. Furthermore, it is inappropriate for the condenser designer to speak of an 
optimal condenser unless the discussion occurs in the context of system design. H the 
suboptimization process occurs within a broader system context, the suboptimization analysis can 
yield an optimized condenser for a particular system through the iterative procedure discussed 
above. We will use the term suboptimization consistently throughout this chapter to highlight the 
fact that our analysis occurs at the component level, in the absence of system information. 
The present project concentrates specifically on condensers, one of the components that 
must be specified by a system designer. Although our project does not take place in a system 
context, we can learn much about condenser design from a suboptimization analysis. To obtain the 
most general and useful information from the condenser suboptimization it is imperative that we 
formulate a condenser model that is (a) independent of system effects and (b) general enough to 
describe all important physical phenomena in the condenser. We discuss these concerns in the 
following sections. 
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5.1.2 Constructing the system-independent model 
For reasons discussed above, it is crucial that the condenser model used in the 
suboptimization process be system-independent. To achieve this, we ensure that the condenser 
model operates over a wide range of performance conditions, typical of those seen during system 
operation. Thus, it is important to include both desuperheating and subcooling sections in the 
model. It is also important to provide the flexibility to operate the model at a wide range of inlet 
pressures and temperatures on both the refrigerant and air sides. 
Another way to make the condenser model system independent is to normalize quantities, 
wherever possible, by the total heat transfer in the condenser. A system designer can use the 
information derived from normalized results of the suboptimization analysis for a system of any 
total capacity. Normalization by condenser heat transfer is possible because one may achieve twice 
the condenser capacity by doubling both the refrigerant and air mass flow rates and the number of 
tubes keeping everything else, including air velocity, constant. 
At this point we defer discussion of the model formulation and normalization until 
Section 5.2.3 in favor of examining some issues and effects that impact condenser design and 
suboptimization. 
5.1.3 Condenser design issues and performance phenomena 
As stated above, it is important to develop a general condenser model to be used in a 
suboptimization analysis. We discuss here some condenser design issues that impact model 
formulation: . refrigerant-side circuiting, port size, port shape, refrigerant-side pressure drop, and 
crossflow heat exchanger behavior. We will take a simplified view of each issue to discern the 
important physical processes that underlie the phenomena. 
5.1.3 .1 Single-phase heat exchanger model 
The microchannel· condenser's circuiting flexibility must be considered in the 
suboptimization process. In fact, we shall find that one must properly design refrigerant circuiting 
to realize benefits from the microchannel heat exchanger technology. To study the interactions 
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between cll-cuiting, port size, and port shape, we examine two single-pass, single-phase heat 
exchangers. We will compare important quantities by fonning ratios of the values for each heat 
exchanger. Although the following analysis is derived from single-phase heat exchangers, we 
show later that the results may be extended to two-phase heat exchangers. Figure 5.1 shows 
schematic diagrams of two heat exchangers. 
The important design variables for this analysis are the tube inside diameter D, the tube 
length L, the number of parallel refrigerant paths N, and the internal volume V. 
To begin, we say that the refrigerant-side resistance R for one of the heat exchangers can be 
given by 
R = (h S' L)-l , (5.1) 
and that pressure-drop can be mode~ed as 
AI> - jG2 LlDh, (5.2) 
where S' is the surface area per unit length in the refrigerant flow direction. 
Heat transfer coefficients in laminar and turbulent flow can be represented by 
1 
h - Ott NUh,lam (5.3) 
for laminar flow and 
1 
h - Den: NUeff,turb (5.4) 
A for turbulent flow, where NUeff,turb - Reeff. The exponent A takes a value of 0.8 for tUrbulent 
flow and 0.0 for laminar flow. If we defme m=l for laminar flow and m=O for turbulent flow, we 
can form a convenient expression for h that comprises both turbulent and laminar flow: 
(5.5) 
Introducing Reeff - G Deff yields 
(5.6) 
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Figure 5.1 Single-phase heat exchanger comparison. 
The friction factor I can be given by an equation of the form 
B I-Reeff , (5.7) 
where the exponent B must be selected appropriately for laminar, turbulent-smooth, or turbulent-
rough flow. 
Equations 5.3-5.7 can be substituted into Equations 5.1 and 5.2 to obtain 
R- (l\-ID Nu:.u D~m-I GA S' L rl , (5.8) 
and 
(5.9) 
where G is the refrigerant mass flux in the tubes. We can eliminate G in favor of mass flow rate 
through the heat exchanger Ih by realizing that 
Ih G- 2' 
N DCll 
Also, the surface area per unit length S' can be given by 
S' = P N. 
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(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Substituting for G and S' gives 
R - (rnA D~m-l D~A NI-A P L D-hm Nu:m) -1 • (5.12) 
and 
(5.13) 
Note that the internal volume Vi of the heat exchanger is given by 
(5.14) 
* * At this point. we eliminate Deff. Deq. and P in favor of the dimensionless ratios D eff' D eq' 
and p* which are defmed as Deff/Dh. DeqlDh. and PlDh respectively. 3 The results are 
[ ( * )A+m-l ( * )-2A A J-1 R - rnA Ddf Dtq NI-A p* L Db Nu~ • (5.15) 
and 
(5.16) 
The essence of this analysis is a comparison between two heat exchangers. represented by 
subscripts "1" and "2". The variables of interest for the two heat exchangers (R, AI>. and V V can 
be written as ratios of the values from Heat exchanger 1 and Heat exchanger 2. 
3 
~~=[ (!~f (:trmot (~r (~~r ~~) (ti) (~r (~~:~rr, (5017) 
~; = ~rB (:tJ (~J2B4 (~;t2 (ti) (~tS , (5.18) 
We choose to nonnalize the various lengths by ~ for two reasons. First. the ratio of cross-sectional area to 
perimeter, i.e. the hydraulic diameter ~, appears explicitly in the one-dimensional conservation of momentwn 
equation. Neither Deir nor Deq appear in any of the conservation equations. Second, all litigation regarding 
microchannel heat exchangers is based on hydraulic diameter! not equivalent or effective diameter. 
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and 
Yi2 = (fu) (~J (!:z) (~)2 . 
Vil l..Nl D* l..Ll l..Dttl 
eql 
(5.19) 
At this point we have three equations (5.17-5.19), three parameters (A, B, and m), four 
* * * * design options (N2INI, L2ILI, Db2IDhl, and port shape which determines DeJriDeffl' DecdDeql' 
* * . P 2IP I' and Nu1am2/NUlarnl), one operating condition (Iil2/Ihl), and three results (R2IRI, AP'11APl, 
and Vi'}/VU). 
5.1.3.2 Effect 0/ pon size 
To investigate the effect of port size on refrigerant circuiting and internal volume, we 
assume that the heat exchangers have identical operating conditions, port geometry, and 
performance. That is, we set the ratios ofm, R, AP, n:ff' D~, P*, and NUlam to unity. We now 
have a system of three equations and four unknowns (the ratios of Vj, N, L, and Dh). We can 
express the ratios of V it N, and L in terms of the ratio of Dh to show the relationship between port 
diameter and refrigerant circuiting. The results are given below. 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
For different regimes of single-phase flow, we have different values of A, B, and m and therefore 
different relationships between the ratios. Table 5.1 summarizes these dependencies. 
We see that in all types of single-phase flow, diameter reduction reduces internal condenser 
volume if Iil, R, and AP are equal in the two heat exchangers. Table 5.1 also shows that reduced 
diameter requires more parallel refrigerant passages and shorter tubes. Note, however, that to 
realize the benefit of diameter reduction, the designer must have flexibility in the circuiting: as D is 
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reduced, N must increase.4 This analysis shows that the circuiting flexibility inherent in the 
microchannel heat exchanger technology provides the opportunity to realize the benefits of reduced 
diameter. We shall see later (Section 5.3) that the benefits of refrigerant circuiting flexibility exist 
for both two-phase and single-phase heat exchangers. 
Table 5.1 ~ingle-phase heat exchanger design· sensitivity to diameter. 
Turbulent flow Turbulent flow Laminar flow smooth tube fully rough tube (A=O, B=-I, m=l) (A=O.8, B=-O.2, 
m=O)S (A=O.8, B=O, m=O) 
N2_ (~J2 (~J2 (~J1.~ Nl-
b2_ (~)2 ~y.2 (~)1.18 Ll-
~- (~)2 (~)1.2 ~y.273 Vii -
5.1.3.3 Effect of port shapes for a given hydraulic diameter 
We now consider the effects of port shape on heat exchanger circuiting and volume. In this 
case, we assume equal operating conditions, performance, and hydraulic diameter for the two heat 
exchangers. Thus, we set the ratios of Ih, R, AI>, and Db to unity. We wish to solve 
* * Equations 5.17-5.19 for the ratios of N, L, and Vi in terms of the ratios of Deff' Deq'.P*, and 
NUlam, each being a function of port shape alone.6 The results are given below. 
4 
S 
6 
Note that the microchannel heat exchanger technology provides this circuiting flexibility because the 1D1it cost is a 
weak function of the number of refrigerant passages. In contrast, the cost of traditional condensers is a function of 
the number of parallel refrigerant circuits. 
These values of A and B are valid for Re > 2xl()4. 
Refer to the Nomenclature section to see the defmition of the various diameters. Also. Table 3.7 lists the dimensions 
for each tube considered in this study. 
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(D;nf~l!:;I) (~f~~!j) ~ 
= NI 
Dem Deql 
• r~fA~~3) (ftlw2{A:+3) (5.23) 
P NUlaml 
I 
( • fB + (2+B)(.A+B-m+ll) ( • f+2B + (2+B)!2A-2B-4») ~ 
= 
Deff2 -A+B+3 ~ -A+B+3 
LI· • • Deffl Deql 
f;ff:3) ~Ulw2f';.?;:}) (5.24) 
P NUlaml 
I 
( • fB + (3+B)(-A+B-m+l)) ( • f 6+2B + (3+B)(2A-2B-4») 
Vi2 Deffl -A+B+3 ~ -A+B+3 
ViI = • • 
Dem Deql 
f;f:t:23) ~.Imn2f'Z:}) (5.25) 
P NUlaml 
. I 
Again, each type of flow has different values of A, B, and m. For laminar flow (A = 0, 
B = -1, m = 1) we obtain 
~ = (D=.nr·S (~JI (p;r.s (NUlam2)-O.S 
NI· • •. NUlaml ' Deffl Deql PI 
(5.26) 
~ = (D=.nJ.S (~JI (P ;r·s (NUlam2)-O.S 
LI· • • NUlaml ' Dem Deql PI 
(5.27) 
and 
Yi2 = (D=.nJ (~J.(P;JI ( NUlam2)-1 . 
ViI • • • NUlaml Dem Deql PI 
(5.28) 
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For turbulent flow in smooth tubes (A = 0.8, B = -0.2, m = 0), we obtain 
~ = (D;mJ (~Jl (P~JO.5 , Dem Deql PI (5.29) 
ti = (D;mJ.2 (D~J1.8 (P ~JO.9 , Dem Deql PI (5.30) 
and 
(5.31) 
For turbulent flow in fully rough tubes we obtain 
~= (ri;mJ· .091 (D~J1.091 (P~Jo.455 , 
. Dem Deql PI (5.32) 
~= (D;mJ.182 (D~J1.818 (p~r·909 , 
Dem Deql PI (5.33) 
and 
~ = (D;mJ.273 (D~J.727 (P ~J1.364 Dem Deql PI (5.34) 
The exact relationship between port shape and volume is obscured by the complexity of 
Equations 5.31-5.32. However, important trends are discernible. We see that shapes with more 
perimeter per unit hydraulic diameter (high p*) yield reduced internal volume. This is expected 
because p* scales with surface area density. On the other hand, we see that shapes with smaller 
* * D eff and D eq yield smaller internal volume. The balance of. these effects determines whether 
volume reductions are obtained when moving from one port shape to another. 
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* * To evaluate the results of this analysis we must examine the actual values of Deft" D eq' P*, 
* * 
and NUlam for the geometries of interest in this study. Table 5.2 displays the values of DefT' Deq' 
P*, and NUlam for each of the common port geometries. 
* * Table 5.2 Deft" Deq' P*, and NUlam for tube geometries considered in this study. 
0 a 6,7 "H" 
p* 7t 4 5.196 5.027 
* 1 1.128 1.286 1.265 Dtq 
* 1.2 (laminar) DeJf 1 1.125 1.107 1.5 (turbulent) 
NUlam8 3.66 2.98 2.35 2.989 
Using the information in Table 5.2, one may compare square, triangular, or enhanced square ports 
to circular ports. Table 5.3 summarizes the results. 
The rust three rows of Table 5.3 show that square, triangular, and "H" ports require fewer 
parallel refrigerant passages than circular ports. This occurs because for the same hydraulic 
diameter square, triangle, and "H" ports have more free-flow area and less pressure drop per unit 
length. With a reduction in the number of parallel refrigerant passages, we must add additional 
length to get enough surface area to make the refrigerant-side resistance equal. Thus, we note from 
the mid~e three rows of Table 5.3 that square, triangular, and "H" ports require additional length. 
Finally, we note from the bottom three rows of Table 5.3 that the 1?alance of the above effects 
results in the internal volume of square, triangular, and "H"tubes being slightly larger than the 
7 
8 
9 
eqUilateral 
The values of NUIam assume the constmt wall temperature bolUldary condition. Note that the significant parameter for 
this analysis is the ratio of NUIam from one shape to the next for given bolUldary conditions. Shape-to-shape ratios of 
NUIam are nearly invarimt to the boundary condition. Hence. the wall bolUldary condition is of secondary importance 
to this analysis. 
There is no known laminar Nusselt number solution for the "H" ports. We assume that NUIam for the "H" ports is equal 
to NUIam for squares. 
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internal volume of circular tubes given equal mass flow rate, hydraulic diameter, pressure drop, 
and refrigerant-side resistance. 
Table 5.3 Heat exchanger sensitivity to port shape. 
Turbulent flow Turbulent flow Laminar flow smooth tube fully rough tube (A=O, B=-I, m=l) (A=O.8, B=-0.2, 
m=O)lO (A=O.8, B=O, m=O) 
N c = 
No 
0.821 0.786 0.794 
NA= 
No 
0.689 0.605 0.627 
NH= 
No 
0.658 0.625 0.631 
ba= 
Lo 1.175 1.023 1.021 
LA 1.367 1.084 1.077 Lo= 
LH= 
Lo 
1.166 1.021 1.019 
y. 
1.227 1.023 1.032 ..!J..C= 
Yio 
Y·A 1.557 1.084 1.117 ~= 
Yio 
YiH= 
Yio 
1.228 1.021 1.028 
This brings up an interesting question: what about the external volume occupied by the 
tubes? When considering external volume, we note that the geometrical packing efficiency of each 
shape is a factor. We define a quantity Yei that is the ratio of external volume to internal volume of 
the tubes alone for a given hydraulic diameter. Figure 5.2 highlights areas that count for external 
volume but not for internal volume. 
10 These values of A and B are valid for Re > 2xl04. 
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Figure 5.2 Geometric packing for various port shapes. 
One can see that shapes with better packing ability waste less material and therefore cost 
less to manufacture. We have the following relations for V ei.ll 
4 
Vei,o=-
1t 
Vei,a = 1 
Vei,A = ~ (1 + N!ru) 
Vei H = 0.839 , 
Given that Nports = 13 for our triangular tube, we find 
Vei, 0 = 1.273 , 
Vei, a = 1.000 , 
Vei,A = 0.933 , 
and 
Vei, H = 0.839. 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
We can modify the internal volume ratios presented in Table 5.3 to reflect geometric 
packing efficiency. The external volume ratios are shown in Table 5.4. 
11 This simplified analysis does not account for the thickness of tube webs and walls. Including the additional volume 
required for these parts of the tube will not change the trends uncovered in this analysis. 
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Table 5.4 External volume ratios for various port shapes. 
Turbulent flow Turbulent flow Laminar flow smooth tube fully rough tube (A=O, B=-I, m=l) (A=O.8, B=-0.2, 
m=O)12 (A=O.8, B=O, m=O) 
fu= 
Yeo 
0.964 0.803 0.811 
VeA = 
Yeo 
1.140 0.794 0.818 
YrH= 
Yeo 0.809 0.673 0.678 
Table 5.4 illustrates that the geometrical characteristics and superior packing ability of non-circular 
ports lead to decreased external volume relative to circular ports under nearly all flow conditions. 
This simple analysis shows that the choice of port shape will be governed by the ultimate 
goal of the heat exchanger design. H one wishes to reduce internal heat exchanger volume,13 the 
desired port shape is circular. However, if one desires to reduce external volume,14 a non-circular 
port shape is preferred. 
Reports from the automotive industry indicate that noncircular port shapes yield "better" 
condensers [Joshi and Popapanu, 1995]. In the automotive industry, a "better" heat exchanger is 
usually a smaller heat exchanger that occupies less space in the engine compartment. In fact, the 
relative ranking for port shapes from minimum to maximum external volume is reported to be ''H'', 
triangular, square, and circular. The present simplified analysis corroborates the reports from 
industry, and we shall see in Section 5.3.4 that the results of this analysis may be extended to 
microchannel condensers as well. 
12 These values of A and B are valid for Re > 2xl()4. 
13 Reducing internal volwne will reduce system refrigerant charge. 
14 Reducing external volwne will reduce the occupied volwne of the condenser. 
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5.1.3.4 Summary o/pon size and pon shape effects 
Comparing two single-phase heat exchangers with equivalent operating conditions, equal 
pressure drop, and equal refrigerant-side resistance, we conclude that, for identical operating 
conditions and performance, 
(a) smaller ports reduce heat exchanger volume, 
(b) smaller ports require more parallel passages and shorter tubes, 
" (c) for a given hydraulic diameter, the minimum internal volume port shapes are 
circle, enhanced square, square, and triangle, respectively, for turbulent flow in 
smooth tubes, and " 
(d) for a given hydraulic diameter, the minimum external volume port shapes are 
enhanced square, triangle, square, and circle, respectively for turbldent flow in 
smooth tubes. 
At this point, we revisit the assumptions behind this analysis to evaluate the generality of 
these conclusions. 
5.1.3.5 Limitations and extendibility 0/ heat exchanger comparisons 
The above heat exchanger analyses assume single-phase flow of the internal fluid. In 
addition, the analyses implicitly assume that both heat exchangers exhibit only laminar, turbulent-
smooth, or turbulent-rough flow. What if two-phase flow exists in the heat exchanger? Will the 
results presented above concerning port size and port shape apply to condensers? To answer these 
questions, we first recall the work of Dobson [1994] suminarized in Chapter 2. 
Dobson showed that two-phase flow multiplier equations are appropriate for annular flow 
condensation" heat transfer and pressure drop correlations in smooth circular tubes with diameters 
greater than 3 mm. The experimental data presented in Chapter 4 corroborate the Dobson 
assertion. The fonn of the two-phase multiplier correlations can be summarized as 
f2p = iIp q" (5.43) 
and 
(5.44) 
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Furthermore, we know that the two-phase multipliers cP and F2p are a function of refrigerant quality 
and saturation pressure only. 
Because we specify equal thermal resistance, equal pressure drop, and equal operating 
conditions for the two heat exchangers, we know that the integrated average of the two-phase flow 
multiplier across the two condensers will be identical. Thus we have 
CPl= CP2, (5.45) 
and 
F 2p.l = F 2p.2 . (5.46) 
Therefore 
i2lL2 _ ftp,turb,2 
f2p.l - ftp.turb.l ' 
. (5.47) 
and 
NU2p,2 _ NUlp,turb,2 
NU2p.l - NUlp.turb.l . (5.48) 
Our single-phase analysis was predicated on evaluating the ratios of ftp and NUlp between 
two heat exchangers. Given Equations 5.47 and 5.48, we expect the conclusions of the single-
phase smooth-tube turbulent flow analysis to be valid for condensers as well. 
Two-phase flow mUltiplier correlations are applicable to shear controlled condensation 
(annular flow), but they are inappropriate for gravity controlled condensation (wavy flow). 
However, at typical refrigerant flow rates, most condensation occurs in the annular flow regime. 
It is possible, too, that surface tension effects alter two-phase flow behavior, invalidating 
the two-phase flow multiplier approach upon which the extension of our analysis is based. 
However, the experimental results of Chapter 4 do not demonstrate surface tension effects, and we 
shall see in Section 5.3 that the single-phase conclusions presented above are appropriate for 
condenser design. 
Having considered the effects of both port size and port shape on condenser design, we 
tum now to the effects of two-phase pressure drop and crossflow heat exchange. 
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5.1.3.6 Pressure-drop effects 
Under typical operating conditions, the bulk of the condenser surface area is in the two-
phase region. In the two-phase region, the temperature of the condensing refrigerant is controlled 
by its pressure. IS Any pressure drop along the refrigerant path reduces the average condensing 
temperature and therefore also reduces the average temperature difference between the refrigerant 
and the heat-sink fluid (in this case, air). Dobson [1994] examined this effect in large-diameter (> 
3 mm), single-tube condensers, hereafter called "traditional" condensers. The essence of the 
tradeoff is this: for a traditional condenser with a flXed heat transfer requirement,16 reducing tube 
diameter (a) reduces tube circumference and increases mass flux which (b) increases the heat 
transfer coefficient and (c) increases refrigerant-side temperature degradation due to pressure drop. 
In some situations, the designer may reduce tube diameter to reduce the total requirement for 
refrigerant-side surface area. In other situations, it is advantageous to increase tube diameter. 
The following examples illustrate the pressure drop tradeoff. First, if tube diameter is 
greater than the optimal value, diameter reduction is beneficial, requiring shorter tubes. In this 
case, the increase in heat transfer coefficient outweighs both the destruction of temperature 
difference due to refrigerant-side pressure drop and the decrease in tube circumference. Second, if 
tube diameter is less than the optimal value, diameter increases are beneficial. Here, reducing 
refrigerant-side temperature destruction and increasing the tube circumference outweighs the 
accompanying decrease in heat transfer coefficient. Dobson showed that for a given set of 
operating conditions, there exists an optimum tube diameter that minimizes refrigerant-side surface 
area and reduces tube cost. His results can be summarized by the following graph. 
IS This assertion holds for systems employing pure refrigerants or azeotropic refrigerant mixtures as the working fluid. 
The zeotropes currently being considered as replacements for R22 have little condensing temperature glide, so, to a 
fust approximation. the analysis shown here still applies. 
16 That is, the total heat transfer and refriger~t inlet and outlet conditions are fIXed. 
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* Figure 5.3 Relationship between ~ and Ra for traditional condensers. 17 
In Figure 5.3, ~ is the percentage of inlet temperature difference between the refrigerant and 
* air that is destroyed by pressure drop, and Ra is the ratio of air-side thermal resistance to the total 
resistance in the heat exchanger. Figure 5.3 shows that the optimum tube diameter destroys about 
30 % of the inlet temperature difference. This effect is the basis for industry "rules-of-thumb." 
Typically, crossflow condensers are designed to destroy a certain amount of refrigerant-to-air 
temperature difference through refrigerant-side pressure drop. 
Interestingly, mass flux and tube diameter are directly linked in a traditional condenser. 
That is, G - D~. For a traditional condenser, the pressure-drop effect results in an optimum 
diameter. The volume of a traditional condenser is larger for tube diameters both larger and smaller 
than the optimum diameter. 
17 Based on Equation (7.30) in Dobson [1994] 
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In contrast, a microchannel condenser designer may change tube diameter (port size) 
without affecting refrigerant mass flux by adjusting either (a) the number of tubes Nt or (b) the 
number of ports per tube Np. We shall see that this circuiting flexibility results in monotonically 
decreasing condenser volume as a function of tube diameter. 
In conclusion, we note that although the pressure-drop effect exists in both traditional and 
microchannel condensers, its impact on microchannel condenser design is different due to the . 
circuiting flexibility inherent in the microchannel technology. 
5.1.3.7 Crossjlow-heat-exchanger effects 
With a microchannel condenser,18 the designer chooses the position of refrigerant-side 
surface area relative to the cold fluid (air) inlet. Refrigerant near the leading edge of the 
microchannel tubes transfers heat to the coldest air available whereas refrigerant at the trailing edge 
of the tubes delivers heat to the wanner air. Clearly, a microchannel condenser constructed from 
single-port tubes makes best use of the available temperature difference between the refrigerant and 
air. Unfortunately, such a condenser also has a large frontal area. Of course, a designer may 
choose to reduce the frontal area by selecting a multi-port tube design. However, given a fIXed 
number of refrigerant passages in the condenser, a multi-port tube heat exchanger transfers less 
heat than the single-port tube design due to crossflow-heat-exchanger effects. 
Put another way, for a given cold fluid velocity, condenser designs with multi-port tubes 
require more refrigerant-side suiface area to achieve the required amount of heat transfer than 
single-port designs. The essence of the designer's dilemma is this: increasing the number of ports 
per tube decreases performance (due to the crossflow-heat-exchanger effect), but it also decreases 
total condenser face area because fewer tubes are required. If face area minimization is important, 
the designer may achieve reduced face area at the expense of poorer condenser performance. 
At this point, we formulate a two-phase model that allows us to evaluate port size, port 
shape, pressure-drop effects, and crossflow-heat-exchanger effects on condenser circuiting and 
18 or any crossflow heat exchanger 
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volume. We shall see that the insights obtained from our simple single-phase analysis are 
applicable to condenser design. 
5.2 Condenser Model 
We took great care in developing the condenser model for the suboptimization analysis. 
We considered the need fo~ both computational simplicity, to speed model.solutions, and physical 
complexity, to evaluate important physical phenomena, during model development We started 
with simple models, later adding complexity only as necessary to achieve the level of sophistication 
required to analyze the effects of interest: port size, port shape, refrigerant circuiting, pressure 
drop, and crossflow heat exchange. An aspect of the problem that received special attention was 
the formulation and definition of the optimization problem. 
To set the stage for model development and presentation of results, a number of definitions 
are required. We begin with full condenser and microchannel tube geometry. 
5 .2.1 Definitions for physical dimensions and variables: condenser geometry 
The model is based on a single-pass crossflow heat exchanger design. However, the 
single-pass model may be used to approximate the behavior of a multipass condenser by "folding" 
the condenser into a taller and narrower package as Figure 5.4 demonstrates.19 
For the purposes of the following discussion, we will consider the two heat exchangers 
shown in Figure 5.4 to be equivalent We neglect the issue of tube distribution among passes for 
the sake of simplicity. 
In the modeling effort, we concentrate on the full condenser, whereas in the experimental 
investigations, we concentrate on the single tube. However, we must defme geometric parameters 
for both the full condenser and the tubes within the condenser. Figure 5.5 shows the principal 
dimensional parameters of the fuUcondenser. 
19 The multi-pass design requires headers. See Zietlow [1995] for a detailed discussion of the effect of headers and 
circuiting on microchannel condenser performance. 
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Figure 5.4 Equivalence of single-pass and multi-pass condensers. 
Many of the variables used to describe the microchannel condenser are integers, Nt> and 
Np, for example. We define the following geometric variables for the condenser, many of which 
allow us to describe the integer variables as real numbers. 
With rand 't defmed as above, the heat exchanger external volume Ve is given by 
Ve = 't Nt r Np L , 
the heat exchanger face area Aface is given by 
Aface ,;,. Nt 't L , 
and the total number of parallel refrigerant passages N is given by 
N= NtNp . 
(5.49) 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
(5.52) 
(5.53) 
The parameters r and't are functions of the tube and fin designs, exclusively. Thus, there 
is a link between the overall condenser dimensions and microchannel tube parameters geometry. 
Figure 5.6 shows the geometric parameters of the tubes within the condenser. 
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Figure 5.5 Configuration of generic single-pass microchannel condenser with 
principle geometric parameters defined. 
Equations 5.54-5.62 are the expressions for r and t for each port shape. These 
expressions account not only for port size and shape, but also for tube wall thickness and tube web 
thickness. 
r 0 = (I-I/Np) tweb + 2/Np twall + Ott 
r D = (I-I/Np) tweb + 2/Nptwall +Ott 
*2 
r.6. = (I-I/Np) 2/..[3 tweb + 2/Np twall + (I + I/Np) 1C/6 D eq Ott 
bt 0 = 2twall + Db 
btD = 2twall + Db 
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(5.54) 
(5.55) 
(5.56) 
(5.57) 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 
Figure 5.6 Tube geometry. 
to=bto+Hfm 
ta=bta+Hfm 
(5.60) 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 
We calculate the mass of the fins and the tubes in the condenser with the following 
expressions. 
(m/p)rm = Nt L W Pfio Hfm tfio (5.63) 
(5.64) 
Many air-side geometric parameters must be calculated for the air-side compact heat 
exchanger analysis. The air-side free-flow area ratio is given by 
1 - Pfio tfio 
0'= 1 +~ 
Hfm 
The ratio of air-side finned area to primary area is given by 
Sfm,air _ 1 
Sair - 1 + 2 . 
Pfin Hfio 
The refrigerant- and air-side surface densities are given by the following equations. 
S'" = p* Dh· 
r r t 
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(5.65) 
(5.66) 
(5.67) 
(5.68) 
The air-side hydraulic diameter Db,air is given by 
(5.69) 
5 • 2.2 Condenser thermal and hydraulic performance 
We show the equations that describe the condenser thennal.and hydraulic performance 
below. 
Thermal resistance 
The total thermal resistances for the air-side and refrigerant-side of the heat exchanger are 
given by 
1 
Rair= , 
'I1o,air hair Sair 
and 
1 Rrer= , 
'I1o.ref href Sref 
where the surface efficiencies are given by 
'I1o,air = 1 - ~: (1 -'111m) , 
and 
§m 
'I1o.ref = 1 - Sref (1 -'I1web) • 
The air-side fin efficiency is given by 
tanh ( Hfinl2 ~ k2 h~ ) 
'"fo 0 _ fin fin 
'I m,8ll' - , 
. Hfin/2 ~ 2 hair 
kfin tfin 
whereas the refrigerant-side web efficiency is given by 
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(5.70) 
(5.71) 
(5.72) 
(5.73) 
(5.74) 
tanh ( Lw bI2 -v 2 h~ ) on e ktube t eb 
'Iweb,ref - • 
L bI2~ 2 href 
we kweb tweb 
(5.75) 
It is convenient to define surface-density-based resistances as 
'" 1 Rair = . '" , 
llo,air hair Sair 
(5.76) 
and 
'" 1 Rref= HI , 
l1o,ref href Sref 
(5.77) 
such that 
HI R. 
. Rair = 8lI'. , 
't r Nt"Np L 
(5.78) 
and 
HI 
Rref= ~f 
't r Nt Np L 
(5.79) 
Air-side heat transfer and pressw-e drop 
There are many alternative methods to describe air-side performance. For simplicity, we 
chose to implement the equations suggested by Kays and London [1984]. We selected an air-side 
surface that approximates the louvered plate rms typically used in microchannel heat exchangers, 
namely the Kays and London compact heat exchanger surface 3/16-11.1. Then, we adjusted the 
air-side heat transfer correlation until we obtained a relationship between refrigerant-side and air-
side thermal resistance that approximated our experimental data. In any case, the trends we seek to 
identify are not a function of air-side resistance, and we hold air velocity constant throughout this 
suboptimization analysis. 
We recover the air-side heat transfer coefficient from the equation 
hair = jH Gair Cp,air Pr;: , (5.80) 
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where 
Gair = Pair Vair I 0 . (5.81) 
The Colburn j factor jH for the air-side given by 
jH = 0.0538 Rc;.-<>;l , (5.82) 
a slight modification of a ~U1Ve fit to the Kays and London data. The air-side Reynolds number 
Reh,air is given by 
Reh,air = Gair Db,air I J.1air 
Air-side pressure drop is given by 
2 [ III ~ L\Pair= Gair (1+02) rv~l) + fair Sair W2 · rv~·'?+I) , 2 P .. . V8ll",1 0 V8ll",1 alr,l 
and a CUlVe fit to the data in Kays and London yields 
fair = 1.298 Rc;.~9 . 
Refrigerant-side heat transfer and pressure drop 
(5.83) 
(5.84) 
(5.85) 
We use the results from Chapter 4 to model the refrigerant-side heat transfer and pressure 
drop. Single-:-phase pressure drop and heat transfer are modeled with the Churchill [l977a, 1977b] 
correlations which span laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow. Condensing heat transfer 
coefficients are given by Equation 4.10, and condensing pressure drop is modeled by numerically 
integrating the deSouza [1992] correlation. 
5.2. 3 Model generality: normalizing equations by q 
Our quest to achieve model generality and simplicity causes us to note that the total amount 
of heat transfer and the size of the heat exchanger are directly linked. We note that for a given air 
velocity Vair and a given air-side surface design, we may (a) double the refrigerant mass flow rate 
and (b) double the number of tubes to achieve exactly double the amount of total heat transfer while 
maintaining identical inlet and outlet refrigerant conditions. This scalability means that we can 
normalize all model equations by the total amount of heat transfer in the condenser, thus 
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simplifying the model by eliminating heat transfer q as a variable. For example, Nt. the number of 
tubes in the condenser, is replaced by Nt/q, the number of tubes per unit heat transfer, as a 
parameter in the model. The total refrigerant mass flow rate Iilref is replaced by Ihrer/q, the 
condenser external volume Ve is replaced by Ve/q, the condenser conductance UA is replaced by 
. UNq, resistances-R are replaced by Rq, and so forth. We shall see many per unit heat transfer 
quantities appear in the model equations. 
5 . 2.4 Three zones: superheat, two-phase, and subcool 
For simplicity, we initially considered condensation only. Later, we introduced both 
superheat and subcool zones. The current model has three zones, each named by ~e state of the 
refrigerant in the zone: superheat, two-phase, and subcool. The subscripts "sh", "2p", and "sc" 
are used to denote each zone. The three zones each perform a function: desuperheating, 
condensation, and subcooling, respectively. 
Each zone (superheat, two-phase, and subcool) occupies a certain fraction of the heat 
exchanger f. For example, fsh is the fraction of the heat exchanger length occupied by superheated 
refrigerant. We have 
and 
5.2.5 Model equations 
Lsh=fsh L , 
L2p=f2p L, 
(5.86) 
(5.87) 
(5.88) 
At this point we discuss the equations used to describe the thermal performance of each 
zone of the heat exchanger. We shall discuss in detail the equations for the superheat zone, 
thereafter simply presenting the-equations for the two-phase and subcool zones. 
The heat capacity rates per unit total heat transfer for the air and refrigerant streams in the 
superheat zone are given by the following equations. We note that although the entire mass flow 
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of refrigenmt goes through the superheat zone, only a fraction of the air mass flow rate applies to 
the superheat zone. 
(Clq)ref,sh = (tblq>retCp,ref,sh 
(Clq)air,sh = fsh Pair AracJq Vair Cp,air 
Next, we formulate expressions for the thermal resistance of the superheat zone (Rq)~. 
'" '" 
(Rq) _ I\ef,sb + Rair 
sh - fsb VJq 
The thennal conductance of the superheat zone is given by the inverse of the resistance. 
1 (UNq)sb = (Rq)sh 
(5.89) 
(5.90) 
(5.91) 
(5.92) 
Having detennined both UA and the heat capacity rates of the fluid streams, we can calcul.atethe 
number of transfer units for the suPerheat zone Nrusb and the ratio of the heat capacity rates Cr,sh .. 
Nrusb = (UNq)sb 
(C/q)sh,min 
c - (C!g)sb.min 
r,sh - (Clq)sh,max 
(5.93) 
(5.94) 
We detennine the effectiveness of the superheat zone with the crossflow heat exchanger equation 
for both fluids unmixed.2o 
esb = e (Cr,sb, Nrush) (5.95) 
Finally, we calculate the heat transfer, change.in refrigerant enthalpy, and refrigerant-side pressure 
drop in the superheat zone with the following equations. 
qsblq = Esb (Clq)sh,min (Tref,i - Tair,i) 
'lsIJq = (Iilrerlq)sh (iref,i,sh - iref,o,sb) 
(5.96) 
(5.97) 
Pref,o,sh = Pref,i,sb - APsb (5.98) 
Oft 
As noted above, APsb and l\.ef,sb are given by the Churchill [1977a, 1977b] correlations, 
"' 
whereas Rmr is found from Kays and London [1984] surface 3/16-11.1 as discussed above. 
20 For simplicity, we employ the approximate expression for crossflow heat exchanger effectiveness given in Incropera 
and DeWitt (1990). Conduction effects may exist that lead to the refrigerant flow approaching the mixed case, but for. 
the model purposes, the both fluids unmixed equation is sufficiently accurate. 
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The transition between the superheat and two-phase zones is given by the following 
equations. 
zone. 
iref,i,2p = iref,o,sh 
Pref,i,2p = Pref,o,sh 
(5.99) 
(5.100) 
Now, we simply present the analogous equations for the two-phase zone and the subcool 
'" 
(C/Vair,2p = f2p Pair Afaa/q Vair Cp,air 
'" til 
Rref,2p + R air 
(RV2p = f2p Velq 
1 (UN'lhp = RQ2p 
NTU - (UNg)2p 
2p - (C/q)air,2p 
Cr,2p= 0 
e2p = e (Cr,2p , NTU2p)21 
ATref,2p = Tref,i,2p - Tref,o,2p 
Q2P'q = e2p (C/q)2p,min (Tref,2p - Tair,i) 
T ref,2p = T ref,i,2p - AT ref,2pfy 
Q2P'q = (IhretlQ)2p (iref,i,2p - iref,o,2P) 
Pref,o,2p = Pref,i,2p - AP2p 
(5.101) 
(5.102) 
(5.103) 
(5.104) 
(5.105) 
(5.106) 
(5.107) 
(5.108) 
(5.109) 
(5.110) 
(5.111) 
The parameter Rref,2p represents the average refrigerant-side thermal resistance, found by 
numerically integrating Equation 4.10 over the quality range from 0.0 to 1.0. The parameter y 
accounts for the non-linear refrigerant temperature profile through the two-phase region. 
Dobson [1994] found y = 1.57 to be representative of the behavior of a wide variety of 
refrigerants, including Rl34a. 
21 For simplicity, we employ the approximate expression for crossflow heat exchanger effectiveness given in Incropera 
and DeWitt [1990]. 
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The transition between the two-phase zone and the subcooled zone is given by the 
following equations. 
iref,i,sc = iref,o,2p 
Pref,j,se = Pref,o,2p 
Finally, the subcooled zone equations are listed below . 
. . 
(ClVrer,sc = (rb/Vref Cp,ref,sc 
(Clq)air,sc = fse Pair Aracelq Vair Cp,air 
"' '" R f + R. (Rq) _ ·~e ,sc 811" 
se - fse Velq 
1 (UNq)se=Rqgc 
NTU - (UNgk 
se - (Clq)se~in 
Cr - (C/g)sc.min 
,sc - (Clq)se,max 
esc = £ (Cr,sc ,NTUse)22 
qgc/q = esc (Clq)se,min (Tref,i - Tair,i) 
'lscI'q = (mretlq)se (irer,i,sc"" iref,o,sc) 
(5.112) 
(5.113) 
(5.114) 
(5.115) 
(5.116) 
(5.117) 
(5.118) 
(5.119) 
(5.120) 
(5.121) 
(5.122) 
Pret,o,se = Pref,i,sc - APse (5.123) 
'" Similar to the superheat zone, APse and Rref,sc are given by the Churchill [1977a, 1977b] 
correlations. 
22 For simplicity, we employ the approximate expression for crossflow heat exchanger .effectiveness given in Incropera 
and DeWitt [1990], 
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Finally, we note that the following equations must be satisfied. 
fsh + f2p + fsc = 1 
qsWq + q2P!q + qsclq = 1 
(5.124) 
(5.125) 
The code for the model in given in Appendix C. We turn our attention now to the modes of 
operation for the condenser model. 
s . 2.6 Model operation 
The condenser model is coded in EES, a convenient simultaneous equation solver.23 The 
flexibility of EES allows us to run the model in performance mode, design mode, or optimization 
mode. The following sections describe the conceptual differences between the modes of model 
operation. 
5.2.6.1 Performance mode 
First, the performance mode is useful for characterizing condenser performance over a 
range of possible operating conditions. In performance mode, our model requires condenser 
geometry and operating conditions as inputs. The outputs of the performance model include (a) air 
and refrigerant outlet conditions and (b) condenser heat transfer and pressure drop. In 
performance mode, model calculation is straightforward; and little iteration is required. 
5.2.6.2 Design mode 
Second, the design mode is used when determining the geometric characteristics necessary 
to meet given performance specifications. In design mode,inputs to the model include operating 
conditions and performance criteria (e.g., required heat transfer and maximum pressure drop). 
The output of the design model is a condenser geometry that satisfies the performance 
requirements. In design mode, the model is solved by iteration, as various design options are 
evaluated in light of the performance specifications. 
23 We chose to code in EES because thermodynamic and transport properties are available as built-in functions. 
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5.2.6.3 Optimization mode 
Finally, the optimization mode is used to detennine the best design that meets performance 
specifications. Inputs to the optimization model include condenser operating conditions and an 
objective function which evaluates each design option in light of the desired condenser 
characteristics. For example, if the objective function is condenser mass, the optimization model 
can fmd the design alternative that minimizes condenser mass. The optimization mode is 
computationally intensive as many design options must be evaluated, analyzed, and rated 24 
Having discussed the model formulation and operation, we now turn to the results of our 
suboptimization analysis. 
5.3 Condenser Suboptimi~ation 
Condenser suboptimization is essentially a question of arranging condenser surface area in 
space. The three primary variables that control the distribution of heat exchanger surface area in 
space are the condenser length, the number of tubes, and the number of ports. 
As we present the results of the condenser suboptimization analysis, we shall see that the 
effects discussed in Section 5.1.3 are present in a two-phase condenser, but they take on a 
different character when condensing refrigerant is present in the heat exchanger. We begin by 
clearly stating the operating conditions used for this analysis. 
5.3.1 Operating conditions 
The inlet refrigerant conditions are specified by setting T e, the system evaporating 
temperature; Pc, the system condensing pressure; xe,o, the evaporator outlet quality; and 11s, 
compressor isentropic efficiency. The condenser outlet state is defined by the amount of 
subcooling Tsubcool. Figure 5.7 is a schematic P-h diagram showing these conditions. 
24 Typically, ten volume minimizations require 2 hours of processor time on a Macintosh Cenlris 650. 
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Figure 5.7 Inlet and outlet condenser states. 
Unless otherwise specified, the operating conditions used for all graphs shown in this 
chapter are:25 
and 
Te=5 °C, 
Xe,o = 1.0, 
P c,i = 1888 kPa26 , 
'118 = 1.0, 
Tair,i = 35°C, 
T subcool = 5 °C , 
Vair= 5 m/s, 
Pair,i = 1 attn . 
(5.126) 
(5.127) 
(5.128) 
(5.129) 
(5.130) 
(5.131) 
(5.132) 
(5.133) 
25 These conditions were selected as typical operating conditions for automotive air-conditioning system operation. 
26 The condensing pressure of 1888 kPa corresponds to 65°C saturation temperature for RI34a. 
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and 
Other constants used throughout this analysis are27 
tweb = 0.25 mm , 
twall = 0.25 mm , 
tfm = 0.127 mm, 
Hfin = 8.89 mm , 
Pfm = 787 fms/m . 
(5.134) 
(5.135) 
(5.136) 
(5.137) 
(5.138) 
We shall examine microchannel condenser suboptimization by ftrst studying circular-port 
tubes. Later, we shall look at square-port and triangular-port tubes to evaluate the effect of port 
shape on condenser design. 
5.3.2 The L - Nt tradeoff and the pressure-drop effect 
We noted above that Dobson [1994] found the pressure-drop effect to be a signiftcant 
factor in traditional condenser design. Microchannel condensers, on the other hand, provide a 
higher degree of design flexibility because additional refrigerant passages can be obtained in two 
ways: (a) by adding tubes (increasing Nt> or (b) by adding ports (increasing Np). Flexibility in 
the number of tubes introduces the pressure-drop effect, and flexibility in the number of ports 
introduces the crossflow-heat-exchanger effect. Thus, microchannel condensers exhibit both a 
pressure-drop effect and a crossflow-heat-exchanger effect whereas the traditional, single-circuit 
condenser analyzed by Dobson exhibits only a pressure-drop effect. In the following sections we 
shall systematically evaluate the impact of both the pressure-drop effect and the crossflow-heat-
exchanger effect on microchannel condenser design. 
We begin our investigation by exploring the pressure-drop effect while keeping the 
crossflow-heat-exchanger effect constant. We shall conduct the pressure-drop effect study by 
examining the tradeoff between tube length and the number of tubes while holding the number of 
27 These values were chosen because they are representative of typical mi~channel condensers. 
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ports constant. Later, in Section 5.3.3, we shall examine the interaction between the heat 
exchanger effect and the pressure-drop effect by holding the air-side face area constant 
Given the operating conditions, fin design, and tube parameters specified by 
Equations 5.126-5.138 we find that there are a number of designs that meet the performance 
specifications. If one constrains the number of ports Np. there are many combinations of Nt and L 
that satisfy perform~ce criteria. The solid line in Figure 5.8 demonstrates the relationship. 
between the number of tubes Nt/q and tube length L. 
We see from Figure 5.8 that if many tubes are specified (high Nt/q) the condenser need not be 
long. However, as the number of tubes decreases, the required condenser length increases. After 
a certain point, the increase in condenser length is dramatic. 
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Figure 5.8 Pressure-drop effect on condenser design. 
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The dramatic increase in condenser length is due to the pressure-drop effect. Reducing the 
number of tubes Nt reduces the refrigerant-side free-flow area. Reduced refrigerant-side free-flow 
area leads to increased refrigerant-side pressure drop which destroys the refrigerant-to-air 
temperature difference. As overall AT declines, additional smface area is required to perform the 
required heat transfer. Given the constraints imposed on this problem (fixed number of ports, 
.. 
specified number of tubes), the only way to obtain additional suiface area is by increasing 
condenser length L. Thus, we see that the pressure-drop effect is responsible for the dramatic 
increase in condenser length as the number of tubes is reduced. 
Note that neither the number of tubes nor the tube length is fixed in Figure 5.8. As a 
result, neither the air-side face area nor the air mass flow rate is constant Often, both face area and 
air flow rate are constrained in the condenser design process, and we shall return to this issue in 
Section 5.3.3 where we shall constrain the condenser face area to evaluate the crossflow-heat-
exchanger effect. 
We can consider the L vs. Nt curve in Figure 5.8 to represent a family of acceptable 
condenser designs. For each of these designs, we can calculate the total occupied volume of the 
condenser Ve!q. The dashed line in Figure 5.8 shows the variation of condenser volume with the 
number of tubes Ntlq. We fmd three distinct regimes: (a) large Ntlq where flow of the subcooled 
liquid is laminar, (b) moderate Ntlq where the pressure-drop effect is minimal and flow of the 
subcooled liquid is turbulent, and (c) small Ntlq where the pressure-drop effect dominates. We 
discuss the three regimes below. 
(a) If many tubes are specified, flow of the subcooled liquid is laminar. In this range, as 
the number of tubes is decreased, the refrigerant velocity increases, but the subcooled liquid 
Nusselt number remains constant Thus,. there is little volume benefit, insofar as heat transfer in 
the subcool zone is concerned, to reducing ·the number of tubes. We see that the volume curve is 
relatively flat where the subcooled liquid flow is laminar. 
(b) If fewer tubes are specified for the condenser, flow of the subcooled liquid is turbulent 
In this regime, the subcooled liquid Nusselt number is a function of refrigerant velocity. Because 
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fewer tubes means higher subcooled liquid Nusselt numbers and improved subcooled liquid heat 
transfer, we see that the volume curve is more responsive to the number of tubes where the 
subcooled liquid flow is turbulent. In this regime, the pressure-drop effect is not yet a significant 
factor. In other words, it is beneficial to decrease the number of tubes thereby increasing the 
subcooled zone Nusselt number: refrigerant-side pressure drop is not destroying enough 
refrigerant-to-air AT to require additional length. 
(c) When the pressure-drop effect begins to dominate condenser performance, we see from 
Figure 5.8 that condenser volume increases dramatically. Here, the additional length necessary to 
achieve the required condenser performance manifests itself as dramatically higher condenser 
external volume. 
In the suboptimization analysis we face the issue of optimizing the condenser design to 
assist a hypothetical system designer to meet the appropriate balance of desirable system 
characteristics. From the point of view of automotive air-conditioning system design, condenser 
volume minimization is clearly desirable as the cost of occupied volume is reduced. Insofar as the 
condenser volume is linked to condenser mass, minimization of condenser volume will minimize 
condenser weight and decrease raw material usage. Figure 5.8 shows that the pressure-drop effect 
provides an opportunity for suboptimizatio~ based on volume considerations. 
We may explore condenser volume minimization as a form of condenser suboptimization 
by searching for the design that minimizes condenser volume, and we can investigate the 
sensitivity of volume rilinima to port diameter. Figure 5.9 shows the minimum volume attainable 
with a given port diameter. 
Figure 5.9 demonstrates the trend we observed in Section 5.1.3.2 when studying single-
phase heat exchangers; namely, that pon diameter reduction leads to monotonically decreasing 
microchannel condenser~volume. On the other hand, traditional·condensers exhibit a volume 
minimum with respect to tube diameter. Herein lies the essential benefit of micrachannel 
condensers relative to traditional condensers: flexible refrigerant circuiting makes it possible to 
design smaller heat exchangers that achieve the desired perfonnance. 
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Figure 5.9 Minimum external volume as a function of port diameter. 
Our model assumes unlimited circuiting flexibility, and we see that this flexibility leads to 
increasingly smaller condensers as port diameter is reduced. In reality, each refrigerant circuiting 
option has an associated cost, and there may be constraints on any of the dimensions of the heat 
exchanger. If the constraint cost information is available, it can be introduced into the objective 
function, and we may see a minimum cost design emerge. 
Thus, we see that the condenser optimization problem28 is bounded by the two extremes 
presented herein: (a) Dobson's traditional condenser optimization and (b) the present condenser 
model which assumes infmite refrigerant circuiting flexibility. Any cost or volume constraints on 
microchannel refrigerant circuiting will, in a manner similar to the traditional condenser 
optimization problem, yield a minimum attainable microchannel condenser volume and an optimal 
port diameter. 
28 We speak here of the "optimization" problem because system cost or volume constraint information must be known 
to fmd a design optimum. 
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Every pointon the volume curve in Figure 5.9 represents a condenser design that provides 
minimum volume for the given hydraulic diameter and Np = 10. Each of these designs has an 
associated number of tubes Nt and length L that are a function of the hydraulic diameter. 
Figure 5.10 shows the combinations of Nt and L that achieve the minimum volume design. 
First, we note that as hydraulic diameter Ott decreases, additional tubes are necessary to 
achieve minimum volume. This trend mirrors the results of the single-phase heat exchanger study 
discussed in- Section 5.1.3.2; namely, that reduced volume is achieved through reduced port size 
and additional parallel refrigerant paths. Second, Figure 5.10 shows that as hydraulic diameter is 
decreased, the optimal tube length decreases. Again, this trend mirrors the results of the single-
phase heat exchanger study. Third, Figure 5.10 reinforces the point that unlimited refrigerant 
circuiting flexibility is required to unlock the volume minimization potential of the microchannel 
condenser technology. 
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Figure 5.10 Nt and L required for minimum volume designs as a function of Ott. 
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The trends of Figure 5.10 confmn the thesis posited in Section 5.1.3.5 that the results of 
the single-phase analysis can be extended to condensation heat transfer. Furthennore, Figure 5.10 
vividly demonstrates that flexible refrigerant circuiting is the key that unlocks the potential for heat 
exchanger minimization, the principal benefit of microchannel condensers. 
Each condenser design on the volume curve in Figure 5.9 has an associated total mass 
comprised of both tube mass and fm mass. Figure 5.11 shows fin, tube, and total mass as a 
function of port diameter. 
Figure 5.11 shows that as hydraulic diameter is reduced, total condenser mass decreases. 
Recalling Figure 5.9, we note that, not surprisingly, condenser volume reduction brings condenser 
mass decrease. Thus, volume minimization is seen to be a comprehensive objective for condenser 
suboptimization: minimized volume brings reduced condenser mass, less raw material usage, less 
refrigerant charge, and reduced condenser weight 
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Figure 5.11 Condenser mass for minimum volume condensers. 
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Finally, we examine the sensitivity of condenser volume minimization to the number of 
ports. Figure 5.12 illustrates that as the number of ports increases, the minimum attainable volume 
increases. We explain this trend below. 
As .the number of ports increases, the face area required to satisfy performance criteria 
decreases. This has two ramifications. First, because air velocity is constant, the total air mass 
flow rate decreases.. Second, the average air temperature in the heat exchanger increases,. 
decreasing the overall refrigerant-to-air temperature difference. Both factors increase the required 
condenser surface area. Increased condenser volume is the result. Figure 5.12 is a perfect 
illustration of the crossflow heat exchanger effect, the subject of the next section. 
We note that for the majority of the preceding section we fixed the number of ports Np 
at 10. We allowed both the number of tubes Nt and the tube length L to be determined by the 
suboptimization analysis. We also specified the air velocity, not the air mass flow rate. As a 
result, neither the air-side face area nor the air mass flow rate is constant 
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Figure 5.12 . Sensitivity of minimum external volume to the number of ports. 
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Often the air-side face area is a stringent constraint for the condenser design. so. in the 
following section. we constrain the air-side face area to be a fIXed value. We shall see that under 
these conditions the crossflow-heat-exchanger effect plays a significant role in condenser design as 
it interacts with the pressure-drop effect evaluated above. 
5.3.3 TheNp - Nt tradeoff and the ,crossnow-heat-exchanger effect 
To analyze the crossflow-heat-exchanger effect. we set Arace/q. thereby constraining the 
relationship between the number of tubes Nt and condenser length L. We select 
Aface/q = 0.0167 m2/kW as typical of microchannel condensers studied in the literature.29 
Having selected the number of tubes Nt. tube length L is specified. Figure 5.13 shows the 
relationship between the number of tubes Nt and condenser length-L for the fm and tube designs 
analyzed herein. 
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Figure 5.13 Relationship between Nt and L for Afal.;e/q = 0.0167 m2/kW. 
29 See Sugihara and Lukas [1990] 
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If we fIX the condenser face area Aracelq and select a certain number of tubes N" we must 
choose the number of ports Np to transfer the required amount of heat in the condenser. The 
relationship between the number of ports and the number of tubes is shown by the solid line in 
Figure 5.14. 
As we vary the number of tubes Nt, we establish a family of designs that meet the 
performance criteria. Note that when evaluating the pressure-drop 'effect in Section 5.3.2, we 
constrained the number of ports Np. In that case, we traded the number of tubes Nt against tube 
length L to achieve performance specifications. In this case, we constrain face area Arace/q, and we 
must trade the number of tubes Nt against the number of ports Np to achieve performance 
specifications. 
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Figure 5.14 Np and Ve/q as a function of Nt for Arace/q = 0.0167 m2/kW. 
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The Np vs. Nr/q curve in Figure 5.14 represents the locus of acceptable condenser designs. 
For each acceptable design, we can calculate the total occupied volume of the condenser V Jq. The 
dashed line in Figure 5.14 shows the variation of condenser volume with the number of tubes 
N r/q, for a given air-side face area. The interaction between the pressure-drop effect and the 
crossflow-heat-exchanger effect is responsible for the shape of the Velq vs. Nr/q curve in 
Figure 5.14. We fmd two regimes: (a) large Nr/q where decreasing the number of tubes is 
beneficial, and (b) small Nr/q where increasing the number of tubes is beneficial. We discuss 
regimes (a) and (b) below. 
(a) At large values of Nr/q,the refrigerant-side free-flow area is large. Reducing the 
number of tubes decreases the refrigerant-side free-flow area, increases mass flux, and yields 
higher refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients. The total amount of surface area required to 
achieve the desired performance decreases because of the higher heat transfer coefficients. Due to 
the constraint on air-side face area, the only way to reduce the surface area is to reduce the number 
of ports. Thus, both the number of ports and the condenser volume decrease slightly. 
(b) As the number of tubes is reduced further, refrigerant-side pressure drop becomes 
significant due to the pressure-drop effect. The pressure drop destroys the overall refrigera.nt-to-air 
, temperature difference as the number of tubes decreases. As the overall AT decreases, more 
surface area is required to achieve the desired condenser performance, and the only way to increase 
the surface area is to increase the number of ports. However, the crossflow configuration dictates 
that ,the additional ports exchange heat with the warmest air. The additional surface area is 
increasingly ineffective, requiring exponentially increasing surface area as the pressure-drop effect 
becomes more severe. Thus, with very few tubes, interaction between the crossflow-heat-
exchanger effect and the pressure-drop effect results in dramatically increasing condenser volume 
as the number of tubes is·decreased. 
The crossflow-heat-exchanger effect provides yet another opportunity for condenser 
optimization. There exists a unique combination of the number of tubes and the number of ports 
that minimizes condenser volume for a given air-side face area and port diameter. Both the 
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minimum possible. volume and the optimal combination of Nt and Np are a function of the 
hydraulic diameter of the ports. Figure 5.15 shows the relationship between minimum attainable 
condenser volume and pon size. 
Figure 5.15 demonstrates once again that decreased port size results in decreased condenser 
. volume. Each point on the curve in Figure 5.15 represents a unique combination of Nt and Np• 
.. . . 
The combinations of Nt and Np required to achieve the minimum condenser volume for a given 
hydraulic diameter are shown in Figure 5.16. 
We note from Figure 5.16 that as hydraulic diameter decreases, volume decrease is 
achieved if the number of tubes increases. Again, this trend mirrors the results of the single-phase 
heat exchanger study discussed in Section 5.1.3. We also see that the number of ports increases as 
the hydraulic diameter decreases. Figure 5.16 provides further evidence that flexible refrigerant 
circuiting is the key that unlocks the potential for microchannel heat exchanger minimization. 
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For' completeness, we present Figure 5.17, the condenser mass as a function of hydraulic 
diameter for the given face area. Again, we see that as hydraulic diameter and volume decrease, 
condenser mass also decreases. To restate, we see that volume minimization is an appropriate 
objective for the suboptimization analysis. 
At this point we consider the effect of port shape on microchannel condenser design. 
5.3.4 The effect of port geometry 
We saw in Section 5.1.3.3 that heat exchangers constructed from tubes with noncircular 
ports shapes are predicted to have less external volume than heat exchangers with circular-port 
tubes. However, we also saw that heat exchangers made from circular tubes exhibit the smallest 
internal volume. In this section we shall see that these trends apply to microchannel condensers as 
well. 
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We first plot the relationship between condenser length and the number of tubes for three 
port shapes, circles, squares, and triangles. Figure 5.18 is analogous to the solid line in 
Figure 5.8. 
F:igure 5.18 demonstrates that the pressure drop tradeoff impacts condensers equally, 
regardless of port shape. Although the pressure. drop tradeoff is not·a function of port shape, the 
geometrical peculiarities of each port shape have a significant impact on the internal volume of 
microchannel condensers. 
Figure 5.19 shows internal volume for each port shape. We see that condensers made 
from circular-port tubes exhibit the smallest internal volume, whereas square-port and triangular-
port condensers are larger. The relative ranking of condenser internal volume is identical to the 
relative ranking for single phase heat exchangers derived in Section 5.1.3.3. Once again, we see 
the utility and accuracy of the simple single-phase analyses presented in Section 5.1.3. 
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Figure 5.18 Effect of port shape on the L-Nt tradeoff. 
Finally, Figure 5.20 presents a comparison of external volume for the three port shapes. 
Here, we see that at optimum design conditions noncircular ports provide the smallest external 
volume. As we saw in Section 5.1.3.3, the superiority of non-circular ports is a function ot their 
geometrical characteristics, including packing efficiency. Figure 5.20 shows that the relative 
ranking from best to worst in terms of external volume is (1) triangles, (2) squares, and (3) circles. 
In Section 5.1.3.3, we saw that the single-phase analysis predicted the rankings to be (1) triangles, 
(2) squares, and (3) circles. Again, we see that the results of the single-phase heat exchanger 
analysis are extendible to microchannel condensers. 
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S. 3. S Comparison with current designs 
To conclude this examination of condenser suboptimization, we explore the volume 
reductions possible with microchannel condensers. We note from the paper by Goodremote et aI. 
[1988] that microchannel condensers can provide extreme overall volume reduction relative to 
standard round-tube plate-fm condensers with D = 9.5 mm. In fact, Goodremote et al. report that 
the volume ratio for two condensers with equal performance was 
Ve.micmcbannel = 0.3 . 
Ve,traditional (5.139) 
(1bere is no mention of the microchannel condenser port size.) 
The condenser model developed and described above was used to analyze a condenser with 
Np = 1 and Dh = 7 mm. A comparisons between the one-port, large diameter design and multiport 
small diameter designs reveals that volume reductions on the order of 
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Figure 5.20 The effect of port shape on external condenser volume. 
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are possible when the large D and Np = 1 constraints are lifted. 
(5.140) 
The above comparisons indicate that although the microchannel designs are superior to the 
traditional plate-fin round-tube designs, microchannel condensers can be improved further through 
a combination of port size reduction and appropriate refrigerant circuiting. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter we saw that microchannel condenser optimization cannot be accomplished 
without system information. Thus, we consider condenser suboptimization, wherein a general 
condenser model is constructed and design behavior and trends are uncovered. With the 
suboptimization analysis, we identify, evaluate, and synthesize key issues for condenser design. 
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. Condenser suboptimization is essentially a question of arranging heat exchanger surface 
area in space. The three primary variables that control the distribution of heat exchanger surface 
area are the condenser length, the number of tubes, and the number of ports. 
A simple single-phase heat exchanger analysis shows that the key that unlocks the promise 
. of the microchannel condenser technology is low cost and flexible refrigerant circuiting. The 
single-phase analysis provided the following important results. 
(a) Condenser minimization is achieved by (i) reducing port size, (il) increasing the 
number of parallel refrigerant passages, and (iii) decreasing condenser length. Refrigerant 
circuiting is the central issue in condenser suboptimization. 
(b) For a given hydraulic diameter, port shape has implications for the overall size of the 
heat exchanger. The relative order of port shapes to minimize internal volume is circle, enhanced 
square, square, and triangle. The relative order of port shapes to minimize external volume is 
enhanced square, triangle, square, and circle. 
(c) The results of the single-phase heat exchanger analysis corroborate reports from 
industry concerning the desirability of port shapes. 
A three-zone condenser model was constructed to both verify the results of the single-phase 
heat exchanger analyses and evaluate the effect of pressure drop and crossflow heat exchange on 
microchannel condenser design. The three-zone model provided the following insights. 
(d) External volume minimization is a comprehensive objective for the suboptimization 
analysis. E~temal volume minimization provides decreased condenser mass, decreased raw 
material usage, decreased internal volume, and decreased condenser charge. 
(e) In contrast to traditional condensers that exhibit a minimum attainable volume and an 
optimal tube diameter, unlimited circuiting flexibility provides monotonically decreasing external 
volume with decreases in hydraulic' diameter. Dimensional or cost constraints on the microchannel 
condenser design will, in a manner similar to the traditional condenser optimization problem, yield 
a minimum attainable microchannel condenser volume and an optimal port diameter. 
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(t) the pressure-drop effect provides an optimum relationship between the number of 
parallel refrigerant passages and the heat exchanger length. This optimum is a function of port 
diameter, and small ports require increasingly more parallel refrigerant passages and shorter heat 
exchanger length. 
(g) The crossflow-heat-exchanger effect interacts with the pressure-drop effect when the 
condenser face area is fixed. There exists an optimum combination of the number of ports and the 
number of tubes that minimizes condenser volume for a given port diameter. 
(h) The results of the single-phase heat exchanger analysis are extendible to condenser 
design regarding the effect of both port size and port shape. 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Suggestions for Future Work 
6.1 Summary of Results 
The goal of this project is to explore methods of microchannel condenser design 
improvement. Many noteworthy and significant results were obtained in pursuing this overall' 
goal. The main points are summarized below. 
6.1.1 Experimental work 
Several notable and creative experimental techniques and data analysis methods were 
developed and applied during this project. In terms of experimental techniques, we employ an 
innovative three-tank system to control inlet refrigerant conditions at the test section. In terms of 
analytical methods, we modified the standard Wilson plot technique to provide valuable 
information about single-phase heat transfer. We also perform a complete uncertainty analysis on 
all our data. 
We obtained the first microchannel tube performance data for hydraulic diameters in the 
range 0.6 mm < Dh < 1.5 Mm. Previously, the smallest diameter studied was 2.6 mm 
[Webb, 1995]. In addition, the present study is the flI'St systematic evaluation of the effect of port 
shape on microchannel tube performance. 
We found that circular tube correlations accurately predict both laminar and turbulent 
single-phase pressure drop in noncircular ducts if appropriate length scales are employed. 
However, we found no generally applicable method to determine the appropriate length scales for 
arbitrary port shapes. Each shape must be evaluated individually. We found that circular tube 
correlations are inappropriate for noncircular ducts during laminar-to-turbulent transition. 
We found no evidence of turbulence suppression in small diameter tubes as proposed by 
Bhatti and Shah [1987] and observed by Olsson [1994]. However, because investigation of 
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turbulence suppression (or "small-tube effects") was not a primary focus of our study, our data are 
insufficient to rule out such effects completely. 
We found that the Gnielinski [1976] correlation for single-phase heat transfer is accurate 
for microchannel tubes in the ranges Re > 10,000 and Pr = 0.8. However, the Gnielinski 
correlation consistently underpredicts experimental data for 3000 < Re < 7000 and Pr = 3.5. 
. . . 
We found that the form of Dobson's [1984] two-phase multiplier correlation is appropriate 
for condensation in microchannel tubes. With slight modification, the Dobson correlation is 
accurate for engineering calculations of microchannel condensation performance. This suggests 
that surface tension effects may well be of secondary importance for microchannel condensation. 
We propose a new correlating parameter Xtt,q for two-phase multiplier condensation 
correlations. The appeal of this parameter lies in the potential to correlate data for a wide variety of 
refrigerants. We observe no apparent qualitative difference between Xtt,q and Xtt for individual 
refrigerants. 
6.1.2 Suboptimization analysis 
Our suboptimization analysis is the fIrst systematic evaluation available in the open 
literature of the effects that influence microchannel condenser design and optimization. We noted 
that full condenser optimization can occur only in a system context, but a suboptimization analysis 
highlights factors that affect component design. 
We found that volume minimization is a comprehensive and reasonable objective for the 
suboptimization analysis, setting aside the many complexities of a system optimization. As 
condenser volume is reduced, system charge, condenser mass, and material costs all decrease. 
The flexibility of refrigerant-side circuiting was found to be the key that unlocks the 
potential of the microchannel technology. With unconstrained refrigerant ciIcuiting, smaller port 
diameters always lead to reduced condenser volume. However, the pressure-drop effect drives 
optimal condenser designs toward many tubes of short length, and the crossflow-heat-exchanger 
effect drives optimal condenser designs toward many tubes of short length and few ports. 
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We found that port shape significantly impacts condenser design. To achieve re4uced 
internal volume, the order of preference for port shapes is circle, enhanced square, square, and 
triangle. To achieve minimized external volume, the order of preference for port shapes is 
enhanced square, triangle, square, and circle. 
6.2 Contributions of Present Study 
The results of the present study are synthesized in the following important contributions to 
the state of the art. 
First, the present study improves the understanding of the physics of heat exchange in 
microchannel tubes by (a) demonstrating that correlations developed for larger tubes are useful for 
estimating microchannel tube performance if properly utilized, (b) providing a methodology for 
predicting heat transfer and pressure drop in noncircular.microchannel tubes and (c) providing 
updated correlations for engineering calculation of condensation heat transfer in microchannel 
tubes. 
Second, the suboptimization analysis conducted in present study improves the current 
understanding of the factors that influence design and optimization of microchannel heat 
exchangers by (a) systematically evaluating both the pressure-drop effect and the crossflow-heat-
exchanger effect, (b) indicating the direction in which unconstrained microchannel condenser 
design optimization leads, and (c) providing a powerful and flexible microchannel condenser 
design and optimization tool. 
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
Many significant issues concerning microchannel condensers remain. Some areas for 
further exploration are listed below. 
First, high resolution microchannel-heat transfer- data should -be obtained. Experiments 
using water as the heat sink fluid will eliminate the unfavorable thermal resistance imbalance 
encountered in the present study .. Unfortunately, counterflow water experiments cannot evaluate 
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crossflow heat exchange effects. Water data will complement the data collected in the present 
study. 
Second, the issue of two-phase flow regimes in microchannel tubes requires clarification 
and quantification. A project should be undertaken to perform flow visualization experiments in 
the microchannel tubes. The study shoUld include systematic evaluation of surface tension effects 
on flow regime development. Although difficult and expensive, high resOlution x-ray imaging 
techniques may be useful in this regard. This study will extend and compliment the work of 
Zietlow [1995]. 
Third, our data indicate that an improvement of the Gnielinski [1976] correlation is needed. 
A thorough study of single-phase heat transfer is necessary. Moderate and low-turbulent Reynolds 
numbers should be the focus of a study covering a wide range of Prandtl numbers. 
Fourth, further investigation of the proposed heat transfer Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 
Xtt.q is recommended. Data from a variety of condensing substances will ultimately prove or 
disprove the utility of the proposed parameter. 
Finally, the effect of headers on microchannel condenser performance should be included 
in the suboptimization analysis. Refrigerant phase stratification in the headers and refrigerant 
liquid inventory can be investigated. Furthermore, the issue of variable numbers of tubes on each 
condenser pass should be analyzed. The work of Zietlow [1995] will helpful in this regard. 
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Appendix A 
Tube Images 
This appeQdix contains images of mounted and polished tube samples. The tubes actually 
studied and the samples shown here were taken from the same extrusion "push. n Figures A.I-A.S 
show cross-$CCtions of the full tubes, and Figures A.6-A.IO show detailed images of the ports. 
A.l Full Tube Cross-sections 
Figure A.I Circular-port tube. Figure A.2 Square-port tube. 
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Figure A.3 Triangular-port tube. Figure A.4 H-port tube. 
Figure A.5 Small square-port tube. 
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A.2 Port Detail 
Figure A.6 Circular port detail. 
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Figure A.7 Square port detail. 
231 
Figure A.8 Triangular port detail. 
232 
Figure A.9 Enhanced square port detail. 
233 
Figure A.tO Small square port detail. 
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Appendix B 
Two-phase Data Evaluation 
As discussed in Chapter 4, we filter the two-phase data from the microchannel tubes to 
eliminate data corrupted by large values of experimental uncertainty. We can examine data from 
Tube S25#6 to illustrate the data ftltering processs. 
Figure B.l shows every data point collected from the square tube, S25#6. 
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Figure B.l All two-phase data from Tube S25#6. 
Data clustered near the top of Figure B.l have small refrigerant-side resistance 
(indistinguishable from zero) and large experimental uncertainty. Figure B.2 shows that, in 
contrast, data near the bottom of Figure B.2 have acceptable uncertainties. The data that exhibit 
great variance with the Dobson correlation are also exhibit large experimental uncertainty. 
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Figure B.2 Uncertainties for two-phase Nusselt numbers, Tube S25#6. 
Before analyzing and comparing the two-phase data we remove those data for which 
ANUeff'exPt ~ 0.5 . 
NUeff.expt 
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(B.l) 
Appendix C· 
Condenser Model 
This appendix contains the EES code for the microchannel condenser model. Note that 
comments are contained in (braces}. We indicate line continuation with the ampersand &. 
Procedure geam(porgeo, Dh, tweb, twall, Hfin, tfin, pfin, 0 : Deqrat, Deffrat, 
&capgamma, btube, tau, sigma, SfinoverSair, SweboverSr, Lweb, Nurlam) 
set := 0 
end 
If (porgeo = 1) Then {circular ports} 
set := 1 
Deqrat := 1 
Deffrat := 1 
capgamma := (1-1/0)*tweb + 2/0*twall + Dh 
btube := 2*twall + Dh 
tau := Hfin + btube 
SweboverSr := 0.5 {Approximate fatter circular port web with 
&Sweb/Sr = 0.5 and reduced length} 
Lweb := Dh * (2/3) 
Nurlam := 4.36 {Constant heat flux B.C.} 
EndIf 
If (porgeo = 2) Then {square ports} 
set := 1 
Deqrat := 2/sqrt(pi) 
Deffrat := 64/56.91 
capgamma := (1-1/0)*tweb + 2/0*twall + Dh 
btube := 2*twall + Dh 
tau := Hfin + btube 
SweboverSr := 0.5 
Lweb = Dh 
Nurlam := 3.61 {Constant heat flux B.C.} 
EndIf 
If (porgeo = 3) Then {equilateral triangular ports} 
set := 1 
Deqrat := (3A O.75)/sqrt(pi) 
Deffrat := 64/53.33 
capgamma:= (1-1/0)*2/sqrt(3)*tweb + 2/0*twall + (1+1/0) * pi/6 
&*DeqratA 2 *Dh 
btube := 2*twall + pi/(2*sqrt(3»*DeqratA 2*Dh 
tau := Hfin + btube 
SweboverSr := 1/3 
Lweb := pi/3*DeqratA 2*Dh 
Nurlam := 3.00 {Constant heat flux B.C.} 
EndIf 
If (set = 0) Then 
Call error(set) 
EndIf 
sigma := (1 - pfin*tfin) / (1 + btube/Hfin) {sigma = Aff / Aface} 
SfinoverSair := 1 / (1 + 2/(pfin*Hfin» {Ratio of fin area to total air-
&side area} 
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Function xttfunk(rhog, rhol, mul, mug, x) 
{$This function calculates xtt} 
Xttfunk := (rhog/rhol)AO.5 * (mul/mug)AO.l * «1-x)/x)AO.9 
end Xttfunk 
Function Relfunk(G, D, x, mull 
{$This function calculates refrigerant-side fuperficial liquid Reynolds 
&number} 
Relfunk = G * D * (l-x) I mul 
end ReI 
Procedure dPr2pfunk(G, ReI, Xtt, rhol, rhog, Deff, Dh, L, x 
grav := 9.S1 {m/sA2} 
fl = 0.0791 I RelAO.25 
Frl = (G I rhol)A2 I (grav * Deff) 
If (Frl <= 0.7) Then 
Else 
C1 4.172 + 5.4S*Frl - 1.564*FrlA2 
C2 = 1.773 - 0.169*Frl 
C1 = 7.242 
C2 = 1. 655 
EndIf 
philsq = sqrt(1.376 + C1 I xttAC2) 
dPdzf) 
dPdzf = - 2 * fl * (G * (1-x»A2 I (rhol * Dh) * philsq I 1000 
end dPr2pfunk 
Procedure Rr1pfunk(Srtp, Re, Pr, fD, k, D, kAl, t, Lweb, SweboverSref, Nurlam 
&: Rrtp, h, etar) 
{$Rr1pfunk calculates the refrigerant-side resistance for single-phase 
&zones} 
NuO := 6.3 
Nut := NuO + (0.079 *. sqrt (fD/S) * Re * Pr) I (1 + PrA (415» A (5/6) 
term := exp«2200 - Re)/365) I (Nurlam*Nurlam) + 1/(Nut*Nut) 
Nu := (NurlamA10 + termA(-5»A(0.1) 
h := Nu * kiD 
mL := sqrt(2*h/(kAl*t» * Lweb/2 
etaweb := tanh(mL)/mL {Web efficiency} 
etar := 1 - SweboverSref * (l-etaweb) 
&efficiency} 
Rrtp := 1 I .(.etar * h * Srtp) 
end Rr1pfunk 
{Total ref-side surface 
Procedure Rr2pfunk(L, Srtp, kl, Deff, Dh, Prl, rhol, rhog, grav, mul, mug, 
&nseg, Tai, Tri, Cpl, ifg, G, kAl, t, Lweb, SweboverSref : dPf, dPacc, 
&Rrtp, hr, etar) 
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{$This function calculates refrigerant-side resistance per unit volume} 
{Note: Annular flow correlations good IF G > 500 kg/m~2-s OR Frso > 20} 
{First, get an average refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient} 
{The plan is to get the HTC at various quality increments along the tube 
&then average them} 
{The total number of increments is set by the variable nseg} 
j := 0 
hrsum := 0 
dPdzfsum := 0 
10: j:= j + I 
{Calculate the refrigerant quality values for this segment} 
xin := 1 - (j-l)/nseg 
xavg := 1 - (j-0.5)/nseg 
xout := 1 - j/nseg 
{Calculate ReI and Xtt for this segment} 
ReI := Relfunk(G, Deff, xavg, mul) 
xttavg := Xttfunk(rhog, rhol, mul, mug, xavg) 
{Calculatefrictiona,l pressure gradient in this segment} 
Call dPr2pfunk(G, ReI, Xttavg, rhol, rhog, Deff, Dh, L, xavg 
&dPdzf) 
dPdzfsum := dPdzfsum + dPdzf 
If (G > 500) Then 
{Annular flow correlationwithout question} 
EndIf 
{Nu = 0.023 * Rel~0.8 * PrIAO.4 * (1 + 2.22/xttavg~0.889)} 
Nu = 0.023 * Rel~0.8 * Prl~0.4 * (1 + 1.130/xttavg~1.064) 
If (G < 500) Then 
{Must test for annular flow} 
{Soliman's Froude Number} 
Gal = rhol * (rhol-rhog) * grav * Deff~3 / mul~2 
term = «(1 + 1. 09*Xttavg~0. 039) / xttavg) ~ 1. 5) / Gal ~O. 5 
Frso = if(Rel, 1250 , 0.025*ReIA1.59 * term, 0.025*Rel~1.59 * 
&term, 1.26*ReIA1.04 * term) 
If (Frso > 20) Then 
{Annular flow} 
{Nu = 0.023 * Rel~0.8 * PrIAO.4 * (1 + 2.22/xttavg~0.889)} 
Nu = 0.023 * Rel~0.8 * PrIAO.4 * (1 + 1.130/xttavg~1.064) 
Else 
{Wavy flow} 
{First calculate the film component to the Nusselt number} 
twall = Tai + 0.75*(Tri-Tai) {A gross approximation 
&for the true wall temperature} 
Jal =Cpl * abs(Tri -twall) / ifg 
Revo = G*Deff/mug 
Nufilm = 0.23 * RevoAO.12 / (1+1.11*xttavg~0.58) * 
&(Gal*Prl/Jal)~0.25 
{Now calculate the forced convective component of the 
&Nusselt number} 
Frl = (G/rhol)A2 / (grav * Deff) 
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If (Frl <= 0.7) Then 
c1 = 4.172 + 5.48*Frl - 1.564*FrlA2 
c2 = 1.773 - 0.169*Frl 
Else 
c1 = 7.242 
c2 = 1.655 
EndIf 
phil = sqrt(1.376 + c1/XttavgAc2) 
Nuforced = 0.0195 * RelAO.8 * PrlAO.4 * phil 
alpha = 1 / (1 + (l-xavg)/xavg * (rhog/rhol)A(2/3» 
term = arccos (2*alpha-1)/pi 
EndIf 
-EndIf 
Nu = Nufilm + term*Nuforced 
hrsum := hrsum + Nu * kl / Deff 
If (j<nseg-0.001) Then goto 10 
{Calculate the average heat transfer coefficient} 
hr := hrsum / nseg 
mL := sqrt(2*hr/(kAl*t» 
etaweb := tanh(mL)/mL 
etar := 1 - SweboverSref 
&efficiency} 
* Lweb/2 
{Web efficiency} 
* (l-etaweb) 
Rrtp := 1 / (etar * hr * Srtp) 
{Total ref-side surface 
{Now calculate acceleration pressure change for the complete 
&condensation} 
{Note: This accelleration pressure drop is for complete condensation} 
dPacc := - GA2 * (l/rhol - l/rhog) / 1000 
{Calculate the frictional pressure change for the complete condensation} 
dPf := dPdzfsum/nseg * L 
end Rr2pfunk 
Procedure dPr1pfunk(Re, G, rho, Dh, frac, L :dPf, fD) 
{$dPr1pfu~ calcu~ates single-phase refrigerant-side pressure drop. frac 
&is the percentage of L in this zone} 
eoverD := 0.0 
{Laminar term} 
term1 := 8.0 / Re 
{Turbulent and transition term} 
term := 2.457 * In(1.0/((7.0/Re)**0.9 + 0.27*eoverD» 
A := term A 16 
B := (37530.0/Re)**16 
term2 := 1.0 / (A + B)**(3.0/2.0) 
{Overall friction factor} 
f := (term1**12.0 + term2)**(1.0/12.0) 
{Darcy friction factor} 
fD .- f * 8.0 
dPf := - fD *GA2 / (2*rho*Dh) * frac*L / 1000 
end dPr1pfunk 
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Procedure airprops(T, P : rhoa, Cpa, mua, ka, nua, Pra) 
{$airprops calculates appropriate air properties from T and P} 
rhoa := 1 / Volume(Air, T=T, P=P) 
Cpa := SpecHeat(Air, T=T) 
mua := Viscosity(Air, T=T) 
ka := Conductivity(Air, T=T) / 1000 
nua := mua/rhoa 
Pra := mua * Cpa / ka 
end airprops 
Procedure refpropssh(P, h : T, mu, k, rho, Cp, Pr) 
{$This procedure calculates superheat properties at given inlet P and h} 
T = Temperature(R134a, P=P, h=h) 
mu = Viscosity (R134a, P=P, T=T) 
k = Conductivity(R134a, P=P, T=T) / 1000 {kW/m-K} 
rho = 1/Volume(R134a, P=P, h=h) 
Cp = SpecHeat(R134a, P=P, T=T) 
Pr = mu * Cp / k 
end refpropssh 
Procedure refprops2p(Psati, Psato : Tsati, Tsato, hg, hf, hfg, rhog, rhol, 
&mug, mul, kl, Cpl, Prl) 
{$refprops calculates appropriate saturation and other refrigerant 
&properties from Psat.} 
Tsati = Temperature(R134a, P=Psati, x=0.5) 
Tsato = Temperature(R134a, P=Psato, x=0.5) 
If (Tsati < 25) Then 
Tsati = 25 
EndIf 
If (Tsati > 80) Then 
Tsati = 80 
EndIf 
If (Tsato < 25) Then 
Tsato = 25 
EndIf 
If (Tsato > 80) Then 
Tsato = 80 
EndIf 
hg = Enthalpy(R134a, P=Psati, x=l) 
hf = Enthalpy(R134a, P=Psato, x=O) 
hfg = hg-hf 
rhog = 1/Volume(R134a, P=Psati, x=1.0) 
rhol = 1/Volume(R134a, P=Psati, x=O.O) 
mug = Viscosity(R134a, T=Tsati, P=Psati-'().l) 
mul = Viscosity (R134a, T=Tsati, P=Psati+0.1) 
kl = Conductivity(R134a, T=Tsati, P=Psati + 0.1) / 1000 
Cpl = SpecHeat(R134a, T=Tsati, P=Psati+0.1) 
Prl = mul * Cpl / kl 
end refprops 
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Procedure refpropssc(P, h : T, mu, k, rho, Cp, PrJ 
{$This procedure calculates subcooled properties at given P and h} 
T = Temperature(R134a, P=P, h=h) 
If (T>80) Then 
T = 80 
{Call error(h)} 
EndIf 
If (T<25) Then 
T=25 
EndIf 
If (T<25) Then 
T = 25 
EndIf 
mu= Viscosity(R134a, P=P+0.1, T=T) 
k = Conductivity(R134a, P=P+0.1, T=T) 1 1000 {kW/m-K} 
rho = 1/Volume(R134a, P=P, h=h) 
Cp = SpecHeat(R134a, P=P+0.1, T=T) 
Pr = mu * Cp 1 k 
end refpropssh 
Function xfeps(Cr, NTU) 
{$xfeps is an implementation of the crossflow heat exchanger eps-NTU 
&relation found in Incropera and Dewitt. This equation is an 
&approximation to the true crossflow effectiveness} 
term1 := 1/Cr * NTUA O.22 
term2 := exp(-Cr*NTUA O.78) - 1 
xfeps := 1 - exp(term1 * term2) 
end xfeps 
Procedure CHXj(Pr, G, Cp, kAl, t, Hfin, Satp, SfinoverSair, Reair : jH, St, h, 
&etaa, Ratp) 
{$This function calculates the jfactor for compact heat exchanger surface 
&3/16 - 11.1 then applies it 
to our heat exchanger to calculate Ratp.} 
jH" := 0.05375 * ReairA (-0.401) 
St :~ jH * PrA (-2/3) 
h := G*Cp*St 
mL := sqrt(2*h/(kAl*t» * Hfin/2 
etaf := tanh(mL)/mL {Fin efficiency} 
etaa := 1 - SfinoverSair * (l-etaf) {Total air-side surface efficiency} 
Ratp := 1 1 (etaa * h * Satp) 
end CHXj 
Procedure CHXf(G, Satp, W, Re, varat,rhoai, rhoao, sigma: ffair, dPa) 
{$This procedure calculates pressure loss for the air-side} 
ffair = 1.298 * ReA (-0.429) 
dPa GA 2 1 (2*rhoai) * «1+sigmaA 2)*(varat-1) + ffair*Satp 1 sigma * W 
&* 0.5 * (varat+1» 1 1000 {kPa} 
end CHXf 
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{Operating conditions} 
Te = 5 {C} Pri = 1888 {kPa} 
Tai = 35 {C} ; Pai = 101.325 {kPa} ; Va = 5 {m/s} 
Tsubcool = 5 {C} 
{mdotrperqdes = 5.405e-3} {kg/s} 
{mdotrrat = 1.0} 
{mdotrodperq = mdotrrat * mdotrperqdes} 
seo = Entropy(R134a, T=Te, x=l) ; iri = Enthalpy(R134a, s=seo, P=Pri) 
kAl = 0.164 {kW/m-K} ; rhoAI = 2702 . {kg/mA3} ; grav= 9.81 {m/sA2} 
{Geometry Information} 
porgeo = 1 {1 = circle, 2=square, 3 = triangle} 
tweb = 0.00025 {m} twall= 0.00025 {m} Hfin = .00889 {m} 
tfin = 0.000127 {m} ; Llouv = 0.001905 {m} ; pfin =787.4 {fins/m} 
{Dh = 0.0015 {m}} ; {Nperq = 0.3 {tubes/kW}} 0 = 10 {ports/tube} 
{L = 1. 715} {m} 
{Afaceperq = 0.02} {mA2/kW} 
Call geom(porgeo, Dh, tweb, twall, Hfin, tfin, pfin, 0 : Deqrat, Deffrat, 
&capgamma, btube, tau, sigma, SfinoverSair, SweboverSref, Lweb, Nurlam) 
Deq = Deqrat * Dh Deff = Deffrat * Dh 
{Two-phase refrigerant heat transfer modeling} 
{Did a parametric study on 18 Mar 1995 that showed nseg = 3 was sufficient to 
provide sufficient resolution on the pressure gradient and Nusselt number 
dependencies on quality. 
Thus, I use nseg = 5 here} 
nseg = 5 
{Dimensions, areas, volumes, and mass flux} 
Srtp = pi * DeqratA2 * Dh / (capgamma * tau) 
Satp = 2 * 0 / tau * (Hfin*pfin + 1) Dhair 
Srperq = Srtp * Vperq ; Saperq = Satp * Vperq 
W = capgamma * 0 ; Hperq = tau * Nperq 
Afaceperq = Hperq * L ; Vperq = Hperq * W * L 
Arperq = pi/4*(Deqrat*Dh)A2 * 0 * Nperq {Total 
G = mdotrodperq / Arperq 
Gair = rhoai * Va / sigma 
Caperq = rhoai * Va * Afaceperq * Cpa 
{Air-side thermal resistance} 
Reair = Gair * Dhair / mua 
4 * sigma / Satp 
; Vrperq= Arperq * L 
ref-side cross sectional area} 
Call CHXj(Pra, Gair, Cpa, kAI, tfin, Hfin, Satp, SfinoverSair, Reair jH, 
&Stair, hair, etaa, Ratp) 
{Properties} 
Call airprops(Tai, Pai : rhoai, Cpa, mua, ka, nua, Pra) 
{Sum up the three zones to get the full heat exchanger} 
qshperq + q2pperq + qscperq = 1.0{.qrat} 
fsh + f2p + fsc = 1 
{fsh = 0.1} ; {fsc = 0.1} 
{qshperq = O} {qscperq = O} 
{Superheat zone} 
Call refpropssh(Pri, iri : Tri, mursh, krsh, rhorsh, Cprsh, Prrsh) 
{Superheat zone heat transfer coefficient and thermal resistance} 
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Resh = G * Deff / mursh 
Call Rr1pfunk(Srtp, Resh, Prrsh, fDsh, krsh, Deff, kAl, tweb, Lweb, 
&SweboverSref, Nur1am : Rrtpsh, hrsh, etarsh) 
{Superheat zone refrigerant-side pressure drop} 
Call dPr1pfunk(Resh, G, rhorsh, Dh, fsh, L : dPsh, fDsh) 
Prosh = Pri + dPsh 
Rqsh = (Ratp + Rrtpsh) / (Vperq * fsh) 
UAperqsh = 1 / Rqsh 
Caperqsh = Caperq * fsh 
Crperqsh = mdotrodperq * Cprsh 
Cminsh = min(Crperqsh, Caperqsh)" 
NTUsh = UAperqsh / Cminsh 
Crsh = Cminsh / max(Crperqsh, Caperqsh) 
epssh = xfeps(Crsh, NTUsh) 
{Rate equation in superheat zone} 
qshperq = epssh * Cminsh * (Tri - Tai) 
{First law on refrigerant stream, superheat zone} 
qshperq = mdotrodperq * (iri - ig) 
{Two-phase zone} 
Pri2p = Prosh Call refprops2p(Pri2p, Pro2p : Tri2p, Tro2p, ig, if, 
&ifg, rhog, rhol, mug, mul, kl, Cpl, Prl) 
{Two-phase zone heat transfer coefficient and thermal resistance} 
{Tro2p = Temperature(R134a, P=Pro2p, x=0.5)} 
xavg = 0.5 {quality at which averageNu and dPdz should be evaluated} 
{Call Rr2pfunk(L, Srtp, kl, Deff, Prl, kAl, tweb, Lweb, SweboverSref : 
&Rrtp2p, hr2p, etar2p)} 
Call Rr2pfunk(L, Srtp, kl, Deff, Dh, Prl, rhol, rhog, grav, mul, mug, 
&nseg, Tai, Tri, Cpl, ifg, G, kAl, tweb, Lweb, SweboverSref : dPf2p, 
&dPacc2p, Rrtp2p, hr2p, etar2p) 
{Two-phase zone refrigerant-side pressure drop} 
Pro2p = Pri2p + dPf2p + dPacc2p 
{Tro2p = Temperature(R134a, P=Pro2p, x=O.O)} 
dTr2p = Tro2p - Tri2p {C} 
gamma = 1.57 
Trbar2p = Tri2p + dTr2p/gamma 
Rq2p = (Ratp + Rrtp2p) / (Vperq * (l-fsh-fsc)) 
UAperq2p = 1 / Rq2p 
Caperq2p = Caperq * (1-fsh-fsc) 
NTU2p = UAperq2p / Caperq2p 
eps2p = 1 - exp(-NTU2p) 
{1st law on refrigerant stream, two-phase zone} 
q2pperq = mdotrodperq * ifg 
{Rate equation for heat exchanger, two-phase zone} 
q2pperq = eps2p * Caperq2p * (Trbar2p - Tai) 
{Subcooled zone} 
Prisc = Pro2p ; irisc = Enthalpy(R134a, P=Pro2p, x=O) 
Call refpropssc(Pro2p, irisc : Trisc, mursc, krsc, rhorsc, Cprsc, Prrsc) 
{Subcooled zone heat transfer coefficient and thermal resistance} 
Resc = G * Deff / mursc 
Call Rr1pfunk(Srtp, Resc, Prrsc, fDsc, krsc, Deff, kAl, tweb, Lweb, 
&SweboverSref, Nurlam : Rrtpsc, hrsc, etarsc) 
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{Superheat zone refrigerant-side pressure drop} 
Call dPrlpfunk(Rese, G, rhorse, Dh, fse, L : dPse, fDse) 
Prose = Prise + dPse 
Rqse = (Ratp + Rrtpse) / (Vperq * fse) 
UAperqse = 1 / Rqse 
Caperqse = Caperq * fse 
Crperqse = mdotrodperq * Cprse 
Cminse = min(Crperqse, Caperqse) 
NTUse = UAperqse / Cminse 
Crse = Cminse / max(Crperqse, Caperqse) 
epsse = xfeps(Crse, NTUse) . 
{Rate equation in subeooled zone} 
qscperq = epsse * Cminse * (Trise - Tai) 
{First law on refrigerant stream, subeooled zone} 
qscperq = mdotrodperq * Cprse * (Trise - Trose) 
{irose = Enthalpy(Rl34a, P=Prose, T=Trose)} 
{Air-side energy balance and pressure drop} 
1 = Caperq * (Tao - Tai) 
rhoao = l/Volume(Air, P=Pao, T=Tao) 
varat = rhoai/rhoao {vaout/vain} 
Call CHXf(Gair, Satp, W, ~air, varat, rhoai, rhoao, sigma: ffair, dPa) 
Pao = Pai + dPa 
Wdotairperq = -dPa * Va * Afaeeperq {Air-side pumping power, -} 
{other performance measures} 
alphaperq = Hperq / L ; beta = W / L {Width to length ratio} 
Stp = (Saperq+Srperq) / Vperq 
mfinperq = rhoAl*Nperq*L*W*pfin*Hfin*tfin 
mtubeperq = rhoAl*Nperq * L * (W*btube - pi/4*btubeA2 - O*pi/4*(Deqrat*Dh)A2) 
mAlperq = mfinperq + mtubeperq 
Tsubeool = Trise - Trose 
dToutlet = Trose - Tai 
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